Village of Lakewood Final Survey Report
(Completion rate: 72.04%)

Using the map above, please indicate the area of the Village of Lakewood in
which you live:
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

1

23.1%

91

2

20.1%

79

3

18.5%

73

4

8.9%

35

5

18.5%

73

6

3.0%

12

I do not live in the Village of
Lakewood

7.9%

31

Total Responses

394

Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the following:
Very
Satisfied

Satisfied

Neither
Unsatisfied Very
Total
Satisfied
Unsatisfied Responses
Nor
Unsatisfied

Police

159
(44.9%)

145
(41.0%)

31 (8.8%)

14 (4.0%)

5 (1.4%)

354

Fire Department

220
(62.1%)

96 (27.1%)

33 (9.3%)

3 (0.8%)

2 (0.6%)

354

EMS/Ambulance

199
(56.5%)

102
(29.0%)

49 (13.9%)

1 (0.3%)

1 (0.3%)

352

Public Works

121
(34.4%)

148
(42.0%)

58 (16.5%)

18 (5.1%)

7 (2.0%)

352

Building and
Zoning Code
Enforcement

38
(10.8%)

93 (26.3%)

112 (31.7%)

61 (17.3%)

49 (13.9%)

353

Please give us your comments on your satisfaction or dissatisfaction with these
or other government services.
The 180 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Please indicate the level to which you agree or disagree with the following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total
Responses

I feel safe in Lakewood

162
(45.9%)

165
(46.7%)

18 (5.1%)

7 (2.0%)

1 (0.3%)

353

I feel I know about
Village services and
offices

84
(23.9%)

178
(50.6%)

47
(13.4%)

40 (11.4%)

3 (0.9%)

352

I am satisfied with the
value of services for
taxes paid

42
(12.0%)

136
(38.7%)

78
(22.2%)

74 (21.1%)

21 (6.0%)

351

I am satisfied with the
strength and
enforcement of village
code

22 (6.2%) 96
(27.3%)

112
(31.8%)

76 (21.6%)

46
(13.1%)

352

I feel Lakewood should
expand its efforts to
market the qualities of
the village in the region
and beyond in order to
attract more economic
activity

124
(35.7%)

146
(42.1%)

58
(16.7%)

14 (4.0%)

5 (1.4%)

347

I feel Lakewood should
develop design
standards to improve
community appearance

123
(34.9%)

130
(36.9%)

57
(16.2%)

31 (8.8%)

11 (3.1%)

352

Lakewood should spend
more in order to
strengthen the services
it provides to residents

40
(11.3%)

83
(23.4%)

131
(37.0%)

82 (23.2%)

18 (5.1%)

354

Are there other specific comments you have about government services in the
Village of Lakewood?
The 119 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the following community services:
Very
Satisfied

Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied
Nor
Unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

Very
Unsatisfied

Total
Responses

Library

167
(48.7%)

111
(32.4%)

60 (17.5%)

4 (1.2%)

1 (0.3%)

343

Museums

35
(10.3%)

83 (24.4%)

199 (58.5%)

21 (6.2%)

2 (0.6%)

340

Community
Center

9 (2.7%)

42 (12.5%)

166 (49.6%)

71 (21.2%)

47 (14.0%)

335

Cultural
Facilities

7 (2.1%)

52 (15.9%)

201 (61.3%)

50 (15.2%)

18 (5.5%)

328

Parks System

49
(14.4%)

179
(52.5%)

68 (19.9%)

43 (12.6%)

2 (0.6%)

341

Public School
System

71
(20.8%)

167
(48.8%)

82 (24.0%)

17 (5.0%)

5 (1.5%)

342

YMCA

53
(15.7%)

145
(43.0%)

111 (32.9%)

22 (6.5%)

6 (1.8%)

337

YWCA

22 (6.7%)

93 (28.5%)

199 (61.0%)

8 (2.5%)

4 (1.2%)

326

Public Services

44
(13.1%)

166
(49.6%)

96 (28.7%)

26 (7.8%)

3 (0.9%)

335

Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the following infrastructure
systems:
Very
Satisfied

Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied
Nor
Unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

Very
Unsatisfied

Total
Responses

Sewer

73
(21.3%)

194
(56.7%)

45 (13.2%)

22 (6.4%)

8 (2.3%)

342

Water

74
(21.6%)

200
(58.5%)

34 (9.9%)

26 (7.6%)

8 (2.3%)

342

Electric

48
(14.0%)

207
(60.5%)

46 (13.5%)

37 (10.8%)

4 (1.2%)

342

Gas

60
(17.6%)

225
(66.0%)

43 (12.6%)

12 (3.5%)

1 (0.3%)

341

Cable

30 (8.8%)

118
(34.8%)

82 (24.2%)

79 (23.3%)

30 (8.8%)

339

Storm Water
Management

21 (6.2%)

137
(40.2%)

80 (23.5%)

79 (23.2%)

24 (7.0%)

341

Roads and
Streets

52
(15.2%)

166
(48.4%)

67 (19.5%)

50 (14.6%)

8 (2.3%)

343

Sidewalks

19 (5.6%)

98 (28.7%)

78 (22.9%)

102 (29.9%)

44 (12.9%)

341

Street Lighting

31 (9.1%)

183
(53.7%)

69 (20.2%)

50 (14.7%)

8 (2.3%)

341

Do you have any comments about community services in the Village of
Lakewood?
The 146 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree
Nor

Disagree

Very
Disagree

Total
Responses

Disagree
Lakewood has a positive
sense of identity

58
(18.0%)

181
(56.0%)

45
(13.9%)

36 (11.1%)

3 (0.9%)

323

Landscaping, including
trees, plays an
important role in the
overall appearance of
the village

150
(46.3%)

155
(47.8%)

16 (4.9%)

3 (0.9%)

0 (0.0%)

324

A buildings exterior
condition, including
landscaping, plays an
important role in the
future of the village

163
(50.5%)

135
(41.8%)

20 (6.2%)

5 (1.5%)

0 (0.0%)

323

Lakewood should
concentrate on
improving the quality of
development on and
around Chautauqua
Avenue

130
(40.4%)

130
(40.4%)

44
(13.7%)

14 (4.3%)

4 (1.2%)

322

Lakewood should
concentrate on
improving the quality of
development in the
Fairmount Avenue
commercial area

100
(31.2%)

133
(41.4%)

55
(17.1%)

28 (8.7%)

5 (1.6%)

321

Lakewood should
concentrate on
improving the quality of
development in its
residential
neighborhoods

108
(33.6%)

131
(40.8%)

64
(19.9%)

16 (5.0%)

2 (0.6%)

321

Referring to the map at the beginning of the survey in what specific areas
should the quality of development be addressed?
The 187 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Do you have any other comments about community identity and design in the
Village of Lakewood?
The 126 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total
Responses

There is adequate
access to Chautauqua
Lake throughout the
village

36
(11.1%)

140
(43.3%)

56
(17.3%)

73 (22.6%)

18 (5.6%)

323

The village should
acquire land and
buildings for future
economic and
community
development

28 (8.8%)

106
(33.1%)

101
(31.6%)

66 (20.6%)

19 (5.9%)

320

Lakewood should
provide for a diverse
blend of housing
options in its zoning

35
(11.0%)

109
(34.2%)

108
(33.9%)

48 (15.0%)

19 (6.0%)

319

Areas should be
identified to redevelop
for a range of housing
types to accommodate
current and future
population

26 (8.2%)

136
(42.9%)

100
(31.5%)

40 (12.6%)

15 (4.7%)

317

Lakewood should
address housing options
to help seniors age in
place

60
(18.9%)

147
(46.4%)

76
(24.0%)

27 (8.5%)

7 (2.2%)

317

Lakewood should
address housing options
to attract young adults
and young families to
live in the village

103
(32.5%)

146
(46.1%)

48
(15.1%)

14 (4.4%)

6 (1.9%)

317

Lakewood should help
to revitalize Chautauqua
Avenue by allowing a
combined retail and
residential district

91
(28.6%)

145
(45.6%)

50
(15.7%)

25 (7.9%)

7 (2.2%)

318

The overall visual quality
of residential and
commercial
development in the

154
(48.0%)

145
(45.2%)

18 (5.6%)

3 (0.9%)

1 (0.3%)

321

village is important

Do you have any comments about land use in the Village of Lakewood?
The 99 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total
Responses

Traffic safety is an issue
in Lakewood

59
(18.9%)

92
(29.5%)

63
(20.2%)

83 (26.6%)

15 (4.8%)

312

Pedestrian safety is an
issue in Lakewood

83
(26.5%)

108
(34.5%)

55
(17.6%)

63 (20.1%)

4 (1.3%)

313

Bicycle safety is an issue
in Lakewood

105
(33.5%)

120
(38.3%)

46
(14.7%)

36 (11.5%)

6 (1.9%)

313

More sidewalks are
needed in Lakewood

127
(40.7%)

102
(32.7%)

54
(17.3%)

27 (8.7%)

2 (0.6%)

312

More designated bike
lanes are needed in
Lakewood

140
(44.6%)

103
(32.8%)

35
(11.1%)

29 (9.2%)

7 (2.2%)

314

More trails are needed
within Lakewood for
recreation and
transportation

106
(33.9%)

95
(30.4%)

71
(22.7%)

34 (10.9%)

7 (2.2%)

313

More trails are needed
that connect to
neighboring
communities

87
(27.9%)

98
(31.4%)

87
(27.9%)

34 (10.9%)

6 (1.9%)

312

Safer north‐south
connections over
Fairmount Avenue are
needed

111
(35.8%)

114
(36.8%)

53
(17.1%)

28 (9.0%)

4 (1.3%)

310

Electric vehicle charging
stations should be
incorporated into
proposed new parking
areas in Lakewood

16 (5.1%)

73
(23.3%)

138
(44.1%)

64 (20.4%)

22 (7.0%)

313

The quality of street
lighting in the village
should be improved

43
(13.7%)

87
(27.8%)

129
(41.2%)

48 (15.3%)

6 (1.9%)

313

More receptacles for
“doggie waste bags”
would help to keep our
sidewalks and streets a
cleaner

52
(16.6%)

127
(40.6%)

83
(26.5%)

37 (11.8%)

14 (4.5%)

313

Public water fountains
should be strategically
located around the
village

27 (8.7%)

84
(27.0%)

99
(31.8%)

81 (26.0%)

20 (6.4%)

311

More public rest rooms
should be added to the
village

37
(11.9%)

99
(31.9%)

92
(29.7%)

68 (21.9%)

14 (4.5%)

310

New parks are needed
in Lakewood

28 (9.0%)

55
(17.7%)

115
(37.0%)

91 (29.3%)

22 (7.1%)

311

Please provide details about transportation and circulation
Variable

Response

Where is traffic safety a problem?

The 170 response(s) to this question can be found in the
appendix.

Where is pedestrian safety a
problem?

The 172 response(s) to this question can be found in the
appendix.

Where are more sidewalks needed?

The 181 response(s) to this question can be found in the
appendix.

Where are more bike lanes needed?

The 172 response(s) to this question can be found in the
appendix.

Where are more trails needed?

The 108 response(s) to this question can be found in the
appendix.

Where should new parks be
located?

The 94 response(s) to this question can be found in the
appendix.

Do you have any other comments about transportation and circulation in the
Village of Lakewood?
The 60 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with the following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total
Responses

Lakewood’s trees are an
asset to the community

182
(59.3%)

107
(34.9%)

14 (4.6%)

3 (1.0%)

1 (0.3%)

307

Lakewood should adopt
tighter tree regulation to
protect this asset

73
(23.9%)

72
(23.6%)

115
(37.7%)

33 (10.8%)

12 (3.9%)

305

Lakewood is adequately
controlling sediment
erosion

13 (4.2%) 41
(13.4%)

161
(52.4%)

67 (21.8%)

25 (8.1%)

307

Lakewood’s storm water
management system is
adequate

3 (1.0%)

63
(20.7%)

127
(41.8%)

80 (26.3%)

31
(10.2%)

304

Measures should be in
place to protect
downstream properties
and waters from
flooding, pollution and
sedimentation erosion

92
(30.0%)

151
(49.2%)

58
(18.9%)

3 (1.0%)

3 (1.0%)

307

Lakewood should adopt
a policy to conserve and
restore natural stream
corridors, floodplains
and wetlands

98
(32.7%)

121
(40.3%)

70
(23.3%)

7 (2.3%)

4 (1.3%)

300

Lakewood should
promote rain gardens
and pervious surfaces
into its public area
designs

95
(31.6%)

95
(31.6%)

96
(31.9%)

11 (3.7%)

4 (1.3%)

301

Lakewood should
promote solar energy

75
(24.7%)

84
(27.6%)

108
(35.5%)

23 (7.6%)

14 (4.6%)

304

Lakewood should be a
leader in the regional
effort aimed at restoring
Chautauqua Lake

159
(52.1%)

100
(32.8%)

37
(12.1%)

7 (2.3%)

2 (0.7%)

305

Do you have any comments about the environment in the Village of Lakewood?
The 84 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with the following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total
Responses

Lakewood should
endeavor to bring more
arts and culture into the
village

65
(21.4%)

112
(36.8%)

102
(33.6%)

20 (6.6%)

5 (1.6%)

304

Lakewood should strive
to increase its
reputation as a cultural
center in the region

57
(18.7%)

98
(32.1%)

109
(35.7%)

35 (11.5%)

6 (2.0%)

305

Lakewood should
consider establishing an
indoor cultural facility

43
(14.4%)

79
(26.5%)

112
(37.6%)

49 (16.4%)

15 (5.0%)

298

An indoor gathering
place for community
events and celebrations
is needed

84
(27.6%)

114
(37.5%)

69
(22.7%)

29 (9.5%)

8 (2.6%)

304

Hartley Park suffices as
an outdoor gathering
space along our
waterfront for
community events

44
(14.4%)

159
(52.1%)

65
(21.3%)

32 (10.5%)

5 (1.6%)

305

Additional outdoor
gathering space along
the waterfront should
be made available for
community events and
celebrations

42
(13.8%)

76
(25.0%)

115
(37.8%)

57 (18.8%)

14 (4.6%)

304

There are adequate
community facilities in
Lakewood for year
round recreation,
community gathering,
programming and
events

10 (3.3%) 77
(25.4%)

95
(31.4%)

96 (31.7%)

25 (8.3%)

303

Please answer the following:
Variable

Response

Where should the Lakewood history museum be located?

The 135 response(s) to this question
can be found in the appendix.

Where should an indoor community‐gathering place be
located?

The 138 response(s) to this question
can be found in the appendix.

Where on the waterfront should an additional outdoor
gathering space be located?

The 108 response(s) to this question
can be found in the appendix.

Would you like to see an expansion of library FACILITIES to
the community?

The 145 response(s) to this question
can be found in the appendix.

Would you like to see an expansion of library SERVICES to
the community?

The 128 response(s) to this question
can be found in the appendix.

What improvements would you like to see at the Library
that would benefit the community as a whole?

The 104 response(s) to this question
can be found in the appendix.

Do you have any comments about arts and culture in the Village of Lakewood?
The 68 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with the following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total
Responses

Lakewood’s historic
buildings are an asset
to the community

114
(37.7%)

125
(41.4%)

46
(15.2%)

14 (4.6%)

3 (1.0%)

302

Lakewood should
endeavor to preserve
and protect its historic
properties

109
(36.5%)

128
(42.8%)

48
(16.1%)

11 (3.7%)

3 (1.0%)

299

Lakewood should
promote its historic
preservation as a
tourist attraction

94
(31.1%)

113
(37.4%)

72
(23.8%)

18 (6.0%)

5 (1.7%)

302

Do you have an comments about historic preservation in the Village of
Lakewood?
The 69 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total
Responses

Lakewood’s waterfront
should be carefully
developed in order to
make it a regional
destination

101
(34.1%)

117
(39.5%)

46
(15.5%)

25 (8.4%)

7 (2.4%)

296

Lakewood should make
it possible for visitors to
access the Chautauqua
Avenue business district
BY BOAT

110
(36.8%)

127
(42.5%)

38
(12.7%)

17 (5.7%)

7 (2.3%)

299

Chautauqua Avenue is
key to revitalizing the
community and should
be a priority

135
(45.3%)

113
(37.9%)

30
(10.1%)

11 (3.7%)

9 (3.0%)

298

The look and feel of
Fairmount Avenue is a
priority to revitalizing
the community

87
(29.0%)

120
(40.0%)

60
(20.0%)

28 (9.3%)

5 (1.7%)

300

Lakewood needs to
market itself to the
region and beyond as a
great place to live, work
and do business

134
(44.8%)

110
(36.8%)

43
(14.4%)

8 (2.7%)

4 (1.3%)

299

Do you have any comments about economic development and community
revitalization in the Village of Lakewood?
The 86 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Yes

No

N/A

Total
Responses

Do you own your Lakewood home?

273 (90.7%)

21 (7.0%)

7 (2.3%)

301

Are you a full time (6 months or more)
Lakewood resident?

271 (90.0%)

25 (8.3%)

5 (1.7%)

301

Are you a seasonal Lakewood resident?

18 (6.2%)

254 (88.2%)

16 (5.6%)

288

If you do not live in the Village of Lakewood, please tell us where you live:
The 26 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

How many adults, including yourself, live in your Lakewood home?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

1

19.9%

57

2

71.0%

203

3‐5

8.7%

25

6 or more

0.3%

1

Total Responses

286

How many children live in your household
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

0

74.1%

209

1

5.3%

15

2

13.5%

38

3‐5

6.0%

17

6 or more

1.1%

3

Total Responses

282

How long have you lived in Lakewood?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Less than 1 year

3.5%

10

1 to 4 years

8.3%

24

5 to 9 years

11.8%

34

10 to 14 years

11.8%

34

15 to 19 years

11.8%

34

More than 20 but fewer than 30
years

16.0%

46

More than 30 years

36.5%

105

NA

0.3%

1

Total Responses

288

What is your age group?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Less than 18

0.0%

0

18 ‐ 20

0.0%

0

21 ‐ 30

2.8%

8

31 ‐ 40

9.7%

28

41 ‐ 50

14.2%

41

51 ‐ 65

31.2%

90

65+

42.0%

121

Total Responses

288

What is your highest level of education?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Some high school

0.7%

2

High school diploma

8.0%

23

Some college

10.8%

31

Associates degree

11.1%

32

Bachelor's degree

31.4%

90

Master's degree

27.9%

80

Doctorate/professional degree

10.1%

29

Total Responses

287

Are you planning on moving FROM Lakewood in the near future?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Yes

13.5%

38

No

86.5%

244

Total Responses

282

If yes, why are you planning to move from Lakewood?
The 51 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Is there anything else you would like us to know as we work on the Lakewood
Comprehensive Plan?
The 96 response(s) to this question can be found in the appendix.

Appendix
Please give us your comments on your satisfaction or dissatisfaction with these or
other government services. |
#

Response

1.

Part‐time code enforcement is inadequate for the amount of code enforcement work to be
done. Also, the Town courts must provide full enforcement support for the CEO.

2.

test

3.

I think the Public Works Dept. would get things done alittle quicker if they had more
employees
I think the Code Enforcement should be only Village & not shared with Busti

4.

Police department constantly loses their part‐time officers to other communities offering
full time jobs. Ambulances are in constant need of repair, but do a good job with the
resources they have. public works... Public works do a fantastic job of snow removal, but I
think they could use their resources and time better when it comes to picking up grass
clippings, which I think residents should do, not the village employees. Code enforcement
historically has been terrible, and although the new code enforcement officer is working
hard, he is completely overwhelmed with a backlog of cases that he inherited. The state of
affairs remains horrible in the village, given now one person has to cover both village and
town, and he has years of violations that were never dealt with. This is an area the village
must make a priority... In my opinion, cost saving by combining two positions into one,
was a poor decision. He is stretched too thin and not able to make much of a difference in
village.

5.

Drainage has been a huge issue in our area ‐ the dept of public works put in drainage but it
is not effective ‐ it would appear that not a lot of planning went into this seemingly large
project.
I believe that our code officer is extremely ineffective! For example Chautuaqua Avenue
should and could be a beautiful street with well maintained buildings and storefronts.

6.

Code enforcement ‐ has gotten better but Fairmount Avenue is a disaster. The Farmer
Whatever place..it's a mess, it's gaudy, and it doesn't fit the character of our community.
Businesses up and down Fairmount invest in and maintain permanent buildings and pay
taxes on those buildings, and I can't believe this business is paying its fair share. We
appreciate someone's desire to start a business, but there should be limits enforced on the
number of "temporary" structures, signage, require landscaping, etc. WE always
appreciate our volunteer EMS services and fire services as well.

7.

Plowing has not been the best the past two winters but to be fair the past two winters have
been very frigid.
Some sidewalks need repair.
We need a noise ordinance. Complaints in the village about unkempt houses have been
met with a dismissive waive. Sighting that there is no ordinance against weeds, only grass

and that we have no code against what people put on their front laws or porches.
8.

On the public works: Many sidewalks are not walk‐able, summer or winter. The sidewalks
in many areas are in severe disrepair. During winter, the Chautauqua Ave area is not
plowed often enough and the walls of snow at the four corners of Chautauqua and Summit
are difficult to pass after the snow plows have come through.
Additionally, the weeds growing out of the pavers along Chautauqua Ave are not weeded
often enough, nor are the tree beds weeded often or ever. It speaks to a lack of Village
leadership, from the Mayor down.
For a community to thrive, and as you look at examples of areas that are thriving, they
have three things in common; walk‐able community, business friendly (i.e. low taxes, well
kept business area), and a strong enforcement code ‐ that is actually enforced.
On the Building and Zoning Code Enforcement, it is essentially non‐existent. There are
many unsafe buildings, for example the church on Pennsylvania and Ohio Ave. It draws
rodents, vandals and the chimney is falling down which could hurt or kill someone. In the
business district, allowing people to operate a business with out proper permitting ‐ i.e.
the junk/drift wood store which has expanded to cover portions of the sidewalk and looks
like a terrible yard sale. Many buildings are in disrepair, missing siding, etc. We NEED a
uniform code that is strictly enforced.

9.

I don't know how big of an area the public works covers but I think I have seen at least
four to six different people working and the village does not look very good. I have never
noticed the supervisor out doing any work either. The park always has trash all around the
garbage can, there are weeds taking over the playground and Chautauqua Ave looks
terrible. Also, I have yet to see the mayor around the historic district of Lakewood...if our
Mayor doesn't want to be on Chautauqua Ave, how to we expect anyone else to want to?

10.

I believe there should be stronger Codes for buildings in the Lakewood

11.

Many buildings need to be addressed for violations; abandoned properties at lease need
the grass cut.
After a tough winter, many roads still have numerous holes to be filled.

12.

We seem to be overstaffed in our police force and associated expensive equipment. I
would like to see a bulk trash day once a month and standard trash pickup twice a week at
least during the summer when the cans get maggots and stink

13.

Code enforcement does not occur

14.

There are areas that are disgusting and have been for years. I find no excuse to be
acceptable. I see no difference with change of personnel. I also question some decisions
that have been made with new construction in my area.

15.

I have spoken to a couple from Ohio who have a summer home in the Beachwood area.
They told me that they were embarrassed to bring guest to their home because of the
trashy house and property next door to them and the also the house and property across
the street from them.

16.

We lack consistent zoning enforcement.
Our level of police manpower and equipment is too high, we need to combine services
with County etc.
Public works needs to be trimmed and more work needs to be privatized.

17.

Code enforcement has been neglected for many years. There is much to do to catch up with
strength and enforcement.

18.

Services are more than adequate.

19.

There are motorcycles speeding at high speeds late at night up and down terrace. This has
been going on for a few weeks now.
Sidewalks are deplorable!! I have snowplow damage on mine and that's not even the
worse of Lakewood sidewalks. We pay very high taxes to not have better sidewalks.

20.

I understand that our zoning enforcement officer is shared with the town of Busti. It
seems to me our Village needs its own zoning code enforcer in order to address building
and zoning issues adequately. One good look around the Village would make this obvious.
Chautauqua Ave, the heart of our Village, has been allowed to deteriorate for lack of
adequate enforcement, and it makes a dismal impression. I sincerely hope this
comprehensive plan will provide the impetus needed to TAKE ACTION to improve things.

21.

I'd like to see Chautauqua Avenue rezoned. More stores, fewer crumbling apartments,
more attention paid to this centerpiece of our village.

22.

Need uniform code enforcement.

23.

Not sure I agree with all the Public Works programs‐‐ e.g., picking up brush monthly. Rest
of village services are fine. Believe we need to work on Zoning

24.

3 empty houses on Fairwood Drive, one is boarded up, corner of Shadyside and Fairmount.
These houses are depressing the true value of our homes but not the accessed values.

25.

I feel that we should have a larger police presence in our area and the entire village. The
heroin epidemic that has infiltrated our community and surrounding area has caused a
larger amount of non‐violent crimes to occur such as larcenies, burglaries of homes, selling
of stolen property. We do not have a large enough police presence to handle the influx of
crime and unsavory people that moved in to our area. I don't feel that the village board had
a real grasp on the severity of this issue. There will be people that will move out of this
area because of the unsavory elements moving in. I don't want any of my property stolen
or broken into.

26.

1. I'm highly satisfied with the police department, but worry about the spread of drug and
drug related crime in our area. Support for our police force is critical to keeping criminal
activity at bay.
2. Highly pleased with our new CEO, but find it troubling that his time is split. It dilutes his
effectiveness. There is so much code enforcement work to be done in Lakewood he should
be full time.

3. The CEO also needs the full backing of our court system to enforce compliance with our
code.
27.

I feel all areas are doing a great job. It would be better if public works did remove snow in
the down town a little more often, and help with between the sidewalk and road on
Chautauqua Ave

28.

Zoning laws need to be better enforced

29.

Police: great job. Lucky to have them in the Village. Good communication in Village
meetings.
Fire Department: partner with Village government to reduce capital costs. Pursue with
EMS/Ambulance group, a fee for service to reduce unnecessary calls. 50% of calls would
not require manpower if a fee were in place. This would show respect for volunteers &
greatly assist with recruitment / retention. Need to improve on "report to Mayor /
Residents" during Village meetings.
Public Works: fabulous leadership, work and results. Communication in Village meetings
adequate but more detail would help.
Building / Code Enforcement: solid improvement with new code enforcement officer in
place. Work in progress but effort is there. Glad to see asbestos inspection certificate ‐
smart, saves $$$ & is great addition to need for continuous improvement.

30.

Town does not treat everyone equal, plus richy neighbor can do what he wants and the
normal one does the same thing and and gets in trouble, town also takes care of rich
neighborhood. more then downtown

31.

Streets are horrible
Building codes are too tight and strict. Loosen up a little to get more businesses in town.

32.

Police very good at what they do.
I see no evidence of building codes being enforced.

33.

Unnecessary for a municipality of this size.

34.

Code enforcement needs a backbone.

35.

takes an act of congress for our COURT SYSTEM TO ENFORCE THE CODE OFFICER.

36.

Fire Department's declining to allow a meeting of Committee for Better Government to be
held in its building is inexplicable. Years of not having written contracts for cleaning
services, especially when work is being given to a fireman and not bid out, unacceptable.
Fire Department's finances not transparent. Asking the village budget to absorb a new
fitness machine in the thousands of dollars, before money was allocated for a
comprehensive plan, for example, is incomprehensible. Public Works goes to the head of
the class. Re: code, years of enforcement neglect are obvious everywhere you look. Put
another way, the enforcers looked the other way. Time to take offenders to court if they do
not respond to notices. Village attorney appears to represent a political agenda, not a
village agenda.

37.

Roads only get a new topcoat and just prior to election. Three years of shit streets will be

remembered.
Recreation funds robbed to build out town building on village prime retail space! Show me
the money! And rec space?
Get people involved because leaders like this are drawn into the void of community
interest.
38.

The dilapidated and unkept properties is unsightly and unfair to neighbors. We need
leaders to facilitate how we can either enforce code violations or come up with alternative
solutions to help property owners if needed

39.

The fire company needs to work as a proactive member of the Lakewood community.
There leadership needs a more positive attitude.

40.

Zoning codes and laws have been overlooked in this village for years thereby creating the
mess we are in now. I am adamantly opposed to weekly vacation rentals in traditionally
residential neighborhoods.
However we are very fortunate to have such excellent services listed above...including the
Village Clerk's office.

41.

I've lived in the village for number of years and believe hat it is extremely important to
have the best equipped and training emergency services available. Times have changed as
has the area. Lakewood is a beautiful place to raise a family and we need to keep it a safe
and attractive place where people want to be.

42.

There are too many delinquent homes and buildings along Fairmount Ave. and in the
village o Lakewood. Some of this has resulted from years of lax oversight. It is time to bring
all properties up to code and enforce the village by‐laws.

43.

There are many delapidated buildings and houses that have been abandoned or neglected.
They have been this way for years and it appears as though nothing gets done about it. It
devalues everyones property.

44.

Concerning some of the individuals involved in the fire department, they need to brush up
when it comes to transfers as several times when my husband needed to go to the hospital;
their techniques were sloppy and painful. Having had experience in the field told me these
individuals should practice transferring people from different types of chairs to the
stretcher.
On the other hand the fire department has quick time response to the homes.

45.

Building code does not respond and slow to respond when he does.

46.

Need full time code enforcement vice part time. Many businesses and private residences
need to be brought up to at least a minimum code. Sidewalks are overgrown and unusable
when the residents plant large shrubs, etc., next to the sidewalks (for privacy) and then
don't maintain the planting with proper pruning. Entire blocks of this forces anyone
walking to walk in the street. Nothing is done to stop this practice. When we are trying so
hard to ensure Lakewood is a "street friendly" and "walking community" it seems a good
start would be to clean up the sidewalks we already have before building new ones.

47.

I truly feel we are so lucky here in Lakewood to have such fine personnel in our police, fire,
EMS, and public works departments. These people are always available when needed.
We have acquaintances whom have used the EMS numerous times and have always been
treated with great care, regardless of how often they have had to respond. Should we have
ever that need, I hope to be treated with as much kindness and respect!

48.

Several roads in terrible condition; some yards are littered with old tires, building
materials, etc for months to years, police enforcement is inconsistent‐especially vehicular.
Taxes continue to rise. Some projects appear to be designed for job security (continal
maintenance and repair) vs. quality and longevity (do it right the first time).

49.

A property close by has been complained about for more than a year now. The lawn has
been mowed once this year, there are rats. There is an abandoned vehicle that has been
reported. I have seen no action.

50.

Our zoning laws are not being enforced. There are unregistered vehicles in many
driveways,people routinely ignore the no parking signs in the lake right of ways,and there
are too many run down houses in the village.

51.

Police harrass tax paying seniors givimg tickets rather than warnings for
nonconsequential offenses. Should dissolve local police and let county sheriff's take care
of protection.
Apparently people with $$ and clout can ignore zoning laws and traffic laws without
consequences.

52.

Code enforcement seems to be uneven. Some rules enforced and others are let slide. If the
rule was worth setting than it should be enforced. Many of the problems in the last code
revision would not have been necessary if the full rule had been enforced.

53.

The former zoning enforcement officer was useless. And since he trained the new guy, I
have to assume we aren't getting much better.

54.

Building and zoning enforcement very dissatisfied we have one house that is killing our
neighbourhood with about 3to four families in one home they are up all night reving there
motor cycles cars working on cars like a repair shop cars motor cycles parked all over the
lawn a camper parked in the yard yellow tarp covering a porch its bringing our values of
our homes down oh yes it is Fairmount and Elizabeth streets

55.

Police and fire personnel have always been responsive to community requests.

56.

I have had wonderful responses from the first four groups ‐ have utilized all of them at
different times with very quick and respectful responses.
There are a lot of "eyesores" in Lakewood which I can't imagine meet building codes. I
would love to see the village work toward a cleaner look.

57.

Great fire, police and public works services, but the Building and Code Enforcement does
not go nearly far enough to push property owners toward taking care of their properties
and the Zoning/Planning Board does not have a good vision for what is good design and

what is poor design.
58.

Am not pleased with the many homes and yards in poor condition in the Village of
Lakewood. Question wheather zoning makes any effort to get homeowners/landlords to
improve properties.

59.

Many properties are not looking very good.

60.

The house on the corner of Fairmount and Fairwood has been boarded up for a year now
and nothing has been done about it. It is an eyesore in our village.

61.

Feel that my taxes are well spent on these services.

62.

We have used the Fire Dept. and Police Dept. numerous times. Can't fine a nicer group of
men. EMS has also responded several times. Great job guys‐keep up the wonderful job.

63.

The village is too small in population to support the independent police dept with taxes.
There is not enough for them to do so there is too much effort in the commercing of the
dept. (tickets)
Please revisit contracting with the sheriff for coverage. What do the retail businesses on
Fairmont contribute for the shoplifting coverage we provide?

64.

i have not had any personal experience with those I marked neither satisf or unsat.

65.

Did not find police dept to be flexible. The village/police system of car towing leaves much
to be desired; as does the court system (although I realize some of this is town of Busti ‐ it
still impacts village residents.)

66.

Never had to use them for any personal service.

67.

vacant buildings in the village need to be maintained at the same level as if they are
occupied.

68.

There seems to be some "junk" housing that never seem to attended to. Most are probably
rental property, but are "eye sores" to nearby residents, who complain to the authorities
and yet nothing seems to be done. Nothing changes! Example: Residence at 101 Elizabeth
Street ( corner yellow house on East side of Elizabeth and south side of Fairmont Ave.

69.

The Public works men do a great job. But I would like to have them do something about
the dust from lots of vehicles. It blows right into our house and gets on the furniture, air
conditioner, etc.

70.

Mr Piling is the most unprofessional worker Lakewood village employs. He then leads by
example. As a taxpayer it is very difficult to have any discussion with him let alone expect
any work to be done.

71.

Only service we needed the police were very responsive and did their job well. We have
been amazed by the degree of care and responsiveness that Mr. Johnson has provide to us
as summer residents.

72.

House on the corner of Gerald and Summit has had insulation wrap for a number of years
but no siding. Also various pieces of household junk in the yard (also been there for a
number of years). This affects my property value, thus the dissatisfaction.

73.

Jeff is doing a difficult job but more needs to be don.The atrocity of the garage on Fairmout
Ave should be addressed.

74.

We need to have more local pressure put on the State and County government to get our
lake cleaned up and healthy. Also, we need to be more diligent onmaking residents keep
up their properties and when the properties fall into sever disrepair we need to move to
tear down distressed structures.

75.

Never had to directly deal with any of them

76.

Most if not all areas work above and beyond the call of duty.

77.

When contacted, they respond in a reasonable amount of time. The village clerk is VERY
helpful and responsive.

78.

I have absolutely no complaints

79.

Very unsatisfied with the yard waste pick up, especially the late yard waste pick up in the
fall. Leaves & other yard waste suits by the road for two months in the fall, killing all the
grass in the yards & looking unsightly.

80.

The police do an excellent job patrolling our village. When we are gone, they monitor our
house twice per week. We have a neighbor that has been in the nursing home for years
and they stop by her house, walk around the house every Sunday morning like clockwork!
Very impressive!
The Fire Department does an outstanding job as well and are true heroes!
The public works department is also fantastic!
We live in a great village.

81.

The water department has not been responsive when we have reported a possible
problem with water leakage of a main. The zone code enforcement is very inconsistent.
Some new houses have been built with little to no clearance with adjacent homes.

82.

The fire alarm does NOT need to sound for all calls, we have scanners and cell phones that
send alerts.

83.

Need vision for growth long term.

84.

I am amazed at the number of buildings in a state of disrepair, and the eyesores...such as
Farmer Browns(!) that appear to be completely unregulated! Have a plan...enforce the
plan.

85.

They all seem to do a good job although I haven't had the need for most of them

86.

I own a business in Lakewood.

I know there is very quick response for all emergency calls.
87.

The EMS are fantastic!

88.

The government services always do a good job for us in Lakewood.

89.

The police department is too large. Needless hassling of residents.

90.

Lakewood is a safe place to live. In our 10 years here we have never had a complaint about
any of these services.

91.

house at 3 Mapleview Ave. is derelict and should be condemned. Garages on Laurel are
being renovated into living places. Is this up to code? Is there a permit for this
renovation?

92.

i own a business and have seen very little change over the years . the police , fire, road
crews and ems have always been outstanding. The only thing I would like to see is the
removal of the bricks that Tony thought would add beauty to the Fairmount Ave. business
area. they are weed catches and nobody can control them. they look terrible and detract
from the businesses that are trying to project a positive image.
The only other suggestion I have is to clean up the unsightly , unkept , unsafe, etc, buildings
on Fairmount Ave. next to the Goodyear store.
This , of course comes under the building and code enforcement

93.

Have no knowledge of bldg. & zoning code enforcement; so cannot comment; all other
services, as well as employees, are exemplary. I have lived in Lakewood/Celoron all my
life 70+ years: In Lakewood, as homeowner for 16; renting, 10.

94.

We have an excellent complement of employees in public service in this Village

95.

police should patrol the streets, not hide and trap motorists

96.

Doesn't appear to be consistent enforcement of the NYS Property Maintenance Code.

97.

Not sure what Public works encompasses.
Building and zoning need much improvement.

98.

Love living in the village. The village public works department employees are diligent and
do an excellent job maintaining the village. Joe Johnson is extremely helpful as needs arise.
great place to raise a family and enjoy the area. just wonder about making sure we have a
consistent yard waste village wide regular pick up, being that we live in a wonderful tree
lined community. The current waste management company is less consistent and reliable
than the previous service.

99.

Historically building/zoning code enforcement is enforced or overlooked depending on
your connections to people of influence within the village government.

100. I understand the siren for the fire department is a necessary device at this time, but, with
technology of the day and with the amount of taxes we pay just for the Village, I feel there
could be other means to alert the department volunteers. To me it is VERY antiquated and
"dates" our village to newcomers.

101. Kind of upsetting to see law enforcement personnel speeding, driving iradically, talking on
cell phones. You are law enforcement and must abide by the same laws as us "peasants".
We need less government intrusion and less telling others how to live their lives. Most of
these "codes" are a joke usually enforced by a clown.
102. No problems with Police, Fire Department, EMS/Ambulance, Public Works services are all
very good as far as I am concerned. Building and Zoning Code Enforcement needs to work
on whatever is causing the bad odor from the sewage system.
103. The rental properties in my neighborhood are run down and not very well maintained.
There is a puppy mill/ kennel on Summit. I would like to see the landlords take more
responsibility for their properties. The landlords are making money in the neighborhood
and should be held to a higher standard.
104. Worried about drug related problems becoming worse in our area. Need better policing to
keep drugs/theft/violence out of Lakewood.
105. Feel that the police coverage should be downsized/combined with Town of Busti
Feel that previous zoning officer was not always fair and upfront with zoning issues,
hoping new officer will provide change in this area
106. sidewalks on East Terrace in long term need for repair between Case and Marvin
107. There seems to be a business at the corner of Oak and Fairmount. Is that zoned for a
business? On Laurel and Fairmount there is a garage/warehouse with no house associated
with it.
108. Zoning was not very good, but is improving because of the new zoning officer. He has a
mess to clean up, but things are much better.
109. Failure to enforce exiting building and zoning code has allowed unsightly and illegal
additions and or new structures to be built, that end are grand‐fathered in. The motto
seems to be "build first‐ ask permission later." There are many violations observed from
half finished construction projects that have languished for years and unused vehicles and
vessels left on properties. The spread of rental properties and zombie properties has made
the village proper not the first choice of real estate in the area.
110. Do we have too many police for the size of our village?
111. The police expense in the budget seems to be higher than other village and towns.
112. Rental homes are a concern for me
113. All Lakewood employees have been very friendly and courteous.. they have been friendly
and courteous and respectful when asking someone about what about what they are
doing.
114. Wish you had kept the summer rec program
115. There are village residents living in a shed with a port a potty
116. There are village residents living in a shed with a port a potty

117. satisfied with most
118. Police and Public Works too big for their britches.
Public Works abhors ANY hand work and routine maintenance, particularly of road
shoulders. They need better oversight and budget control. They suffer from big fish ‐ little
pond disease.
Code enforcement infested with rank cronyism.
119. The police dept. should be downsized. Lakewood and the surrounding area has entirely
too much law enforcement, this is costly and unnecessarily burdens the tax payer. I would
feel just as safe if the police dept. was phased out and Lakewoods policing needs came
from the Sheriffs dept.
I have found that the building and zoning code enforcement rules to be unclear and easily
infringed on. I have found some of the board members to exhibit unprofessional and bias
behavior.
120. Our fire & emergency departments are exceptional! I routinely observe code violations in
my neighborhood ‐ reporting them or exposing them publically at board meetings goes
nowhere! Residents and non‐residents seem to do what they want
121. I get very concerned when the village is without an EMT. I would definitely pay a little
extra to have 24 hr coverage.
122. Fairmount Ave. needs more zoning codes as to the types of businesses
123. Instead of monitoring business, put time & effort on boarded up property, dilapidated
buildings on Fairmount & Summit
124. Too many boarded up windows with plywood ‐ should be last straw > demolition. Farmer
Brown is a palace compared to other Fairmount vacated lots. Put energy in these eyesores
‐ support new business ventures not hinder.
125. Clerks office great
126. Code enforcement leaves a lot to be desired ‐‐ got to give Jeff time, tho ‐‐ he came in to a
massive mess!!
127. Lakewood has a history of VERY poor enforcement of building and zoning code violations.
Several Property owners have thumbed their noses at our village and ignored code
violations.
I our own village meetings a prior inspector said he may issue a notice for a violation once
or twice and then "it goes on file"
We don't need new code or zoning laws , we just need enforcement!
Notice ‐ time to cure ‐ enactment of fines ‐ escalating fines for noncompliance ‐ liens‐
foreclosure
128. Public works not taking care of sidewalks or drains. No curbing in my area
129. Police & Fire always seem to be on top of answering.

130. All except building are very good. I have not had contact with the current code officer, but
from what I have heard, he changes the law to suit himself.
131. in this instance satisfied is better than very satisfied.
132. There seems to be a free‐for‐all as far as what you can do with your property in Lakewood.
We live near the "forever" boarded up church and a few other neglected / abandoned
properties (even though people live there). We were just informed the bad news from our
bank which is a direct result of living in an area with little to no zoning and / or
enforcement. We were attempting to do some home improvements on our house to make
things looks nicer, improve energy efficiency and found out through the home equity loan
process that the assessment on our house from the bank DROPPED $25,000 from 5 years
ago so we can't get a home equity loan to do any improvements. WHY? We were told by
the bank that the average selling price for homes in our area has dropped because of the
neighborhood. WHY? Because people do not have to maintain their home even to a basic
level (paint, rotton wood). We have come to meetings in the past to beg for someone to do
something about it and nothing ever changes. Why is Lakewood unable to claim a
property that has sat vacant for years and has boarded up windows for much longer than
we have lived in Lakewood (greater than 10 years)? Why can't Lakewood do something
about a house on our street that tore down the front porch roof and still sits with nothing
done about it. Why can't Lakewood do something about a house that sat for YEARS with
siding missing from the outside. I don't know if the issue is that Lakewood has little to no
zoning laws or there is just no one who wants to "upset anyone" and enforce them. We
feel very stuck in this village with taxes going up while our "investment" value goes down.
I have family living in various cities on the east coast and every one of them live in an area
with zoning laws that are enforced so that properties are maintained correctly and
property value is not impacted so that people who have purchased a house can actually
view it as a major financial investment. Isn't that the point of zoning laws with the added
bonus of the neighborhood looking nice and maintained?
133. We have an excellent fire, police, and public works department. Our streets and sidewalks
are plowed early so that the school buses can run and the children can get to the bus stops
safely. People can get to and from work in a timely manner. The police and fire
department take care of everyone ‐ no questions asked.
134. Need update on codes
135. We have had quick responses to calls to police and fire department.
136. I am especially thankful for the volunteers of our fire department
137. Some home owners just do not follow regulations and refuse to keep their property clean
of vehicles, unmowed grass, etc.
138. Very quick police and ems response time
139. Some of the McMansions are too big. At the end of Penn. Ave while not McMansions, the
Turner house and their neighbor to the east are closing in the lake access right of
way...very selfish and self serving....not good neighbors.
140. Extreme satisfaction with police and fire and ambulance services. These are the most
dedicated folks dealing in dangerous situation each and every day. Roads are kept good
and employees are very reactive to questions and requests. Code enforcement .... I feel is
just average, at best. The former and the current code officer needed to operate with some

teeth and nerve and get the problems fixed faster and the permits issued easier and more
timely. They must take a course in how to slow down the procedure to get building
permits. I have watched other municipalities and their permit procedure is smooth and
rapid. I listen to the Lakewood code guy and he is very little progress and 'we can't do this
and we can't do that'. That really needs fine tuning.
141. Public Works is unreliable about picking up yard debris.
142. Since I really don't know the zoning code, perhaps it is being enforced, but it doesn't look
like it is!
143. The first four categories are very well covered in Lakewood. The former zoning officer
was very lax in his job. There are too many buildings and lots that are left as eyesores for
extended periods of time. Considering the fact that he trained his replacement, I am not
confident that the situation will change.
144. The roots of a tree that is on village property that are growing under our garage. The
electric lines telephone and cable lines also go through this tree. The village won't cut it
down.
145. Have not had much use or contact with the police, fire or EMS/Ambulance
146. As a business owner in Lakewood, police, fire and ems/ambulance are more than
adequate. Cost of police is an issue to be examined and the possibility of using county
sheriff dept would have some merit and cost reduction.
Public works does very good job especially in winter.
147. Codes are ignored and not enforced. Many structures are fall down. Vehicles are in
driveways without license plates. The former Beechwood restaurant looks horrible as an
entrance to our village.
148. not happy with not doing anything about abandoned houses
149. We feel that many of the buildings in the village of Lakewood are eyesores and detract
from the aesthetics of the village. Zoning regulations need to be updated and upheld.
150. Police should merge with County. It will save taxpayers in the village. The LBPD officers
are too arrogant and the chief does not care.
151. My guess is there are laws about building codes, but on some village streets there are
abandoned buildings that are a total disgrace.
152. Need update on codes
153. Would like to know why the siren goes off at the old fire dept bldg. ( now the police
station) I was told it was for the police, emt & fire calls. Police ‐ every day & night, I hear
trucks, cars, motorcycles ‐ taking off from intersections too fast & very load. This is very
unsafe and late at night very bothersome. I know the police are busy but it seems like this
happens a lot. Not sure why people think they can get away with it right in town.
154. We think most services do a very good job
155. The new zoning code enforcement officer is either "not experienced" or qualified or the

area which he covers Busti & Lakewood is too large for one person to do a satisfactory job.
156. I appreciate how well the DPW plows my street. It's a dead end, but with three passes of a
pick‐up with a plow blade, it's done in no time.
157. There are many buildings and homes that need attention. Both in safety and beautification
needs
158. Too many and too high of fee building and zoning regulations.
159. We have an excellent fire, police and public works department. Out streets and sidewalks
are plowed early so that the school buses can run and the children can get to the bus stops
safely. People can get to and from work in a timely manner. The police and fire
department take care of everyone ‐ no questions asked.
160. Winter maintenance is very good ‐ snow removal etc., but the appearance of Chautauqua
Ave is atrocious. Regular street & gutter cleaning is essential on a regular basis. Weeds
need to be removed from pavers & gateways (Post Office) need to be maintained ‐ weeds &
grass cutting & trimming.
161. I would be very happy if the fire dept did not use the siren.
162. The snow plowing in the winter was phenominal. Greatly exceeded any of my
expectations. Ditch the sirens.
163. Code ‐ never enforced
164. When I call the police about anything, they don't follow up on them. Public workers don't
pick up yard clippings in a timely manner. Building & Zoning codes are never followed and
they never listen to the community ‐ they do whatever they feel like doing.
165. New zoning code is needed. In the meantime, enforce the present code.
166. I feel zoning needs to be tightened up
167. Generally A+
168. Sidewalks are deplorable condition. Too many shacks and storage sheds. Sidewalk
between Velie Street and Canal Street is really bad.
169. On building & Zoning code enforcement ‐ I picked satisfied because there seems to be
improvement compared to the way things use to be done. I'm sure there is still room for
improvement and look forward to progress in this area.
170. Lack of building and zoning codes
171. Zoning regulations need to be enforced in a more timely manner.
172. The Dept. of Public Works does a wonderful job both winter and summer. Building &
Zoning Code should prohibit the tearing down of small to medium homes on small lots &
building a huge home that takes up the entire lot without regard to the houses in the
neighborhood.
173. Lack of attention to Fairdale & Shadyside RR underpass roadways. Shadyside is still a
challenge. OH, Buildings & Code?? Fairmount is not nice.
174. I think that the Lakewood/Busti police department should combine with the Sheriff Dept.

175. Just to know there is security. We have no problems that were not managed right away.
There is always room for improvements if money is available, but I prefer my taxes to go
down not up.
176. Rules are specific. Enforce them!
177. Would like to see the current building & zoning laws enforced.
178. Police, Fire, & EMS do an incredible job. We are blessed by their work.
179. Charlie Smith was great. His replacement has a lot to learn
180. Has not taken care of problem I have had for years. This is for the Building & Code Officer.

Are there other specific comments you have about government services in the Village
of Lakewood? |
#

Response

1.

test

2.

I don't feel as safe since Walmart has brought less desirable people to the area.
I don't feel that I should spend more in taxes to change the the appearance of Lakewood or
strengthen it's services, for the most part, Lakewood is not a community, it is the rich and
the poor

3.

The Village can make better use of the tax dollars at work. Not enough is being done to
encourage citizen involvement to take pride in the village and to enforce code violations.
The lake is never a top priority when new businesses come into the village along
Fairmount Ave. Drainage and runoff are an after thought rather than a top priority for the
viability of the lake. The current administration has embraced status quo and that is
unacceptable. The village can do better with the resources it has.

4.

Again, design standards in particular for Fairmount Avenue.

5.

I'm not sure if Lakewood should spend more to strengthen services, but maybe reallocate
where the money is going. We have a very heavy police force for a combined population of
10,000, do we really need that? I think I have seen a k9 unit, if so, that seems a bit
excessive. For a village that has been run by Republicans for so many years, it seems to me
that the governing is excessive and heavy with waste. Very un‐republican if you ask me.
Do we even have a zone enforcement? The property near the rod and gun has what looks
like run down cars and boats parked everywhere. Rotting and falling down houses and
buildings. This village is beginning to look like a mini Detroit, minus the diversity.

6.

Lakewood needs to join with Busti to provide recreation area and programs for
community.

7.

I feel that Lakewood has so much to offer and yet we still sit in the dark ages of little
change. Let's move forward and make Lakewood great!

8.

I hate to tell people what to do with their own yards, paint choices, etc,. but the
commercial areas like Chautauqua Avenue need to be spruced up and some sort of
enforcement should be maintained. Look up old villages in New England and see how

lovely a village can be.
The taxes here are absolutely outrageous, so no, please don't spend more money and ask
the already struggling people of the area to pay more in taxes.
It would be great to market the area, but not until some effort has been made to make it
more attractive to the public. Chautauqua Avenue is unsightly and besides a few stores
and one or two decent restaurants, it doesn't have much to offer. Kudos to the Bag and
String for setting a precedent of what the street can be like.
9.

The village should merge in to the town of Busti.

10.

Last sentence is ambiguous‐‐ spend more tax money?? To strengthen what services?

11.

1. Current village code is antiquated. Our code requires a full re‐write and part of this
comp planning process. And our courts must commit to strong enforcement standards for
our code.
2. I know of no current effort to market our village.
3. There are currently no design standards in the village, and it shows! Absolutely,
Lakewood should develop design standards for Fairmount Ave, Chautauqua Ave, and our
neighborhoods.

12.

Current services are for the most part well managed. Communication & fresh ideas need
improvement. Looking to the Comprehensive Plan to provide community leadership.
Private development is growing. Private development has improved properties, added to
the tax base and brought more traffic. Great things happening: Save‐A‐Lot, McFadden
projects, Eight Limbs, Bag & String, Yaw Building, CLCSF and more. This momentum is
encouraging critical resident involvement. Government should serve as cheerleader /
facilitator / communicator for additional resident participation.
Lakewood Village Hall needs a focused study. At less than 50% occupancy and in less than
good condition, it needs to be repurposed. Village / Town should look at sharing 125
Chautauqua Avenue.
Mayor and residents must dig in and use Comprehensive Plan to move forward.

13.

Never meet anyone in town government

14.

They are duplicative and benefit only those who suck off the nipple of bureaucracy.

15.

Eliminate redundant services. Consolidate with Town of Busti and Chautauqua County.

16.

Lakewood is NOT a "gated" community and it's government should NOT be acting or have
to act like an HOA(Home owners Association). It is a diverse community and the citizens
run the gamut of socio‐economic levels. "Design standards" could have a negative impact
on many residents and property owners.

17.

This village will never be what it once was in the 40', 50's or 60's. commercialization has
done that for us. we are not that quaint little village of yesteryear. the tax base and
spending trends don't allow for community appearance upgrades. we are what we are.

18.

Proud that village has gone to single stream recycling.
A new village resident expressed surprise that the fire department sirens go off with such
frequency. The first time he heard it he didn't know what was happening ‐‐ thought it
might be a tornado warning. The siren is used so often that village residents are
desensitized to it ‐‐ like Peter crying Wolf. Some day when there is a wolf, the alarm will
not be heeded by the public. They won't recognize it as anything to be concerned about.

19.

Split from the town
Become the "town of Lakewood"
That way you are limited to just one ignorant leader instead of two.

20.

We need to improve appearance of commercial buildings and elminate blight.

21.

I think the services we receive are very good.....snow removal, road maintenance,
trash/recycling removal....all are excellent.

22.

I feel that they need to build a better working relationship with the Town of Busti and
need to listen to to those who are in daily positions where decisions are made.

23.

I do not own a home but am a business owner and realize the need for support of
government services. Evaluating the use of taxes to best provide services needs to be
examined routinely. Not sure that is being done effectively.

24.

I believe our village looks wonderful; the village employees do a phenomenal job with all
the upkeep in the village.

25.

Provide cans for recycling.

26.

Need to promote activities and businesses to attract more pedestrian traffic.

27.

Need the individual services to actually answer their phones, response to voicemail and
emails in a timely manner. Sometimes the only one answering their phone or responding
is the Village Clerk.

28.

Use the money available more effectively, not ask for more. New business does not mean
more used car lots. Get rid of the straight‐in and dangerous parking on Chautauqua Ave.
Build a parking lot (financed by the businesses needing it) if necessary. Don't waste money
on offices that truly were not needed, just there was a fund surplus.

29.

Lakewood needs to do more to attract tourist friendly shops and businesses. A community
swimming pool would be a good addition. Need to eliminate charge to residents and
nonresidents for use of swimming beach ‐ take down the fence!!
Lakewood public works does a nice job.

30.

We are fortunate to live in the economic, banking, shopping, restaurants, center of
Chautauqua County. We didn't get to this position without the dedicated work of our
elected, volunteer and community leaders over an extended period of time.

31.

I wish the village had the ability to enforce the FAA‐mandated rules regarding helicopter
use and docking location.
(6:30 am is too early for that much noise, but I know they can't do much about that.)

32.

Taxes are too high. We definitely need stronger design standards and enforcement of code
and zoning statutes.

33.

As above. Lack of zoning enforcement.

34.

The school taxes are too high and I'm not sure any benefit is derived from paying both
town of busti taxes andvillage of Lakewood taxes. I like living here but if I decide to move
away it will be taxes and not the weather that drives me away.

35.

Village taxes are ridiculously high for what we get in return. Zoning laws have been
enacted as a result of certain things residents have done; which I feel punishes other
residents as now they are unable to do similar things (unless grandfathered in ‐ which is
unfair ‐ you get punished because you haven't owned your home for 20 or 30 years). The
process by which you request a variance is onerous & the time you wait for acceptance or
denial is absolutely ridiculous. Too much government interference with private property
owners. Within reason, you should be able to make decisions about your own property.

36.

Taxes to high.

37.

Trustees need to act much more quickly to requests for safe bike paths.

38.

I feel living in a residential area in the village that I should not have to look out and see
semi trucks parked nearby. They should find a place to park that is not by someones
house. Maybe a place could be found for the truck drivers to park somewhere in the village
away from residential streets.

39.

I believe Lakewood is a beautiful place that is very segregated. I don't believe any effort is
made to include and encourage assimilation of outsiders. If a community wants to grows,
then the leaders have to initiate and implement policies or programs that facilitate a better
community.

40.

See comments above about Mr. Johnson...
I am VERY unhappy with the total lack of responsiveness that the village board provided to
fulfill the Village's responsibility to maintain the shoreline (at the storm sewer outlet into
the lake across from Brook Street) as promised in the easement that allowed the pipe to be
placed under our property line.

41.

Given the fact that many property owners along the lake are not fulltime residents, it
wouls be nice if we could get more out of our HIGH tax dollars...why isn't our trash
connected on a MONDAY? Do you prefer i let it sit out ll week or as I assume, take itwith
me when I leave. It's just not not courrtious!

42.

I fear we could turn into another Bemus Point if we're not careful!

43.

No

44.

Lakewood is a wonderful place to live!!!

45.

I was wondering if there is anything that can be done regarding the "ghost" properties
such as the vacant house on erie street or the former Dairy Queen. I'm sure that there are

other such properties either residential or commercial in the village that can be in the
same situation. it would be nice if there can be requirement that these vacant properties
be up for sale so that some family can make it a "home" or person can make a commercial
property a potential "business".
46.

I love our village but it is extremely ugly. We really need to do something about this.
When you come down Chautauqua and hit the RR tracks, you are greeted with the ugly car
place, then continue to with other ugly buildings on the right and left. Then an ugly bar on
the corner with an empty Wilson Farms. I giggle every time I read the board by the Post
Office, Historic Lakewood. It looks more like a run down Cherry Creek. Sorry to say that
because again, I love our little village.

47.

The level of taxes is way too high for the property values when compared to other
communities around the country. There are no additional services that are provided for
these high taxes. The quality of the water is declining in the lake which should be reflected
by a appropriate reduction in taxes or Lakewood should participate in greater efforts to
improve the lake quality. The appearance of the downtown itself is very bad. The village
should hold those owners accountable for maintaining the quality of the property since it
reflects negatively on the village as a whole.

48.

Tax assessments are incredibly variable and discriminatory (ie. land assessments). We
have land valued at 2‐3x the assessments of other comparable properties in the village. I
do not feel that it is the responsibility of the home owner to fight for a fair value. Land is
land, when it is in the same area, and should not be valued differently at the discretion of
the village. We have jobs, this is not one of them.

49.

I am disappointed we no longer have a recreation program for youth. I also feel that we
need more code enforcement manpower.

50.

No. Very satisfied with everything.

51.

i would just remind those in power that there is much more to the village of lakewood
than "downtown " lakewood.

52.

More spending means higher taxes ‐ not good

53.

Have had no reason to use code enforcement; and as renter, have no knowledge of what %
are taxes of my rent; so, cannot rate these two. I am saying I believe the services we have,
for elderly, at least, are adequate, if not well advertised; and we can search or inquire for
what we might need.
Have no children who aren't working age; none at home; so, don't know what services we
have for children; that might need some attention.
I am rather disgruntled about the non‐use of the beach if something could be figured out
how to pack the beach in summer (again) as it as 50 years ago, that would be good.

54.

Can't comment on code and taxes paid as a current renter; but, as a homeowner from
1974‐1989, taxes were well under control

55.

All government services need to be accountable for what they do during working hours.......

56.

There are many unexplained discrepancies between village taxes and town taxes and what
services are covered by each.

57.

i would like to see more code enforcement on rental properties and developments like
charlies cruisin' , just dont like to see run down properties in such a wonderful area.

58.

One specific problem that I have noticed for years is the lack of sidewalks and/or bike
paths along Summit Avenue. Many people walk and bike along Summit more than Terrace,
394 or Hunt Rd. and this creates a dangerous environment for them and the drivers on
that road.

59.

Attract more low paying service type jobs? Maybe expand to 6 lanes to handle all the
ridiculous traffic from these economic opportunities. Darn near have another Peach St in
our "little" village.
Spend more? No. Spend less. We are taxed enough all ready.
Basically a home owners association telling me what color to paint my house, what type of
plants to have around my house? Hell no!

60.

We need more sidewalks for walkers, runners and bikers

61.

A dock for Lakewood residents to use for fishing and boating during the day and evening.

62.

Need to inspire more community spirit. To purchase goods and services from Lakewood
business more when able.

63.

Fix the sidewalks and clear them of overgrown trees/bushes

64.

Feel that the parks and recreation department needs to spend more time and effort on
maintaining the playground. Once a year weed removal and new mulch is not enough. If
compared to the Bemus Point playground area, Lakewood is very subpar.
The taxes are amongst the highest and feel that more concern should be taken to help
reduce for residents.

65.

There is too much duplication of services between small villages. Consolidation of services
could save taxpayer dollars. Resources should be put toward the quality of Chautauqua
Lake as it brings so much revenue to the area and Lakewood.

66.

We pay for duplicate government services between the Village and the Town of Busti.

67.

Residents can't afford more taxation to spend on services

68.

I feel the village should give more financial support toward the library.

69.

We are fortunate to have the quality service provided by the public works, fire, and police
department

70.

Schools are a form of government and their taxe rate is driving good people away.... also,
the New York tax system is unfair....now having said that the village taxes I believe are a
tad high but we do get good services. I do not believe Service need to be enhanced

71.

I feel that the high property taxes in Lakewood need to be addressed by cutting back
anywhere possible, I feel that the police dept. and administrative dept. should be the first
to be examined for cuts.

72.

More attention and enforcement of existing codes. Mayoral and board members changing
codes due to pressure exerted by a few is unacceptable. More discussion by residents
should be considered before codes are changed or amended.

73.

I see empty buildings in the downtown area. Thankfully some are being readied for some
business. I wish someone could get the old convenience store on the corner of Summit and
Chautauqua up and running again.

74.

The village needs some kind of uniform design appearance on all buildings, colors & style.
Signs should also be uniform. One plan for all buildings to be more attractive.

75.

Village manager is exceptional. A true 24/7 performance. DPW does good work. Quality
public work services ‐ garbage/police/fire

76.

Bonus points

77.

Let residents be contacted when utilities, sewer or road work will affect their property

78.

Not taking care of all of Lakewood ‐ from Shadyside east

79.

on code enforcement the village does okay, but i would like to see a little bit of interest
and action in reclaiming sidewalks crowded out by excessive "bocages", preventing
sidewalk use by pedestrian traffic..

80.

Having been a resident for 23+ yrs., I have no complaints about the services provided in
this community.

81.

More and simplified publication of revenues and expenses would be helpful. Everyone
seems to complain about the high taxes but never enter into good discussions about what
should change because we don't know the summary details.

82.

I feel that the village fathers should take the needs of the village residents ( the majority of
normal middle class residents) not the women's club or the upper class, should be taken
into consideration. I'm tired of being told that the "Women's Club" decided what should
and would be done according to their wants and desires.

83.

It is much better with our new code officer

84.

I feel that the Town of Busti should increase its support of the Lakewood Library.
During the past few years the budget has been greatly reduced.

85.

The dog park is great!

86.

‐ Where do you want to bring in more economic activity and what kind of economic
activity? Your questions are too vague...difficult to give good answers and points of view.
‐ I don't know what sort of services you are thinking could be offered....you need to be
more specific.

87.

The entrance to the Village of Lakewood is tough, mostly because of the vacant Dairy
Queen, left in deplorable condition. We want more businesses and more residents to come
to Lakewood and you see that eyesore. I hear that it is privately owned or in foreclosure,
but then the Village should contact whoever it is that owns it. I listen to them all say that
their hands are tied and I just do not believe that nor do I accept that. That board can
almost stop a new grocery store from opening because of some insane 'want' of one of the
board members concerning a sign being a couple inches larger than the almighty CODE,

yet that board member sits silent when the vacant Dairy Queen issue is discussed. Get him
off the board. He is chasing businesses away.
88.

There are way too many poorly maintained buildings and yards.

89.

What happened with the Lakewood Beach? It would be a shame to lose it.

90.

I would like to see a consolidation of Lakewood & Busti governments and services. No
reason to have two levels of taxing agents in this small community. While a general design
standard sounds good on paper, I would not like to see this become a micro‐management
of private home paint colors, etc.

91.

I don't know whether the Lakewood Library is considered a government service but I
think it should be more properly supported

92.

Taxes are too high. The school tAXes are ridiculously high for the return. The district
should have ranked higher in the recent buffalo first report. Much of the problem with
village and town taxes are state mandates but still too high. If we move from this area it
will b because of tXes not the winter weAther

93.

There should be a permanent planning department and/or committee to deal with day to
day and short term physical, economic and organizational issues as well as long range
planning of these things. Currently there is no such Village planning process and things
happen in a haphazard manner sometimes to the detriment of the Village or nothing
happens that should because no one is responsible for such coordination or thinking about
the future. For example, the Village Tree Committee has done some planning of some of
the parks because no one has thought about the future of the parks. There is a Village
Planning Board, but it seems to deal with requests for variances to zoning regulations, site
plan review and review and up dating of the zoning regulation. It is not charged with
planning for the future of the Village.

94.

Marketing our community is a strong need but would also require a greater emphasis on
making business district more attractive which needs a strong plan for upgrading and
developing a visual theme and enforcing codes to support such a project.

95.

It is much better with our new code officer

96.

I think any type of rental equip to use on the lake ‐ paddle boats, pontoon boats etc. would
be a great asset. It is a sham that there are empty buildings in the village ‐ encourage
opportunities. An ice cream or pizza or sub shop or small deli/grocery would be a great
addition. Quaint shops selling homemade items from various individuals throughout the
area. (There are many)

97.

No

98.

Too much bickering between town & village with nothing getting or being resolved.

99.

Nice job on cutting grass etc along Chaut Ave. Move "Lenna Sign" to side & put up Chaut
Ave sign. Do some landscaping around new county building

100. I feel that the village fathers should take care of needs of the village residents (the majority
of normal middle class residents), not the women's club or the upper class residents who
live in the villages richer areas, should be taken into consideration. I am tired of being told
that the women's club decided what should and would be done according to their wants

and desires.
101. Workers need to be held to high expectations. More supervision is needed i.e. Chautauqua
Ave maintenance.
102. The snow plowing and removal is fantastic. Those men do a fantastic job.
103. Again, please get rid of the siren. It is obviously not a necessity with today's technology.
104. You should utilize unused buildings first
105. Would like to see more shared services with our local gov'ts to lower costs and taxes.
106. The zoning & building code should be enforced and improved.
107. We have a number of spaces which have been vacant for a long time. Is there a marketing
committee to promote interest in these spaces?
108. Research needs before you spend more for additional services
109. No
110. Yes ‐ Town of Busti and Village of Lakewood should be in the same building
111. They should mail all notices to post office box holders or print more notices in the paper or
on Facebook about changed policies. The officials can't expect people to know new
policies w/out publicizing changes.
112. Village officials should make it a priority to visit every business in the village (particularly
Chautauqua Ave) so they can better understand what they are trying to govern.
113. Excellent garbage collection
114. Government and business property owners should work together to improve the look of
the business district. Spend more wisely. We can't pay higher taxes.
115. Zoning enforcement still needs improvement
116. If you identify a pickup schedule, adhere to it.
117. I like things the way they are now
118. We already have a significant amount of economic activity, particularly on Fairmount Ave
and the Mall. We are also continuing to improve the appearance of the village.
119. The monthly brush pickup is so helpful and should be continued. If some residents put
brush out for long periods and don't care how or where they put it then that should be
addressed ‐ not stop the service for all because of a few.

Do you have any comments about community services in the Village of Lakewood? |
#

Response

1.

test

2.

There isn't a community center!

3.

Storm water management is a problem especially on Fairmount. This new plan will
hopefully address the need for engineering codes for new building and paving. We need

more sidewalks, East Summit, and pedestrian friendly passages, such as Winchester. The
water is brown, and given some of the ancient pipes I've seen, more has to be done to
replace corroded infrastructure. Not sure if this is village responsibility... but I worry about
water quality that reaches my home.
4.

Some roads and streets could be better and safer for bicyclists and walker or joggers. Slow
down traffic on Summit. Make wider shoulders or put in sidewalks and bike lanes. Make a
wider shoulder on Terrace.

5.

Sidewalks on summit between Case ace and rod and gun club would greatly increase off
season walk ability.

6.

Library is great. Small but good for the area. Sidewalks could be expanded as many parts of
three village lack adequate safe walking paths or sidewalks. Repair crew seem to work on
roads when a need arises. We have to figure out what to do to help the quality of the lake.
I'm not sure if it's a storm water management or a sewer problem. I understand it's a
whole lake community problem but we need to make sure we are doing our part. Never
visited the museum or the new community cneter. Does the new community center even
have any activities. Wish the music in the park went later into August. We could do some
sort of winter activity day at the park. The park equipment could use some updates. The
beach was nice this year.

7.

Hartley park is poorly maintained. The garbage cans are overflowing every week during
the summer. The play structure is very old and poorly maintained. The weeds in the play
area are not controlled. The wood chips in the play area should be replaced with
something softer like chipped rubber or a permeable soft surface (see here:
http://www.playworx.com/equipment/playground‐surfacing/).

8.

Anyone who has walked within three blocks of Chautauqua Ave in the evening will tell you
to bring a flashlight. The light is hit and miss and the sidewalks are in such disrepair that it
is not safe to walk them in the dark or in the winter. Poorly plowed, very uneven and in
some places more than a six inch drop from a tree trunk or other obstruction. Anyone who
is blind, in a wheelchair or has some form a walking disability is not safe to walk in
Lakewood. It is a lawsuit waiting to happen. Sadly, I think that is what it will take to get the
attention of the Lakewood leadership that is clearly asleep at the wheel.

9.

I would like to see more sidewalks on the main streets

10.

We need to have a community center for public meetings, activities.

11.

I'm thinking we are over served by services. We could consolidate some services and
provide greater value to taxpayers. Not sure that we are a large enough community to
support a library. We could fund free wifi for less money

12.

Cable never works. Gas meter never read. Water is rusty and dirty quite often.

13.

I understand a study has been done regarding Lakewood's sidewalks. I hope ACTION will
be taken to address the findings. To me, part of Lakewood's charm is its "walkability".
Re: storm water management, I think greater emphasis needs to be placed on making
residents aware of what is draining into our lake. Without the integrity of our lake, what
would Lakewood be?

14.

Community Centers across the country offer so much more. How about having computer
classes, painting classes, reading groups, etc. Lakewood is much too provincial and doesn't

welcome outsiders. Holding interesting classes or meetings or interesting talks would
bring people in from the outside and make it more of a cultural center. The Yacht Club
shouldn't account as the village's only social activity.
Water: Often brown when flushing is being done‐‐‐one too many times of the year.
Schools: I'm glad the schools are so highly rated, and they should be, since we all pay an
outrageous $6,000 a year. Until taxes in this village are addressed, your going to be
swimming uphill to find money, customers to visit shops, and happy villagers.
So much can be done to spruce up our appearance‐‐‐better and more sidewalks, etc.
It would also be nice to have more choice when it comes to electricity. Very expensive, and
mostly for delivery fees and not for usage. When are people going to wake up and protest?
15.

need more sidewalks for walkers. Library deserves much more support than it currently
receives

16.

The village needs more sidewalk for all the foot traffic up and down summit and terrace
ave.

17.

my yard and the ditches flood after heavy rains.

18.

The park could be a crown jewel.

19.

Village should take back over their own water department again.

20.

1. We have a great Library, but it is not given enough support.
2. Our history museum is in the basement. It should be a feature of the community.
3. We have no community center presently. I think it should be made part of our library.
Community centers bolster libraries and libraries bolster community activity. It's a natural
partnership.
4. Cultural activity is nonexistent in the village
5. I am concerned about our infrastructure. The main systems are old and there is no
replacement schedule being implemented that I am aware of. Current code does not
provide for lateral inspection and repairs at time of property transfers.
6. I suspect that our storm water system is not being maintained.
7. Roads, street lighting and sidewalks all could be improved.

21.

Need additional and competitive cable options besides Time Warner

22.

Avoid duplicate services. If the YMCA / YWCA provide, government should stay out. Would
love to see the success of a combined Library / Community Center / Museum in one
facility.
Additional sidewalks / bike paths would make a positive improvement. Village should
partner and lead with town to improve not only sidewalk access, but a fitness trail village /

town and countywide. This fits with out tourism & boutique service business themes.
23.

A need for more sidewalks and a bike path for safety!!!! Better entrance to Lakewood from
rod and gun side. Looks trashy now. The attention to detail in park area under and near
the playground and tennis courts needs attention

24.

Expand sidewalks to include all areas. Work to incorporate complete streets framework.
Bike lanes. Bike trails. Bury the power lines. Make every street as beautiful as
Chautauqua Ave. Plant more trees. Make the commercial stretch of Fairmount Ave.
beautiful. Mall Blvd needs landscaping. Mall needs less parking and more trees. Rain
gardens. Protect the lake from runoff.

25.

The water infrastructure is on it's last leg, I question the integrity of the system, both
delivery and quality. Electric is too expensive. Many sections of sidewalk are in need of
repair and are dangerous for walkers. Street lights like Mayville's might be looked into.
They seem to illuminate better.

26.

as in the federal government downfall.....put our money back into infrastructure.

27.

Nuisance writing checks to South/Center CL Sewer District/County. Should be able to have
charge debited from a checking account of credit card. Other utilities have come into the
21st C. Anyone who saw the condition of the underground pipes when Jamestown BPU
was unfreezing lines at the street last winter was sick with disgust. No wonder I heard
someone say "everyone in Lakewood has a water filtration system." Well, I don't, and I
believe the water quality we pay for should not necessitate buying a separate water filter.
Not much the village can do about the TWarner monopoly. It charges as high as it can until
a customer threatens to leave ‐‐ then it starts giving away services to hold onto the
business. Lakewood snow plowers are the county model. No one ever has cause for
complaint. Sidewalk repair seems unevenly enforced ‐‐ beautiful some places, cracked
others. Still places where sidewalks would be welcome so the village's many walkers
aren't in the street.

28.

At present there are 6 streetlights burnt out on Chautauqua Ave.
Begin trimming trees bottom up to shed more light (Chaut ave)
Need attention to all above. Any attention would be good!

29.

What community center do we have? I understand our community center on summit was
sold to a private individual. I would like to see more investment in children. An actual
community center for girl/Boy Scouts to hold meetings. The Busti/Lakewood rec
swimming program in the summer and during the school year is excellent and should be
continued.

30.

Poor service from Verizon. Water too expensive. We need better sidewalks and multi‐
purpose trails.

31.

Our library is a treasure and could easily become the hub of our community if allowed to
expand its space. The fact that we no longer have a community center in the village is a
disgrace. Libraries are no longer just for book circulation...they are vital centers for

cultural, educational, and technological exchanges and activities.
Electric and cable rates are way too high for the services provided. And Internet services
need vast improvement. I was even unable to download the map provided with this
survey.
Storm water management needs improvement all throughout our village. Save and
improve the lake...our greatest asset!
32.

Overall the services are good for what we have to work with.

33.

Some streets are overdo for work. My street has no lighting at the corners.

34.

Some sidewalks are in disrepair and are a hazard to walk on. Some of the roads are in
disrepair and do not get repaired for years. Sewer system/drains need to be cleaned out
more frequently. When we get heavy rains I have gotten water and sewage in my
basement costing me thousands to replace carpeting, furnishings, etc.

35.

As many families would agree, I believe the school taxes are excessive There are many
individuals that pay much more than we do; how can the district justify taking so much tax
money from just one household?

36.

I feel unsafe as a pedestrian on Fairmount, but have to go that way to get down into the
village proper.

37.

The basic infrastructures (gas, electric, water, sewer) are OK. Cable and internet choices
are out of their hands. Lakewood really falls down on the local management of storm
water running into the lake, flooding and erosion at the shoreline, maintaining the streets
and sidewalks and the street lighting. More attention ‐ closeup and honest ‐ attention is
needed.

38.

Perhaps the Village should invest more time and effort in promoting Lakewood. For
instance, we cannot understand why so few people show up for the free concerts in the
gazebo during the summer! Maybe lack of publicity? We recently drove by the concert
happening in Busti this week...packed with residents! We have to find ways to bring
people to Chautauqua Ave. to support the fine shops we have. I do realize this is easier
said than done

39.

Some streetlight poles appear in danger of leaning too far and toppling.

40.

What sidewalks? Street lighting inconsistent and inadequate. Lights selected for
Chautauqua Ave. May look nice, but do a lousy job of lighting the street while not blinding
the driver. Cable is over priced with few options due to trees and bad weather I pact on
satellite dishes. When I moved in over 20 years ago, the first gift I was given was a
flashlight due to the frequent power failures‐ it hasn't got any better.

41.

Electric is too expensive.
Cable ‐ We need more fiber optics for more speed.
We need better drainage on our residential streets.
It would be nice to have more sidewalks especially along busier streets like Summit and
Fairmount.

42.

unsatisfied with national grid think we could do better with Jamestown bpu or promote

solar power for home owners
43.

Park cleanup crews and other Lakewood services are very good! For example, I can't
believe how well the Hartley Park looks at 7am the morning after the July 4th fireworks :‐)

44.

I would be willing to pay for a project to bury our service lines. Power and cable outages
are very frustrating.

45.

We absolutely need sidewalks along Summit Avenue. It's very dangerous and many, many
people walk and ride bikes on the road where cars are continuously exceeding the speed
limit. Traffic calming devices need to be added all along Summit and Terrace Avenue to
discourage drive‐through vehicles who drive at high speeds without any stops. They
choose this route over Fairmount because there are few stops compared to Fairmount.
Electrical service lines should be buried so we don't have such frequent failures during
storms. Sewer smells are common.

46.

More sidewalks on Fairmount Ave.

47.

Yes. We feel that the Village Highway Dept. should trim overgrown shrubs have in places
completely cover the sidewalk. Several areas are on Vista Way and Sunset Blvd.

48.

The sidewalks really do need some repair and I know they have been worked on, but there
are still some to go. Always have wondered why bpu electric is not an option in lakewood

49.

Fairmount needs sidewalks so people can safely walk. There should also be more
crosswalks. It is unsafe to ride your bike with kids or walk your dog along side the road.
People speed and do not pay attention. The loss of the railroad walking bridge on
Winchester inhibits accessiblity of downtown to residents living in my area. We need
better and safe sidewalks through out the village!

50.

I would like sidewalks on Fairmount Ave. for easier walking to the lake.

51.

Sidewalk on E 3rd st on odd house numbers is horribly uneven. I feel it's a safety issue.

52.

I would rather pay per usage opposed to a flat rate sewer charge

53.

We appreciated the nice new Summit road that was put in this summer. Hope next year
will see the rest of the road done as the other end of the road was really in worse shape.
Our water could be better. We have brown water quite often.

54.

when there are heavy rains the sewer system is overwhelmed and we can't FLUSH OUR
TOILET. That's a problem. The cable is expensive partially due to my choice of wanting
CNN and the weather channel and Internet

55.

Have always gotten a prompt response whenever I have called the village about a light
being out of a clogged storm drain. Also, appreciate leaf pickup & springtime large trash
removal. My street is always plowed. The new garbage collection is good.

56.

Street lighting in some areas a bit dark...need few more lights sporadically. Also more
children at play signs...too many fast drivers on Erie St! Gonna hit a person or animal.
Also can the chur h cleanup the old Ericksons lot they took...its weeded and cracked all up.
And the old dairy queen is a complete eyesore!

57.

Highway dept. should trim and maintain sidewalks on Chautauqua Avenue, not pass it off
to elderly members of the Women's Club.

58.

Could do without the monopoly of Time Warner‐‐‐‐ could use a second choice of Cable
Service

59.

Some of the sidewalks have been replaced and they are great. There should be something
done about the absent landowners. On the street where we live, there are 2 houses that
look bad and have lawns that need mowing. There is also a field that the owner has to be
asked to mow.

60.

Do not maintain the sidewalks throughout the village (ie, broken and heaving sections
everywhere)
Trees are not maintained...there are very large dead trees on every street that are
between road and sidewalk, therefor village property and they are not maintained

61.

Trash collection is satisfactory and reliable.

62.

We simply need safe biking and walking paths

63.

My concerns regard the town more than the village. The Recreation Department should
help more with local sport leagues. I help run a youth soccer league that involves 600 area
children. This league is run by volunteers. Every year it is a struggle to run this league. The
town should help with this more ‐ mainly with logistic issues like field preparation,
equipment storage, and communication issues ‐ to name a few examples. Other area
leagues get more help than our league does.

64.

I am not sure why, but it seems that my electricity goes out at least once a week regularly.

65.

The playground could use some maintenance as some parts are unsafe or breaking. I wish
there were sidewalks over in our area so we could walk safely.

66.

Cost!

67.

Dissatisfied with action not being taken to replace the community center. My perception is
the person who purchased the old rec. centered lied about his/her intentions in order to
make a profit at the villages expense and to get deed restrictions removed, they should be
reinstated in my opinion.

68.

There should be a sidewalk the entire length of Terrace and Summit.

69.

Many streets and sidewalks that need attention. Street lights could be more numerous or
brighter

70.

Water has a foul smell to it, when it runs doing, example dishes.

71.

I am very PLEASED !!!

72.

I think sidewalks in the village are desperately needed. There is no space along the streets
for folks who are walking. It's a very unsafe environment.

73.

1. The Dog Park was a wonderful idea, but we really need a source of fresh water for dogs
& people...perhaps some sort of water fountain or spigot?
2. Summit is increasingly busy with traffic. We really need a dedicated portion of this
street for the runners, bikers, walkers to have a wide enough area to travel along this road

all the way from the boat launch to downtown Lakewood. I especially cringe when I see
parents pushing strollers/buggies along this road. The children have absolutely no
protection if a vehicle hits them. Another small lane along this route would be a huge help.
3. It took a year of complaining to both the village and Niagara Mohawk to get a
replacement bulb for our street light. There is another street light, which overlooks the
small dog area of the dog park,
which has not worked for two years. It has been reported repreatedly, yet the Niagara
Mohawk workers who recently installed a new pole by the parking lot, said they had not
been told to replace the bulb overlooking the small dog area, and they did nothing. How
hard is it to change a light bulb?
74.

Joe Johnson is our diamond in the rough. This guy is the hardest worker I have ever seen.
Joe has the pulse of our village at hand always and works tirelessly for all of us. Who walks
around the village on a Saturday or Sunday collecting garbage???? Joe does! This guy
deserves a raise!!

75.

Please see my earlier comments about the water department. They are unresponsive. The
electric department should be more proactive about trimming tree limbs that are
threatening the power lines. The sidewalks are not maintained consistently. Some are in
very good shape and others are crumbling.

76.

Need more options for cable, little competition increases prices. Some street lighting is
okay, however others are very dark.

77.

It would be helpful if the main areas are walkable with sidewalks. There are areas with no
sidewalks. It is frustrating when cars are parked on sidewalks when walking.

78.

Concerned about the state of our lake and the contribution made by stormwater to
polluting the lake. Also....how can we have a resident friendly village without sidewalks
throughout...not just in the lakefront neighborhoods.

79.

The sewer smell from Southern Tier Brewing or wherever it is coming from has gone on
long enough!!! The issue needs to be resolved.

80.

I see new sidewalks all over the village my street [East 3rd] is a mess I realize most of it is
from the trees which I love but something needs to be done its dangerous

81.

Happy for the most part. Time Warner give a good service but very expensive.

82.

I have heard some talk about more sidewalks being needed. I can see the need on
Fairmont.

83.

I would like to see an effort to discourage walking in streets where is a sidewalk.

84.

Not sure about cultural vacilities; so cannot comment

85.

We need more and improved sidewalks in the east end of the village especially along
Summit.

86.

I am not sure we have a community center, had thought the village sold that to one of the
locals with political ties to open another BAR!

87.

Refer to my earlier comments about the sidewalks.

88.

The "tower" in the middle of Chautauqua Ave = dumb

89.

Where are there cultural facilities in Lakewood?

90.

We need more competition to lower cable bills. If each community did not receive money
from the cable providers it might help lower our bills.

91.

Need to do what we can to reduce run‐off pollutants entering the Chautauqua Lake
Watershed.
Need to make sure sidewalks are maintained.
Consider bike lanes on Summit and Terrace Avenues?

92.

Fix the sidewalks, trim overgrown trees/bushes

93.

In regards to infrastructure systems ‐ feel sidewalks in certain areas need to be updated
and sidewalk should continue down Terrace further to allow for more walking areas off
the road.
Storm water management seemed to be in progress in Terrace ave but new drainage
should continue throughout area.

94.

The water infrastructure is lousy, at best. I frequently have roily water and water woes
are becoming more numerous. Sewer is fine. Electric is too expensive, but at least its on
most of the time. Storm water management is satisfactory. Roads, streets repair, plowing
are great. More attention needs to be paid to sidewalks and timely repair of broken,
missing and uneven sidewalks is needed. Look into replacing the standard street lights
with the "new" standard lights like Mayville.

95.

Our storm sewers drain into the lake, adding to the nutrient and pollution level which
harm the water quality. We need to implement diversion techniques and be a model
community if we want to attract residents and tourists.

96.

Sidewalks need to be increased and improve.

97.

We need our community center back.

98.

Do not enact a tree ordinance

99.

It does seem where you live is where the funding/attention goes, in the Beachwood area
we have a Veterans Memorial Park that was dedicated to the veterans in 1954 and the
playground has not been updated in at least 40 years. I also noticed that the upper roads in
the Village are maintained better than in the Beachwood area, we now have pot holes on
summit Ave.

100. We should have more than one choice (Time Warner) for Cable TV service. Most areas of

the country have at least two cable companies to choose from.
101. Lakewood Beach Park should be maintained better than it has been. There should be a
well maintained sidewalk on the whole Terrace Ave. stretch.
102. See previous comment. Many sidewalks can't be used due to overgrowth. Too many dark
areas at night. Took way too long to repair Terrace & Summit. Our park playground is a
disgrace ‐ overflowing garbage and weeds which attract insects and bees.
103. Not all of Lakewood has paved sidewalks or decent road shoulders to walk on. I think we
should try making Terrace one way east to west and Summit one way west to east. Then
there can be one lane for cars, one lane for bicycles and one lane for walkers. Lack of safe
walking space is one reason I no longer walk around the village.
104. Residents on Upper Winchester & Waldemere lakeside of rr tracks get yards submerged
during heavy rain. Desperately in need of catch basins for surface run‐off.
105. We still have sewer overflows in high water on our property. Raw sewage.
106. sidewalks? I've seen a few I guess. Get more please! I die a little every time I see some
poor mother walking her child on Fairmount with no sidewalk.
107. There is no need for a community "center"
108. We don't have a community center
109. Need better communication on what is going on.
110. sidewalks? what sidewalks? is this a trick question?
111. Convert village lighting to LED technology for money savings and point the light down
where it is needed not up in the air for added light pollution. The village of Mayville
converted their street lights to LED and they seem to work great, nice and bright. I also
hear they are saving money in power.
Village public works does a great job given the staffing they have to keep everything
cleaned up and clear in the winter months. Sidewalks on certain streets are almost
dangerous, especially at night, and most people don't even use them, they walk on the
roads to get somewhere. Having huge trees growing next to sidewalks generally does not
help the sidewalk much but fixing that would require cutting down all the large trees in
Lakewood.
112. I think they do an excellent job.
113. I noticed that when the roads were being resurfaced this summer, the areas where the
richer people live, and many of them summer residents only, were given 1st priority. Not
the areas where the normal everyday middle class citizens live.
114. it can be a quite hazardous walking on Fairmount Avenue as cars use the shoulder to go
around other cars waiting to turn left
115. The Lakewood beach playground could use some TLC
We are in dire need of sidewalks not just in the heart of Lakewood, but along Fairmount
and side streets

Is the community center closed?
116. SEWER: I have an upstairs apartment in my home. I live alone on the 1st floor, haven't had
a tenant for 2 years but not only do I pay for 2 residences, but it has gone up 27 dollars per
quarter. A family member with 2 toilets and 5 kids paid half of what I pay....not fair,
doesn't make sense.
CABLE: The lines run every which way around my house...from across the street and
across my yard. Also, they don't respect the home owner...when i had a tenant, they did
what ever the tenant wanted, without permission from the home owner...I have cables
poked into my home all over the place.
117. Time Warner's rates are insane!
118. The old Quonset hut community center needs to come down! Also, the storm sewer that
empties at Lowe Park needs to be dredged and cleaned.
119. I have lived here for almost 50 years and have spent a lot of time at the Lakewood Library.
It is one of my favorite places. I was of the many residents who made a human chain to
help move the library books from it's old location on Chautauqua Avenue to it's new
location. The library hours that have been in place for at least the last 10‐12 years have
made it nearly impossible for my family to spend time at the library. Now we stop by the
library 3‐4 times a year max.
Evenings hours closing at 5 p.m. or 7 p.m. are not helpful nor is closing at 1 p.m. on
Saturdays. Students trying to have study groups , or do research projects on Saturdays and
Sundays are not able to use our beautiful library. They are forming study groups at
Wegmans or Starbucks. Many of the Lakewood youth have never even stepped foot in the
building. It seems ashame to have our residents just driving by the library and not
spending time there to use the beautiful facilities when it is not user friendly. When there
are holiday weekends, instead of being closed just on the holiday, the library closes for the
entire weekend starting at 3 p.m. on Friday through Monday. It is very disappointing and
frustrating to me. Who is the library open for? If you want people to support the library
and it fundraising activities perhaps you should make it more accessible to it's residents.
Working people are just not able to make use of it facilities.
One idea that would encourage people to use the library would be to offer a study area
where coffee/beverages are allowed or actually sell hot chocolate,coffee, tea, or simple
snacks in that area. Perhaps you may think it is a bit off to suggest this, but if you take a
look at the study facilities on college campuses and some high school libraries that offer
different seating options‐soft chairs, plants,high tables/chairs, and beverages. Maybe
offer delivery service from Ryders cup? I realize the library is small, even a small addition
in the back that would be like a mini coffeeshop would greatly develop the appeal of
wanting to spend time at our library to relax and read or browse the displays.
Also, offer SAT/ACT/PSAT review classes year round to Lakewood residents. Students
now go out of town or to Striders to prepare for these tests. Encourage volunteer hours for
middle school and high school students‐recruit from the SW school‐Contact student

council?
If we make the library a cool place to be the youth will want to be there, otherwise it will
become a dinosaur.
120. Frequency of unannounced roily water is disconcerting. Our electricity service is pricy.
Wasn't there discussion of tapping into Jamestown's power plant supply? Very unsatisfied
with the lack of enforcement of containment of particulate matter from construction
projects which is choking and filling up our lake. Most sidewalks are in good condition.
Some are almost impassible. Some are non‐existent.
121. There is much offered that I don't use very often. I will be more active in using services
offered. The storm sewer issue is a problem. If we have heavy rain sometime we can't flush
our toilets due to ppls rain water emptying into the sewer. The water from the sewer
bubbles up out of the sewer into the street. I have pictures of this.
122. The village Historical Museum has done a great job placing historic markers around the
Village. The Museum is housed in a small, cramped, unappealing space in the Village Hall
basement. It needs to see the light of day to reach the public.
There is no community center!
There are no cultural facilities except the library and the gazebo in Hartley Park.
Park planning is needed. There should be a few small passive parks in the residential
areas South of Fairmont where there are none now.
The Village has no connection with the Public School system. they are not in the Village
except for Packard field and their bus garage.
YMCA is nearly hidden from sight and accessible almost only by auto.
YWCA does not seem to have a role in the life of the Village at this point, perhaps they
should become involved.
Public Services: What is meant by this term? snow plowing, road repair, garbage pick up,
access to Village officials, etc.
There should be more choice in the content of cable bundles.
All area lighting, public and private should be "Dark Skies" rated.

123.
yard waste site improvement is good. monthly street collection of brush is much
appreciated.
124. We would like to see more sidewalks in the village. The street lighting is inadequate in
parts of the village, making it too dark to feel safe walking at night, especially with the lack
of sidewalks.
125. Sidewalks should increase on Summit & Terrace. Library hours are not adequate. Longer
hours are needed especially on Friday & Saturday nights. I do not feel money is being
spent wisely. There is a list of volunteers ‐ it is not being used.
126. No
127. Sidewalks not safe. Hedges cover sidewalks. New brick sidewalks installed by state are a
disgrace. Brick walks in village are waste of taxpayers money.
128. You need to adequately fund the library.
129. Chautauqua Ave at Fairmount lights are very bright and spill over to residential nearby.
Should have to follow same values as commercial establishments
130. Sewer costs in multi‐unit buildings are outrageous, especially when the property owner
has to pass them along to tenants.
131. Rec center activities certainly didn't take seniors to heart w/ programs & opportunities.
132. I noticed that when the roads were being resurfaced this summer, the areas where the
richer people live (and many of them are only summer residents) were given 1st priority.
Not the areas where the normal everyday middle class citizens live.
133. Unannounced large hike in sewer rates. Need sidewalks for safety & to enhance ability for
residents to walk more.
134. We need a community center that can be used by Lakewood. The park needs work ‐ tennis
courts need attention ‐ playground needs updating.
135. Where there are sidewalks, many have been in need of attention for a long time. During
the major storms, we have a creek bed which needs cleaning. We have exposed utility
lines and after two years of calling this to the attention of the village ‐ nothing has changed.
136. No
137. Always room for improvement with sidewalks and street lights
138. Would like to see more activities for youth, both in the summer and after school. Also
more activities for seniors.
139. Street lighting on side streets are too far apart for adequate lighting.
140. For 2 yrs, I have been told the end of my driveway would be fixed ‐ was told last year a
manhole would be put in, this year I purchased stone so I could get out of my driveway.
Left message twice, have seen nothing.
141. ?Sports, ?Entertainment, ?Performing arts, ?Community center ‐ meetings
142. Sidewalks up & down, but I understand it's because of tree roots and I want the trees kept.

143. YMCA mgmt. needs to require excercisers to wipe down machines after use.
144. Lets increase the size of the library to include a meeting place for groups etc.
145. What sidewalks. Need sidewalks on Summit
146. Library should be open several evenings. Sidewalks need improvement ‐ cracked, uneven
and dangerous to walk on in some areas. Lakewood has many walkers/runners and would
have more with safer sidewalks.

Referring to the map at the beginning of the survey in what specific areas should the
quality of development be addressed? |
#

Response

1.

1

2.

test

3.

I don't remember what the numbers for each section were

4.

Chautauqua Ave, Fairmount Ave, East Terrace, Ohio Ave.,

5.

Fairmount between Fairdale and Busti to town line.

6.

This is a bad question because can't go back to the map. Fairmount East and West. The
gateway areas on Summit and on Fairmount. Cul de Sac style development should require
pedestrian and bike connections to the surrounding community.

7.

Sidwalks

8.

I think it needs to be spread around to all sectors

9.

All

10.

2 and 4

11.

1 and 2 first, Fairmont second.

12.

Directly in the Village of Lakewood

13.

Center of Village and Entrance to Village at summit/Terrace and Big Big Tree/ Fairmount.

14.

Re zone green farm commercial

15.

Zone 3 and 4

16.

Most specifically,along Chautauqua Ave.

17.

1

18.

Fairmount ave

19.

Fairmount Avenue

20.

area #1

21.

Downtown village area

22.

Step up code enforcement village wide. A grace period for residents to understand there's

a new code officer actually enforcing the code has arrived. Fines then liens!
23.

3,4

24.

Near entrance close to rod and gun

25.

Lakefront

26.

3

27.

By the property owners. Not by the Government or deputized "clipboard ladies".

28.

4,5,6

29.

East end of the Village

30.

4

31.

Fairmount Avenue is cookie cutter. Parachute in and you have no idea where you are in
America.

32.

1 2 3 4 5 ‐ 20

33.

CHAUTAUQUA AVE

34.

I can't remeber the map numbers. Develop east side of Lakewood and business districts.

35.

Unable to download map, but feel that both Chautauqua Avenue and Fairmount Ave
should be improved. Eliminate or spruce up the obvious eyesores...possibly through grant
funding or again by better enforcement of zoning laws.

36.

Fairmount Ave. is should be first priority along with residential areas.

37.

Chautauqua Avenue; Old Beachwood Restaurant is a COMPLETE eyesore.

38.

I would say Area 4 but all areas have homes where people need to address the clutter that
is kept outside.

39.

1,2

40.

1, 2, 3, 4

41.

1 and 2

42.

145

43.

Since I can no longer "see" the map on the online survey ‐ I will guess. Chautauqua Avenue
and Summit need to be looked at as 1 entity not 2. The gateways into the Village proper
need to be developed ‐ you can't tell where Lakewood begins and ends on Fairmount. All
business areas need better design and code enforcement. All residential areas need better
design and code enforcement .

44.

Area 4

45.

3&4

46.

One street doesn't make a community. Money spent on Chautauqua Ave. only made the
incumbents feel good‐looking it did not grow the tax base.

47.

Chautauqua Ave

48.

Areas in the east side of the village

49.

Chautauqua Ave, Post Office and Lakefront at park

50.

Fairmount ave

51.

Fairmount Ave

52.

West Lakewood near cinema need improving and more development.

53.

fairmount ave mostly absentee landlords that rent to horrible tenants should be forced to
fix the problems on the properties or go to court

54.

sidewalks, lighting

55.

OK since I no longer have the map in front of me, I'm not sure‐‐but the facade of various
buildings along Chautauqua Ave needs work. Would love to see some traffic in addition to
the bookstore/coffeeshop etc ‐‐ dentist office? The wine shop and boutiquest are also
great. What might be available to upgrade the buildings in the area to draw business?

56.

Fairmount Avenue ‐ I can't believe they let the Pork BarBQ place in there… it looks like a
cheap carnival.

57.

All areas!

58.

section 3

59.

(You can't see the map to refer back to) Again sidewalks on Fairmount and the road down
by the lake

60.

Traffic on rt 394 from Big Tree to East Fairmout to brigiottas . Or the Lakewood line.

61.

Quality of development is a broad term

62.

Chautauqua Ave.

63.

4

64.

Along Fairmount Avenue between big tree and Shadyside

65.

Old Dairy Queen

66.

for the most part, areas 2 and 4 have many buildings that are not maintained up to the
buildings in the rest of the community.

67.

Reprint the map HERE rather than going back to find it! Concentrate on sections 1 & 2.
Sections 5 & 6 play a lesser role.

68.

I think that I mentioned this in the previous statement.

69.

?

70.

Couldn't be nicer

71.

Sidewalkb along West Summit

72.

All of the areas where there are "slums" premarily section 2 and south (i cannot remember
the zone 3 or 4 on the map).

73.

1‐4

74.

Some of the older housing on the lake, and in the older neighborhoods

75.

utilize Fairmount Ave, and fill empty store, buildings....

76.

All areas

77.

None

78.

The Wilson Farm store has been closed for quite a while. It would be wonderful and
benefit the community if a store like a 7‐11 could be persuaded to open at that location.
We really do need a business like that in our community.

79.

Chautuaqua Ave from the RR tracks to the lake or Cherry Creek as I think of it.

80.

The village should concentrate on commercial development of the Chautauqua Avenue
section. Unless you know where the village downtown is, anyone driving by on Fairmount
would not know that it is there since there is very little development south of the railroad
tracks. A traffic study should be done in the Fairmount avenue area near the mall since it
is becoming more and more dangerous due to the rapid development.

81.

East of shadyside ave to the rod and gun club (residential area). *** Old Wilson Farms and
Yesterdays!

82.

around areas 1 and 2

83.

We need sidewalks. Fairmount Ave has to be improved in terms of trees and landscaping
and signage control.

84.

Chautaqua Ave

85.

3&5

86.

East side north of Fairmount Ave.

87.

Rental properties on Chautauqua Av need help ‐ ugly, ugly, ugly. Ohio Av too.

88.

Low priced apartments on Chautauqua Avenue bring down the look of the street.

89.

code enforcement

90.

all

91.

Fairmount is blighted by too many car lots.

92.

Since you cannot back up; in trying to, lost the FIRST EFFORT of reply; so, will just say
since Fairmount Avenue is business packed; they should be taking care of the
attractiveness of their own area; and not be allowed to let it become less attractive; i.e., if
they aren't paying taxes, that is a problem for me.

93.

2 Sidewalks

94.

5

95.

1,2,3 & 4

96.

the downtown should reflect the ambiance of a place that draws business and tourists.

97.

2 and 4 have areas that could use some improvement,

98.

4 and 5

99.

1,2,3,4

100. Chautauqua Ave.
101. Three and Four
102. I believe the Village should be addressed first.
103. sidewalks, curbs
104. Chautauqua Ave should be top priority ‐‐ too many vacant business areas and more
attention should be paid to having building owners maintain certain standards
105. 1, 2
106. 1‐3
107. Downtown ‐ Chautauqua Avenue. Figure out what the identity will bend encourage
entrepreneurs to help with a plan to improve the area. The Wilson Farms building has
been vacant too long.
108. Chautauqua Avenue, Terrace, Summit, Shadyside, and particulary the village's entrances,
espeially Beechwood
109. 2
110. Any road entering village borders
111. The area of Chautauqua and Summit Ave. Also in the former Beachwood restaurant area.
112. 3
113. 2,3,4
114. Along the Summits as they get traveled the most as the short cut
115. All of Lakewood, not everyone is doctors or lawyers
116. All
117. Chaut. Ave. The abandoned wilson farms building needs to be put to use or torn down.
118. All areas
119. 4
120. Chautauqua Ave. Terrace Ave. Lakewood Beach
121. #2 ‐ East Terrace! Another disgrace. There isn't one decent or appealing entry into our
village! The Beechwood is deplorable and an embarrassment as an entery point ‐ Lower
east Terrace on the lakeside isn't much better (for years) How about the ols church on
Ohio Ave? Years!
122. Summit ‐ east of Chautauqua Ave. Chautauqua Avenu & allyways 1st, 2nd, 3rd sts.
123. Two main thoroughfares in and out of village ‐ Faimount and Summit
124. E Fairmount & E Summit
125. Chautauqua Ave corridoor 1/2. Consider professional office diatrict around W. Fairmount

Ave
126. 203 Chautauqua Ave
127. sidewalks everywhere, especially Fairmount and Summit.
128. #6 & #4
129. Development on Chautaqua Ave run down. 1‐2‐3&4
130. 2,3,4
131. Doowntown
132. entire east end of first street, especially the paving firm lot.
133. Anywhere in the main viillage area, everyone deserves to live in a nice neighborhood.
Start going block by block and writing people up for violations to zoning laws (assuming
there are some). The only way Lakewood is going to be once of those places people go to
visit is if it looks the part.
134. 4
135. Fairmount Avenue traffic/pedestrian safety
136. The area that was the Beechwood Restaurant should become a park, along with the
present park. A welcome to Lakewood. Flowers, sign, trees.
137. various abandoned houses within the entire village
138. Fairmount ave and Lee Fischer's properties.
139. How can anyone answer many of the above with such general words: "quality of
development".
140. 2
141. The development of Chautauqua Avenue and Fairmount Avenue is fine. It is a natural
process. I think a TREE Committee is a poor examply of a chosen few trying to tell
property owners how and when and what type of trees are allowed. This is a village
government, not a sub‐division panel of residents trying to control their small elite area.
TOO too much control. That is not what the Village Board is for.
142. 1‐3
143. All
144. Chautauqua Avenue‐empty storefronts. Keep Fairmount looking nice‐not too busy with
distracting signs.
145. Fairmount Ave. commercial, Chautauqua Ave., Beechwood Restaurant area, western
gateway on 394.
146. Chautauqua Ave and one block east and west
147. Chautauqua Ave (1,2,3 &4 ), the former restaurant at the fork of Summit and Terrace ( 2 &
4 ) , Kings View Paving complex on first St. ( 3 ).
148. no more commercial development on Fairmount Ave. Everyday errands‐ grocery
shopping, banking, etc. is no longer an enjoyable drive. hate facing all the traffic. having to

plan where you go because making a left hand turn is dangerous. It certainly does not feel
like a village anymore. yes, we enjoy what we have available now. but i would say no
more. Turn the remaining commercial areas on Fairmount‐ the north side ‐ Lakeview Ave
and west back to residential, maybe multi unit housing.
149. Especially areas of entrance into community
150. closer to Rod and Gun
151. Chautauqa Ave
152. Chautauqua Ave & East entrance to the village.
153. 1,2,3,4 ‐ Utilizwe the lake possibilities. Downtown needs other typs of businesses. Some
buildings could look better.
154. More smaller stores
155. 1,,2,,3,&4. 1 & 2 are your highest taxed areas. Give something back in these areas
156. No opinion
157. 1&2 we need to be more concerned about water run‐off into Chautauqua Lake. 4 ‐
Downtown Lakewood should concentrate on becomming an attractive location for both
tourists and local with concentration on local business, botiques, eateries that will attract
people to come downtown. Emphasize the historical aspect of the village promoting
community center, library, museum, and historic signature of the vilage. Consider Adding
a permenant pier in the village park which could attract boaters. Emphasize summer
music series in park which could become a major attraction.
158. Chautauqua Ave
159. There are several grant programs available to help folks tidy up their curb‐appeal to
brighten the 'downtown' area‐
160. 2,4,6
161. 3,4
162. If you want people to take pride in their property you have to let them have a say so in
what they do to it. I know there are certain properties that the village has gone after the
owners ‐ but the fines etc. have been ignored so what good did that do?
163. Chautauqua Ave.
164. 3
165. Chautauqua Ave.
166. Village has many older trees near roads which should be removed or trimmed back
167. The beachwood area needs to be cleaned up and addressed.
168. 4
169. Along Fairmount Ave ‐ This area gives travelers the first impression of our area.
170. Encourage pedestrian friendly coffee shops, quality of look of shops, penalize the empty
convenience store on Chautauqua Ave.

171. 4
172. 1,2,4
173. 3 & 4
174. Eastern end of Terrace Ave to Summit intersection
175. 4
176. 5 & 6
177. 2
178. Don't understand, to me we are talking about 4 only ‐ the village attractions. To help
would be a hotel and coming in off the lake.
179. 3,4,5
180. 3,4,5
181. Entire village ‐ east of Chautauqua Ave from Lola to Railroad to and including Lakeview
182. 2
183. All
184. 3 ‐ center of Lakewood area
185. 4 ‐ Too many vacant houses and some that are occupied need to be fixed up including
yards
186. East end of village
187. 4 ‐ no more dealerships

Do you have any other comments about community identity and design in the Village
of Lakewood? |
#

Response

1.

test

2.

Lakewood has so much potential. It is the shopping mecca of Chautauqua area, and it
needs strong leadership going forward. The village (Chautauqua Ave.) has so much to
offer, and it looks terrible in so many areas. Vacant properties, dilapidated homes and
commercial buildings, signage that doesn't meet code, new businesses allowed to put up
any kind of facade, and not near enough pride taken to maintain a structural and
independent identity of its own.

3.

Stricter signage regs., landscaping.

4.

IN my opinion the Village of Lakewood has a strong identity as a residential community.
Improvements would be a greater focus on quality of life issues such as places to safely
walk or bike, better recreational planning, a small‐scale but engaging mix of retail/service
on Chautauqua Ave. There are opportunities and probably demand for higher‐density
housing. As a senior, I'd much rather live in the Village than up on the hill on

Southwestern Drive.
5.

We could do small things like garden competitions to get residents involved. I think we
always need to concentrate on businesses in both chautauqua Ave and Fairmount ave.
Residential needs help in keeping it up to date and attractive to buyers. I'm worried many
of the properties are turning into year round rentals.

6.

The village is not thriving. It is surviving on over taxation. There is no sense of real
community.

7.

we should raise the building codes throughout the Village

8.

Beechwood and Bigtree areas.

9.

I would like to see the commercial district become attractive to the point where people,
both residents and non, will want to come there to shop and spend time.

10.

Lakewood is seen as exclusive, except for the firework display when all are welcome.
I'd like to see it become a destination for people to shop, have picnics in the park, come for
a great bottle of wine, find a variety of restaurants catering to different price ranges, more
activities in the community center that welcome other people from the region.
The farmer's market can use some work as well. It is small and not well attended.
Maybe we could have more interesting attractions for the Fourth of July instead of the
"carnival" type of event that it is today. More of an old fashioned festival. With a little
imagination, it could become something more family‐orientated and cultural.

11.

Lakewood needs to attract more business. Find a way to get more stores in the
Chautauqua Mall and to develop fairmount avenue into a business district.

12.

Run down commercial lots need more attention

13.

1. when one looks at the dilapidated properties around the village, its hard to think
Lakewood has a positive sense of identity.
2. Village residential APPEARANCE is critical and steps must be taken to improve it. Tree
care, lawn maintenance and regular care, house painting, and home care must become a
village wide priority. A strong sense of pride must be restored where lacking.
3. The same applies to village commercial appearance. Design and visioning standards
must be created and applied to our commercial districts as well.

14.

I think the Lakewood beach should remain open. It has always been an avenue for children
and families without access to the lake to appreciate it. Improve beach and downtown
area. Advertise public dock to attract boaters to businesses on Chautauqua ave.

15.

Property owners have an obligation to meet village code when they sign on the dotted line
to become a property owner. Strong community identity, design and values are directly
tied to pride in property appearance. Lakewood has historically been way to lax with code
enforcement. This has led to a dramatic reduction in property values. If the Village

Trustees and the Mayor must support the code officer, insist on fines in court and follow
through with liens for persistent violators. The message is getting out but now quick
enough. Residents with a project must submit a plan and a timeline.
16.

Chautauqua avenue buildings needs attention. It looks like downtown Jamestown needs to
be upgraded. Buildings completed and cleaned up! Trash containers need a building
around them not to be sitting on a side of the building needs containment

17.

Safe access (sidewalks) to connect the areas north of fairmount to the village. I do not feel
safe riding bikes with my children or walking on the side of busy fairmount Abe to get to
the village.

18.

Keep the government out of it.

19.

The Village Hall must be brought back to its full splendor. Hire a historic architect. It is the
centerpiece of the "historic district." No other place in the United States can claim the same
relationship with James Ward Packard. When tourists arrive from around the country
every other year to see the homes and buildings connected to the family, the village hall is
a big part of the tour. Amortize the costs. If you can bond for a non‐descript new concrete
Fire Hall, you can borrow to properly be the stewards of a building the Packard Family
helped establish. In disbelief that the Village Hall, now named for long‐time, very long‐time
Mayor Tony Caprino would be treated so cavalierly. If the village and town government
were to combine, the former Green Farm Building is the site. It can't sell with what has
happened in its front yard. Hartley Park is now not a green. The Chautauqua Lake
Community Sailing boats locating on that waterfront is healthy, but basically, between the
July 4 fireworks and all the commotion in warm months, the park is a little circus. No one
wants a private residence at the GF with non residents parking all day to use the
playground, walk the dog, and then drive away. Who wants to stare at a line of cars from a
gracious front porch?

20.

To many to list

21.

safe walking and bike paths should be developed

22.

We need the beach and better lake access.

23.

I would like to see a little neighborhood market back on the Wilson Farms corner.
Possibly a
co‐op of local farmers, bakers, local wines and brews, butchers...maybe even local artisans
to sell their wares. I realize this is probably a private venture, but the village could
possibly help support and encourage the idea.

24.

none.

25.

Lakewood is not just Chautauqua Ave. I feel not only Fairmount Avenue but other areas
need attention. There are no side walks on East Summit in the area just before the Rod &
Gun Club. We come across people walking their dogs and having to get as far off the road
as possible. Sidewalks would help.

26.

Wonderful addition has been the Lakewood Dog Park

27.

How about putting a classier bar in place of Yesterdays? I do not know too many people in
Lakewood that even consider going to Yesterdays but get the right owner in there and
renovate; I could see people in Lakewood stopping by for a drink and definitely tourists.

28.

Even though I'm technically in the village, I don't feel apart of it. To me the village is
Chautauqua Ave and the several blocks around it.

29.

Lakewood lacks clear and concise design standards and code. All standards need to be
updated and enforced. The Village needs to develop a "Look and Feel" that is unique to
Lakewood and that will enhance both the historic and future vision of the Lakewood.

30.

In all due respect to the contribution of the Lenna family and foundation, the iconic clock
tower would much better serve as a gateway and promotional tool if it said "Lakewood"
and not an unpronounceable name of little meaning to outsiders. Manu visitors have asked
what "Lenna (rhymes with Henna) means.

31.

Time to move.

32.

Get rid of clock tower.
Post Office needs to be pressure washed and lawn and landscaping needs to be better
maintained.

33.

Quality of life can be guided but no government should dictate.

34.

Lakewood should have more single family homes less rental we do not want to be another
Jamestown over run by rentals with non caring tenants would like to see more senior
housing in lakewood

35.

The Historical markers are wonderful; really help people connect. I also love the added
docks at Hartley park and the new sailboats.
Also, where is the rec center now? We come for the summer and I lost all my connections
(classes, bridge, etc).
Thanks for listening.

36.

Please do NOT get rid of the clock tower….I heard a rumor about that.

37.

The Village has approved ridiculous storage facilities within residential neighborhoods
that have ruined the residential character and property values. Commercial buildings are
ugly without regard for design standards. Homeowners are typically transient and do not
care what their properties look like and code/zoning enforcement is non‐existent.

38.

I think benches or some kind of seating along Chautauqua Ave. might encourage more
exploring of all the different shops on that street.

39.

Lakewood could become a very popular spot to walk, run, and ride if you increased safe
sidewalks or walking trail!

40.

Get rid of that road hazard clock tower. I've traveled Chautauqua Ave thousands of times
on darkest rainy nights it is hard to maneuver around the tower

41.

Want to see Village of Lakewood kept as a Village. We love our Village!!!!!!

42.

Unfortunately the commercial buildings along Chautauqua Ave have a definite "dumpy"
feel inside and out. Painting the facade can only help so much for a short time. Landlords
not willing to put own money in? Most buildings must have structural issues, most

musty/moldy.
43.

SAFE BIKE PATHS NOW! In the summer only, make Summit one‐way eastbound for cars
and one‐way westbound for bikes. Make Terrace just the opposite. Simple, low‐cost, no
grant funding required ‐ just do it! It will greatly improve Lakewood as a destination of
choice.

44.

We love our village and for the most part the design is good. Don't really care for the clock
in the middle of the road but thats a minor item.

45.

The people make the community, if the people change and become more open and
receptive, then, the community will change and entice other progressive people.

46.

Really do not see any publicity vis‐a‐vis the topics mentioned above.

47.

The unfinished siding on the lower is a problem.

48.

While the park is nice, Chautauqua Avenue will never be as vibrant as it could without a
place and reason for boaters to dock and come up to the heart of the village. I believe this
is an essential part of improving our identity.

49.

Government should not insert itself into private property matters unless there is a very
serious situation.

50.

No

51.

LAKEWOOOD HAS A POSITIVE IDENTITY .

52.

Although the clock tower in the middle of Chautauqua Ave is nice, it is definately a traffic
hazzard. Why not move it out of the street?

53.

Would love to see a corner store again and improved atmosphere surrounding and
including yesterdays

54.

Make the beach a place people want to go, restaurant, snack bar, small summer bar/patio
hang out. Draw people to the beach and park.

55.

Lakewood's identity seems to be one of entitlement and exclusiveness in the downtown
and lakefront neighborhoods. Outside of that area there seems to be a sense of disconnect
and lack of community. So much potential to be a charming, welcoming village beyond the
lakeshore and downtown (and that's partially where I think sidewalks are crucial to
connect us all).

56.

It would be nice to have a restaurant on the lake or with a lake view such as in Bemus
Point and Mayville. The Green Farm would be a great location.

57.

No

58.

Most aspects meet my satisfaction. Taxes are reasonable.

59.

When you ask if Lakewood should "provide for a diverse blend of housing options", FIRST
you need to assure these "options" will be taken care of. Zoning laws for absentee
landlords?

60.

I don't understand your need to pay more attention to Chautauqua ave as opposed to the
Fairmount Ave corridor where the vast majority of people get their first impressions of
Lakewood. I truly think you have misplaced priorities . I understand your desire to capture

the small town, Currier and Ives, picturesque down town. One question, How many people
drive down Chautauqua Ave as opposed to how many drive down Fairmount Ave. ?
Wouldn't be nice to see potted plants, weed free store fronts , even flags welcoming guest
?Which do you think would have a bigger inpact on visitors
61.

The Lenna clock is unique but is also a traffic hazard.

62.

Clearly, the parking (non‐parallel) to curbing is badly in need of a solution.

63.

Move the Lena sign on the clock tower. This is not the village of Lena. The sign is
confusing.

64.

The use of vinyl siding should be discouraged.

65.

Lakewood could become a great walkable community if we can attract more business to
Chautauqua avenue.

66.

we really enjoyed having the wilson farms store in the village proper. we would like to see
another small grocery store in the same location. it would be a fine addition.

67.

Really prefer to live in a residential village, not part of the Jamestown metropolitan area.

68.

Community input should be had prior to installing clock towers which impede the traffic
flow. In addition a greater effort should be made in attracting small business in the village,

69.

Buildings in the village need to be addressed to improve appearance.

70.

Do NOT institute policies restricting or mandating flora and fauna. Do NOT standardize
signage regarding font or colors, these are communistic and stunt creativity.

71.

Need more restaurant. More police surveillance. Better landscaping

72.

I'm not sure what Lakewood's identity is and I've lived here almost twenty years.

73.

Chautauqua Ave is not the center of the village, there is hardly any traffic, you have other
areas to concentrate on such as a beach, boat launching, Veterans Memorial Park

74.

The Village has played an important part in local and world history. The village needs to
build on it and embrace tourism since it is almost impossible to be a manufacturer in the
state of NY with the taxes and regulations, legacy union pensions etc. that force people out
of the state.

75.

I work in the village. This area has the potential to be a strip of off‐the‐beaten path shops
that have helped many small businesses succeed by strength in numbers and unique
products/services (Think about the pier in dunkirk or main street in downtown olean near
the paper factory). The free and convenient parking here makes Lakewood ideal for that
type of shopping. All of the reasons small businesses shy away from downtown
Jamestown are reasons they would succeed in the village. It is safe, well‐patrolled, has a
buying demographic, and ample parking.

76.

on th whole I am very satisfied with the village of lakewood

77.

Plant some trees on the North side of Highland Ave for crying out loud!

78.

Absentee landlords need to be held more accountable for their rental or abandoned
properties. Too many boats, cars, rec vehicles for sale along Summit and Terrace ‐ Always

a car for sale at the house next to the gun club for years.
79.

Create a village sign at old Beachwood Restaurant. Something to blunt the existing
eyesore.

80.

it's be great if we could transform Packard Field into something more like the park over in
Ellicott with a nice trail for walking/running and real parking area.

81.

The mindset that Chautauqua Avenue is ALL needs to be expanded. There is a lot more to
the village than that small strip

82.

We need a 'strong towns' approach that mixes housing levels, mixes business and
residential use, and is not car focused

83.

Id like to see a nicer, cleaner more presentable gas station go in where the one on the
corner of Chautauqua ave and fairmount is. The current one looks and is terrible. I think it
would bring that 4 corner and entrance into the village much more presentable. Like a
Sheetz or just a company that take more pride in their appearance and what is there to
offer.

84.

Wish something would go into building on corner of Summit & Chautauqua ‐ Wilson Farm
Store. That is an eyesore

85.

What identity? All the decorations are ruled by those who do not want to change.

86.

sidewalks need to be added and or repaired , esp. along summit, both e and w.

87.

Lakewood needs to decide if it wants to be a tourist location or just another village around
the lake. Either way there needs to be major changes in the residential housing areas of
the village. Residents should be held to a higher standard, we all chose to live in Lakewood
for the environment but there is not much a resident can do without backing and support
of the village officials to make things happen, envoke change, force people to comply with
existing laws. The church is a great example of a situation that seems to have no solution.
Someone needs to get creative, take a risk and make something happen that will get rid of
the church and turn the property into several single family homes. The old school
property has two houses on it because no one in this area can afford a $400,000 house or
the taxes that come along with it. How about affordable single family houses that a
professional working in the area can actually afford and not mind paying taxes on.
Mediocrity should not be a goal where we live. People are willing to help but need the
village to take action on things that can make a huge impact to areas in the village
(boarded up church). Why can Buffalo take over houses with boarded up windows and
knock them down? Zoning laws and someone willing to take action to solve a problem, not
have another crappy house sitting rotting away killing our property values.

88.

The old convience store is an eye sore, something should be done with it or tear it down.

89.

I'm concerned that "improving the quality of development in its residential
neighborhoods" will bring in requirements for more expensive McMansions crowding the
limited space we have in the village. I'm all for a good‐looking village but not if it means
those of us will more modest homes will be pressured to change.

90.

‐ I would like to see a sidewalk on one side of Summit that runs from Fairmount to the dog
park. I once walked from the Rod and Gun to Chautauqua Ave and found it frightening. It
was impossible to get far enough on to the shoulder in may areas and I kept thinking about
the people I see walking with baby strollers and people walking their dogs....an accident

waiting to happen. Also needed is an assigned bike path.
‐ It is GREAT that we have a dog park. It does seem that it is grudgingly provided. It seems
like the village doesn't want to be proud of it....no water provided, no overhead shelter for
the human companions that are there in all weather conditions, broken picnic table and
mud pits at the low end of the park that has a very fowl smell makes us think it is some
sort of untreated waste water on contaminated land...must be addressed!....
91.

Design needs some regulation but this is becoming absurd and way overboard on the
control hat a couple of the board members think that they can, and should have, over
privately owned and commercial properties. Stay out of their business!

92.

Revitalize Chautauqua Avenue.

93.

Should be appealing to visitors ‐ from cottage renters, to Chautauqua summer residents, to
people just driving through, as well as to our year‐round residents. Chautauqua Ave.
emphasis should be on boutiques, Fairmount Ave. should be more on larger commercial
development.

94.

Not familiar with these issues

95.

There are currently no design standards for Lakewood and there is much bad design in
Lakewood, both visual and functional. Establishing such standards could be very
controversial and difficult, but there might be something reasonable that has proved
workable for other small towns.

96.

concentrate on keeping it a nice place to live for the village residents. keeping our
neighborhoods filled with people who will want to own their home and keep it up.

97.

Develop a theme or look that identifies our community.

98.

We are strongly opposed to food trucks in parking lots surrounded by debris and
advertisements.

99.

Welcome to Village of Lakewood sign on that end

100. The priority should be on the village, improving the aesthetics of it and making it a
destination point, with nice shops and restaurants.
101. Picnic area.. Park for walking, bike riding. Flowering small trees. Street benches. Maybe
rustic fencing around areas near the lake.
102. No
103. Lakewood has been a community where used cars are king. Junk in front yards. Code
enforcement is definitely lacking. The Beachwood Restaurant should be torn down. What
a joke/embarrassment. How does a helicopter allowed to land next to a public street?
Because the owner has a lot of money?
104. For so many years, Chautauqua Ave was treated as the red‐haired step child, overlooked
for Fairmount Avenue as the heart of the Village.
105. I don't feel as though the questions here really pinpointed more than one option; I'm
relatively new here and I'm getting the impression that 'Lakewood' knows it needs to tidy
itself up, and this survey is an attempt to justify that (monitarily, for grants or higher taxes,

etc). I came from a city that really turned it's blight around in the last 10 years; so I've seen
a lot of effective ways to get it done. I look forward to seeing where this proposal is going,
and how the team behind this outreach plans on using this information to move Lakewood
into the "Future" ‐ I hope there are some specifics that come out of this because so far, I
have no idea what that vision entails. Or maybe that's what this survey is meant to try to
clarify? Target zones, but doing what to them? I hope any new building codes don't
alienate tenants and owners who cannot financially afford to adhere to them. I hope we
don't force folks out, but rather find ways to entice community pride and property owner
responsibility to raise this community to its potential.
106. So far the only people the village has cared to listen to are the women's club and the richer
upper class. We are 5th generation village of Lakewood residents and because we do not
earn over $100,000, out opinion doesn't matte r and it never has. We keep our properties
neat and clean and presentable but have always been blue collar residents so we do not
matter.
107. Just maintain what we have already. Enforce codes on unkempt properties.
108. Go see Bemus crosswalks ‐ very nice
109. Building code should be enforced as well as "junk" items in yards should be removed.
110. Encourage more small business.
111. The entrances to the village should be improved. i.e the old Beachwood looks like a bad
used car lot.
112. Maybe more gardens and landscaping ‐ a lot of properties need TLC ‐ people are working
on it but needs help ‐ Maybe a beautification contest in village. Example could be; Best
new paint job; best looking porch on the 4th of July; nicest lawn; most beautiful gardens ‐
no end to things that could be done. Get people to be proud of their neighborhood.
113. Encourage biking and walking ‐ carefully manage the growth of auto and truck traffic.
114. Display a better entrance for the entrances to the village. Fairmount Ave E & W from
Celeron open signage.
115. No
116. Code enforcement will help greatly with improving the way the village looks
117. Too many warehouse/storage barns in residential areas. Multi‐unit rental housing brings
down the quality of the neighborhoods.
118. Coordinated colors on buildings on Chautauqua Ave.
119. It needs clean up
120. Preserve existing rights of way to the lake. Do not allow individuals to appropriate them
121. Lakewood should remain a family oriented village ‐ not try to be a copy of Bemus Point.
Preserve all right‐of‐ways to the lake
122. Enclosing ditches a little at a time would greatly enhance attractiveness, especially in the
area listed above.
123. It's fine

124. Boats, RV's, Campers should not be stored or temporarily stored on residential property
125. We need more convenient stores like Wilson Farms or 711. An adult day care center and a
child day care center
126. The building at Summit & Chautauqua has been vacant for several years. A small
convenience store would be helpful and encourage more walking and visiting other village
shops. Parking would be convenient as well.

Do you have any comments about land use in the Village of Lakewood? |
#

Response

1.

test

2.

there isn't enough vacant land in the village to accommodate different types of housing

3.

Code enforcement is top priority. This will go a long way to help make Lakewood more
attractive to businesses, families, and golden agers. Again, Lakewood needs strong
leadership to turn things around first, work toward accessing outside funding through grant
proposals, and then entice new investment alongside planning for redevelopment, and
development.

4.

I can't see young singles being particularly attracted to the Village. Focus on the strengths,
which I see as a great place for young families through seniors.

5.

We cannot sustain a Comercial only use on Chautauqua ave. But to best blend residential
and commercial we need to make near by residents feel confident that business will be
respectful of property and mindful of noise and other pollution.

6.

The Village should help attract businesses, which will in turn attract additional investments.

7.

To attract private investment, the village needs to be the conduit of taking over blighted
properties, by force if necessary. Sadly there are a lot of irresponsible land owners who may
have the means to properly care for their property but choose not to. Either way, if they are
not doing what is best for the community, they do not deserve to own in Lakewood.

8.

Commercial and residential should be separate.

9.

Chautauqua ave looks rough.

10. government should stay out of the housing business
11. 1. REPEAT! Appearance is crucial to the village's reputation and desirability as palace to
visit or to buy into.
2. Village government should be ready to purchase properties that are in distress or are
critical to future community and economic development because it stops downward
property cycles and gives the village control over the future use of distressed properties.
3. Lakewood's new zoning should provide for a blend of housing options that would provide
for both age‐in‐place seniors and options that attract the young professionals and families.
4. Revitalization of Chautauqua avenue is critical and long over due. The current situation is
the result of 40 years of laisse faire policy. People do whatever they feel and do not fear
government reprisal.

12. Village government should facilitate private development. Government itself should
continue its excellent work of sharing services, facilities and buildings. Focus on Village Hall,
community center combined with library & museum. We must build our future and smart
business moves will be our long term success.
13. The government should have flexibility in its codes. But, it should not be the dictator of style
or economic value.
14. Apply for state funding to offset investment in buildings, homes and commercial properties.
The land close to the railroad tracks by the fire hall and Kingsview paving has become a
dumping ground for piles of concrete, asphalt and road debris. It is unsightly and causing
chemicals to leak into ground.
15. Too much lake front is owned by the rich; middle class doesn't have a say in the lakefront
development.
16. Sign should be posted at Waldemere/Winchester green area stating who has a right to be
there and why. Half the world believes they are trespassing. The other half believes it is
their right to be there. It should be spelled out. Car‐less people have dog walking routes that
circle the side streets off Chautauqua Avenue. There is no enforcement for cleaning up after
dogs, in spite of the welcome dog waste bags in several places.
17. No need to combine retail and residential. We are not a city and if we had sidewalks people
could easily walk to the main retail.
18. Village should purchase available property on Chautauqua Ave. and develop.
19. Again...set aside zoning areas for weekly vacation rentals.
20. There are many other areas to work on other than Chautauqua Ave.
21. Recreation center? Is there one?
22. Many of the the shops in the village work hard to maintain a pleasant and updated facade.
Not much effort has been made by the village to make sure that the community presents a
positive front.
23. What I am about to discuss is not just a problem in Lakewood but around the entire lake;
individuals who own a house on the Lake and immediately claim that people are not
allowed to access the Lake in a right of way that's next to their property. By accessing I just
mean walking down their with a dog to take them swimming. It seems to be a constant
argument since I was younger which was at least 40 years and no doubt before that.
24. While most of the land use is already established there are some opportunities that
Lakewood could take advantage of. Plan and budget for the future ‐ Village Hall is falling
down around our ears and the Village Board doesn't even have a maintenance budget for
repairs. Plan new residential for young professionals and seniors. Develop the parks we
have ‐ at the very least put some picnic tables at the parks ‐ Lowe Park has a decrepit sign
and that is all. Make the parks handicap accessible ‐almost impossible to access Hartley
Park unless you are a mountain goat. Improve the parking lots/areas at the other parks. DO
SOMETHING ‐ ANYTHING with Natezer (sp) Park on Fairmount Ave. Hold the businesses on
Fairmount Ave. to some level of environmental and design standards.
25. In regard to access to Chau. Lake: Having first hand experience of living on the "other side
of the tracks" for years, I realized how important easy access to the village and the Lake was

for families living on the streets off of Fairmount Ave. Once the Winchester bridge was
closed, it was a long stretch of having to be on Fairmount Ave. without the benefit of any
sidewalks to walk, ride or bike into the village.
26. Too much has been spent on Chautauqua Ave. already. Just like what was done with schools
that didn't correct the problems, just to turn around and tear them down or sell them and
spend even more to build new schools. By the way, state funds are still paid for through our
taxes. They aren't free.
27. Need more picnic tables at the beach, place benchs in beach area, remove the fence. Need
more lake access. Use the lake more to advantage to attract more tourists and local
residents.
28. I don't feel that the houses should be so tight together along the lake that you can't see the
lake. This also includes the over‐priced houses on the lake.
29. I would like to see run down properties taken over for more senior housing or professional
building uses like lawyers office doctors office.
30. Residential neighborhoods should remain residential without adding storage buildings and
other inappropriate structures. Design guidelines are desperately needed along with strong
enforcement, including requiring existing properties to be brought up to code or lose their
properties.
31. I would need to know more to answer some of these questions. I see no reason to try to
attract a specific group of people (young) but every community needs to help seniors.
32. If the development it to the positive and does not attract negative change then I'm all for it.
If it attracts more people that will bring drugs etc and unwanted traffic then against it.
33. It would be nice to have more access to the lake, or to walk alongside it somewhere (trails,
sidewalks!)
34. How do you go about using lake rights?
35. Charge non residents a small yearly fee to off set maintenance costs associated with the
Lakewood Boat Launch. Perhaps a secure donation box on site
36. please, let the majority of future growth contribute to the tax base!
37. You should be allowed to own land & decide what structure you want on it without
government interference. (Like if I want to cut down all my trees & blacktop my backyard
for a basketball court or a tennis court; why can't I do what I want with land I bought & paid
for)
38. Small boat launch for canoes and kayaks is needed just to the left or right of Hartley beach.
39. No
40. First impression is ALWAYS an important factor in formation of an opinion. We need to
upgrade both our appearance and the variety of retail services.
41. Again, government should not get involved in private enterprise.
42. No
43. There is a lot of potential for a very nice village along Chautauqua Avenue but the above

issues should definitely be explored. Make the south end look more attractive so it will look
inviting and draw more people into the area.
44. Would not like to see a senior living complex. Would like to see some nicer apartment
options in the village.
45. Use the beach area to attract people, we have a public dock and no reason to dock a boat
there.
46. The retail storefronts seem to make an effort to be appealing, but the apartment housing
above many of them are simply shabby and unattractive. Senior housing where seniors can
access, lets say, the library or the (a) rec center would be lovely.
47. Very happy to live in Lakewood. No major complaints.
48. What would you suggest to "help seniors age in place"? We'd all like to stay in our homes
but some homes are NOT senior friendly and it is NOT the taxpayers responsibility to adapt
these homes.
49. Development should be private. The government role should be limited to zoning, taxing
and services. The village should not be buying land or buildings except as needed for village
business. There should be NO effort to direct favored groups to somehow fulfill someone's
notion of "diversity." The free market has served well to attract residents of all description
without government interference.
50. If the farmers market lot is to remain vacant, turn it into a VERY NEARBY parking lot,
parking meters optional. With the new Save‐A‐Lot (YAYYYYY!), get rid of old Wilson Farms
building and use as Village Parking lot close to all businesses if these two are utilized.
Serious about the meters; seems like someone could be hired to check for violations of
same; help pay for the work to maintain.
51. Visitors need more reasons to turn off Fairmount. Redevelop the old Wilson Farms.
52. It would be nice if Schoolhouse Square could be developed for senior housing.
53. Acquire land and building IF the price is right.
54. It wasn't clear if the land use questions were referring to government involvement. I think
all residents would want the land use improved in the ways proposed by the questions ‐ but
the ambiguity made it unclear if we wanted government to be managing the task.
55. Housing options for young families and a diverse blend of housing options?
I prefer the village to be comprised of single family homes. Please no "Appleyard Terraces"
in our village where you welfare dollars will get you further in Chautauqua Co, NY.
56. Don't want low income housing.
Keep as much land on tax roles.
Be active in trying to promote land/buildings that are for sale. (Like the old Perkins building
at the top of Chautauqua Ave.)

Promote Lakewood Beach more.
57. Do NOT institute policies restricting or mandating flora and fauna. Do NOT standardize
signage regarding font or colors, these are communistic and stunt creativity.
58. There isn't much land available for new residential development in the village of Lakewood.
In regard to lake access: there isn't much access to the lake other than for those who live on
the lake or have right of ways. The Hartley Beach Park is fenced and uninviting. There was
no fence there 50 years ago when the lake and the beach park was well used and inviting. It
seems the fence acts as an obstacle to the privilege of lake access.
59. No government ownership
60. My day job is in Senior Citizen Property Management. The market of subsidized and
market rate apartments for seniors is saturated in the county. However, making the village
more appealing to young families is imperative to the village's future. I would have loved to
have bought a home in Lakewood. The taxes and confusion over permits, codes, etc make it
frightening for a first‐time home buyer. Instead, I, like many of my friends, purchased in
Jamestown due to the renovation credits, and low taxes. There needs to be some incentive
for young people to buy and restore the houses in lakewood. Tourism is great, but having
year‐round residents is important for the economical development of the village.
61. Some condos would be nice!
62. Where trees get planted is infested with cronyism and politics.
63. Too late for any of these suggested options. Our mayor & board have declared Lakewood a
100% (weekly) rental community! What are we doing with abandoned properties that have
stood for years? i.e. Linwood/Terrace house, Ohio St Church, house on corner of E Terrace
as you approach the former Sheldon home ‐ I've seen raccoons & vermin going in and out>
Who owns it? Abandoned for years.
64. I believe Chautauqua should be strictly commercial.
65. Not aware housing is a need. Several properties in the village are on the market.
66. No low income completes, please.
67. The village should not :"invest" in property ‐‐ tax increases to cover this is unnecessary.
Housing is important, but the increase of out‐of‐town slumlords has become obvious with
the appearance of trashed apartment buildings, not to mention the tenants reflect this
appearance, and arrests of the individuals has risen greatly
68. Id like to see Chautauqua Ave remain commercial, but the rest of the area on the lake side of
Fairmount remain appealing to residential only
69. Need to get out of state owner to fix their rental property. No section 8
70. It is most important that the Village maintains clean, friendly, attractive land spaces.
We are a special village.

71. I don't know what "Areas should be identified to redevelop" question means. I know I don't
want someone pointing at our little street of small houses and telling us we have to change
or "upgrade" or something.
72. Again, too vague to answer.
73. Of course the visual quality quality of residential and commercial development is important,
but don't restrict them right out of town! Fix Fairmount into and 5 lane up to Shadyside and
3 lane up to Rt. 474. Take care of the problems instead of more restriction on what has
worked for decades and decades.
74. There seems to be more and more land owners allowing their lakefront homes to be weekly
rentals. This is changing the quiet atmosphere on some of the local streets to a noisy,
congested, party‐like atmosphere. Seeing more and more of it. When you purchase a nice
home in Lakewood, you don't plan on your neighbors changing every week and having to
deal with their late hours, increased noise levels while they have their one week vacation in
our small little town.
We don't need this turning into a Bemus Point or Sunset Bay where the local residents can
not enjoy their town and the summer people are running the show.
75. We should have a public dock at the beach with good access to Chautauqua Ave., not hidden
away behind woods and tennis courts. Possible gas dock and pump‐out facility, finger piers.
Village should be in advisory position for commercial real estate acquisitions but not
actually make purchases.
76. Most of the current land use was established in an unplanned manner after the farms of
Lakewood were converted and subdivided to summer resort use after the Civil War up to
the time when the zoning regulations were put into place. Some of the current land usage
does not make sense probably due to spot zoning facilitated by political and/or financial
pressure. I do not thing there has ever been a clear sensible vision of the future for the
Village. I hope this Comprehensive Plan process will provide such a vision.
77. Having guidelines for any development and adhering to codes to protect that development.
A form of land management run by village to possibly acquire poorly kept properties and
redistribute inside strict development and building codes.
Inside new development codes, have a vetting process for new businesses to adhere to
certain business plans to assure quality business development.
78. Many properties need to be cleaned and owners need to take pride in their homes.
79. Don't overcrowd, keep it simple, no more building
80. Rental properties, in particular weekly rentals, should be very limited in our village
residential areas, as they are a severe detraction from the quality of our neighborhoods.
81. Need more retail stores
82. The "Village Board" voted and changed the land use in the village when they voted for
"weekly rentals" for the entire village. New village leaders need to be present for any of the
proposed changes on this survey to take place.
83. The dock access could be advertised to promote its use
84. "The village should acquire land and buildings for future economic and community

development": at whose cost, and what would the purpose or upkeep entail? I can't answer
that question without those future‐related details. The same with "Areas should be
identified to redevelop for a range of housing types to accommodate current and future
population"
85. The village has continually allowed the people with money to take over access to the Lake
by letting those with money buy up the right of ways to the Lake 2‐3 generations ago
everyone from the railroad tracts to the Lake had access to the Lake via the right‐of‐ways at
the end of their streets. This began over 50 years ago when Dr. Gunkler and Kenneth
Schroder took the right‐of‐ways to the lake and the village let them do it. They still are. Tom
Turner, Gloria Vandermolen and others.
86. Have a nice bakery shop on Chautauqua Ave
87. Stricter rules for rentals and vacation properties. No more storage buildings in residential
areas.
88. Since there are few residential homes along Chautauqua Ave. ‐ this might be a good place to
become totally retail.
89. Part of the year I live in a beautiful town in Florida, but development is ruining the small
town charm. Be careful not to damage this beautiful town with altruistic or commercial
goals.
90. The village should invest money on the current village hall to provide for making the large
second floor accessible for use as a community center to provide space for large number of
people to utilize.
91. Living in the Village of Lakewood is not cheap with 3 taxes it would be a burden on a young
family
92. No
93. Village of Lakewood and Town of Busti should team up on building a fitness trail.
94. Too many rental (multi‐unit) buildings bring down the quality of the residential area &
quality of life.
95. Do not allow developers to turn Lakewood into a weekly rental site.
96. Would not like to see more properties become owned by absentee landlords
97. Limit the number of automobile & used car dealerships on Fairmount Ave
98. Just clean up some vacant lots especially on East Summit and along the roadways
99. Most property is owned by individuals. Therefore most of these items are the business of
owners, not something about a group or committee.

Please provide details about transportation and circulation | Where is traffic safety a
problem?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

East Fairmount Ave.

3.

Fairmount Ave., by Tim Hortons, fatal car crash, 16 year old lost her life recently. More
signage needed. Also lights at Shadyside and Fairmoutn ave.

4.

In front of Tim Hortons where the lanes decrease.

5.

Fairmount and Mall Blvd, Fairmount and Shadyside,

6.

Tim hortons

7.

Fairmount and within the village speed is a problem

8.

mall blvd to chautauqua ave on fairmount ave.

9.

fairmount at tj max plaza. They say its out of town people that seems to be a problem but I
think it is just as much local as everybody has to be in a big hurry and just don't want to
get behind someone. If you watch you will see just as many locals if not more who take
that inside lane.

10.

Shadyside/Hunt.

11.

It's not really. If anything, better traffic control in front of Tim Hortons regarding no left
turn area.

12.

Fairmount Ave

13.

Fairmount Avenue, East Terrace and West Summit where cars drive too fast

14.

Terrace, Summit and Fairmount Aves

15.

Terrace ave, summit ave

16.

excessive speed on fairmont. Can not enter safely during the summer

17.

Shadyside rd at Fairmount Ave

18.

Fairmount is so dangerous

19.

Where Fairmount changes from one lane to two

20.

Fairmount Avenue

21.

Fairmount Ave

22.

Shoulders of Fairmount.

23.

Fairmount ave. Around mall

24.

Fairmount Ave.

25.

Accessing the village from the north side of fairmount

26.

shadyside ave/fairmount

27.

Fairmount Ave

28.

Fairmount Ave.

29.

Chautauqua Avenue parking

30.

rt 394, specifically from shadyside to southwestern drive

31.

Around Lenna Tower. Can't see.

32.

Shady and Fairmount

33.

Distracted driving

34.

Westbound Fairmount going to one lane at Tim Hortons.

35.

Fairmount Ave. intersections, Summit and Terrace.

36.

Fairmount Ave

37.

Southwestern Drive at Fairmount

38.

Summit Street ‐ excessive speeds

39.

Fairmount and W. Summit

40.

The intersection of West Summit and Fairmount at Big Tree Road. Need a traffic light here.

41.

Everywhere. Would be benefited by more effective police.

42.

route 394, Fairmount Ave

43.

The speed of our police cars when answering a call is excessive.

44.

Where 4 lanes turn into 2 on Fairmount. WIDEN THE ROAD all the way to 474

45.

Fairmount Ave

46.

fairmount Ave I think the exits by the dollar store and Applebee's should be forced to use
the light people do not know how to use the turning lane

47.

Fairmount ave

48.

on Fairmount ave in front of the Lakewood village center lane ends

49.

Fairmount Avenue

50.

Summit Ave from Celoron to Big Tree Road

51.

Fairmount

52.

Fairmount & Mall Blvd.

53.

Crossing fairmount and hunt are already problems. People flying over the tracks next to
my house

54.

People speed. Area by Tim Horton's is very dangerous.

55.

From Big Tree, to east Fairmout to the Lakewood line. Also I see problems coming off my
street by the new Save A lot!

56.

Summit Ave

57.

Fairmount Ave, west of the mall

58.

Fairmount

59.

Wallmart and the Mall need to be connected, or anex land ease and south of the mall to

provide axcess to Mall Bvd.
60.

Entrance into Tim Horton's off Fairmont going East. More No Left Turn Enforcement

61.

Trying to get out of the street without having to find a street with a traffic light.

62.

north to south crossing over fairmount

63.

Speeding on both E & W Summit St., particularly police cars

64.

Fairmount

65.

Summit Street and Fairmount Avenue

66.

Fairmount Avenue, because drivers do not obey traffic signs

67.

Fair mount

68.

Walmart area/parking lots

69.

Along 394‐Fairmont

70.

traffic turning right/left by the Mall/old Quality market

71.

bike traffic especially while in packs tend to make automotve traffic feel uneasy

72.

Chautauqua Ave

73.

None

74.

Starting at the intersection of Fairmount and Mall Drive heading west until you reach
Shadyside Ave.

75.

On Fairmount once it goes down to one lane each way.

76.

Fairfield and Fairmount Ave.

77.

Going on to Chautauqua Ave from side streets line of vision is blocked by parked cars

78.

around the Mall & Walmart

79.

By Tim Hortons on Fairmount Ave.

80.

Fairmount

81.

WALMART EXITS

82.

394 is a NIGHTMARE

83.

Lakewood Village Center

84.

Walmart intersection

85.

Near WalMart and Chautauqua Mall

86.

Summit and Terrace (angular turn near the old "Beachwood Place")

87.

Fairmount Ave

88.

in front of the Rod & Gun, in fornt of mobile station

89.

sidewalks and bicycles on fairmount and west summit

90.

Crossing Fairmount Ave at Shadyside and Big Tree rds

91.

Fairmount Ave in it's entirety

92.

Crossing Fairmount at Shady side or Big Tree

93.

Fairmount avenue near Tim Hortons

94.

Summit

95.

.

96.

Fairmount Ave

97.

getting onto Fairmount Ave during the summer.

98.

Not sure

99.

Roads without sidewalks or poorly maintained sidewalks

100. Coming out of Wal‐Mart parking lot.
101. Zone 1 & 2
102. Fairmount Ave.
103. Fairmont Avenue
104. Shadyside and Fairmount
105. Fairmount
106. fairmount avenue from Wing City to walmart
107. Fairmont only
108. By the Rod and Gun
109. Turning to/from fairmount.
110. Having to pull out onto Fairmount when going from the Mall to Walmart, and vice‐versa; a
driveway between the Mall and Walmart would be a huge benefit to all.
111. Fairmount Avenue
112. A helicopter in a residential neighborhood! It already aborted in the lake ‐ which
neighborhood is next?
113. Almost any place one has to make a left turn onton Fairmount from a business or street
that does not have a traffic signal currently.
114. Too many cars ‐ good news/bad news ‐ just have heavy traffic
115. Fairmount & Summit
116. Fairmount avenue from Mall Blvd. into the plaza ‐‐ the large amount of accidents and even
resulting in injuries and death
117. At all corners
118. Intersection of shadyside and fairmount

119. Rod & Gun, Lakewood Beach ‐ Vehicles don't stop for stop signs
120. Corner of Chautauqua and Summit and Terrace. Too many not stopping
121. obvious speeding, dui and distracted driving on summit, chautauqua and terrace.
122. Trying to get across Fairmount from any streets coming out of Lakewood, across to Hunt
can be dangerous becausee of lack of lights to break up the traffic flow and and out of
Jamestown.
123. Summit
124. Hunt Road & Southwestern Blvd is dangerous intersection. Fairmount Ave traffic between
Mall Blvd & Big Tree is dangerous as stated above.
125. Generally, I don't find traffic safety an issue
126. Fairmount ave, Chautauqua ave
127. Crossing north‐south over Fairmount Ave, poor timing at light on Mall Blvd
128. Fairmount Ave
129. Shadyside/Fairmount
130. Fairmount, Fairmount and Fairmount.
131. Fair mount access in summer is terrible.
132. Tim Hortons
133. The Walmart intersection is dangerous. Drivers don't realize. They must yield to left turn
arrow for cars coming from fair dale Also where the road narrows At mall blvd and
fairmont can be dangerous.
134. Almost every place on Fairmont. Check out the long term accident report pattern form the
police dept.
135. everywhere, people are driving much too fast on our over crowded streets
136. Accessing Fairmont Ave
137. fairmount
138. N/A
139. By the mall & Village Plaza. Corner of Summit & Owana Way ‐ parking places hamper view
when turning onto Summit.
140. Corner by post office. Summit going to Lakeside blvd & Lakeside Blvd is very unsafe.
Intersections by Rod & Gun.
141. Fairmount Ave ‐ most of the street
142. Fairmount going from 4 lanes to 2 lanes
143. The center turning lane on Firmount in front of the mall can be scarey. What about the
DOT's long proposed traffic control light at Shadyside?
144. Summit and Fairmount and Hunt and Baker

145. Speeding on residential streets when drivers (usually from the tool factory etc.) come & go
from work.
146. Any crossing of Fairmount
147. Along Fairmount Ave
148. Rt 394
149. Summit & Terrace
150. Pulling on to Fairmount is difficult at times
151. Terrace Ave ‐ people drive too fast.
152. Fairdale Ave & Fairmount Ave
153. Shadyside & Fairmount
154. Shadyside and Firmount
155. Fairmount Ave & Fairlane by Walmart, By the Tim Horton's
156. Walmart intersection, Chautauqua Ave at Summit, Faiirmount at SW Drive.
157. Fairmount Ave should be at least 3 lanes from the mall on up.
158. On Fairmount Ave from mall to at least Shadyside ‐ should be a lane designated for right &
left turns
159. End of Shadyside on 394
160. Fairmount Ave ‐ SW Blvd to Chautauqua
161. Turning left onto Rt 394 at Lakeview, Shadyside, etc. & onto Hunt Rd at Shadyside
162. At 2nd St & Chautauqua, Clock creates a blind spot both there and Town of Busti driveway
on the other side of the clock.
163. Bicyclists refuse to move to the side of the road
164. Fairmount
165. None
166. Chautauqua Ave
167. I would like to see a traffic light at Chautauqua & Summit like it used to be
168. Shadyside & Fairmount could use a traffic light
169. Fairmount
170. Fairmount near Walmart

Please provide details about transportation and circulation | Where is pedestrian
safety a problem?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

E. Fairmount & E Summit Aves

3.

East Summit, and intersection of Fairmount.

4.

All along Fairmount where there are no sidewalks. E. Terrace, E Summit, W Summit.

5.

Terrace where there are no sidewalks, Summit Ave. Fairmount Avenue where there are no
sidewalks, crossing Fairmount most anywhere,

6.

Summit between case and rid and gun club and summit between Chautauqua ave and
fairmount

7.

everywhere we do not have adequate sidewalks

8.

Cars drive up to 40MPH down Chautauqua Ave and often do not stop for people in
crosswalks.

9.

Connect existing sidewalks on Terrace Ave

10.

mall blvd to summit going west

11.

summit and Terrace where there are no sidewalks

12.

Where there are no sidewalks or where sidewalks are overgrown

13.

It's not

14.

Fairmount

15.

Not enough sidewalks cause people to walk in the street.

16.

Terrace, Summit and Fairmount

17.

where there are no sidewalks

18.

Summit, terrace

19.

excessive vehicle speed on Summit and Terrace.

20.

‐

21.

Winch

22.

Fairmount Avenue and the lack of N/S connections.

23.

Fairmount Ave

24.

West Summit; East Terrace;

25.

Fairmount Ave.

26.

Summit

27.

Having to walk/bike on fairmount Abe to get to village.

28.

summit ave/terrace ave

29.

Fairmount Ave

30.

walking on roads without adequate pedestrain room

31.

Where pedestrians have to walk in the street.

32.

Fairmount Avenue west of the mall

33.

walkers on 394

34.

Where no sidewalks

35.

Along Fairmount summit and terrace

36.

East terrace..cars sometimes go to fast

37.

Terrace, Summit, Fairmount and all areas south of Fairmount.

38.

Crossing Fairmount

39.

everywhere

40.

Fairmount Ave & East Summit

41.

blinking light on Summit

42.

Walking the length of Terrace and Summit Avenues

43.

W. Summit

44.

Fairmount

45.

Any street in Lakewood without a sidewalk. Cars are driving too fast on Summit ‐ esp.
from Sunset west. Once they pass the blinker light at Sunset it becomes the Indy 500 to
see how fast they can go!

46.

Fairmount Ave., Summit where there are no sidewalks

47.

Summit Ave, especially W Summit adn far East Summitt beyond Shagyside

48.

Same as above, plus having the pedestrians obey the law, use crosswalks, etc.

49.

Fairmount ave

50.

Anywhere that there are no sidewalks

51.

Fairmount and Summit Aves

52.

unknown

53.

Fairmount and side street running into Fairmount

54.

Summit Ave from Chautauqua Ave to Big Tree Road

55.

Fairmount

56.

All along fairmount wherever there is not a sidewalk!

57.

Worry about people walking/running on summer ave.

58.

Summit Ave

59.

Possibly Summit and Fairmount

60.

Same

61.

Erie St.

62.

There needs to be a sidewalk from Chautauqua to Lake Wood Village Plazza.

63.

many streets in village have no sidewalks!

64.

On 394

65.

Terrace

66.

Fairmount and zone 5. No sidewalks

67.

Summit Street and Fairmount Avenue

68.

Terrace and Summit

69.

All over

70.

394

71.

along village streets w/little space for folks walking

72.

Summit

73.

None

74.

From Marvin Ave. eastward both on Terrace and Summit Ave.

75.

Summit Avenue lack of sidewalks

76.

Terrace

77.

Along Fairmount Ave and any side street in the village with no sidewalks!

78.

east and west Terrace Ave.

79.

Same as above

80.

None that I am aware of.

81.

Anywhere pedestrians take to the street

82.

Whenever there are only STOP signs, there is a problem

83.

walking along Summit with no sidewalks

84.

Fairmount Ave and Terrace Ave

85.

in front of rod and gun

86.

same

87.

west Summit Ave. and far East Summit Ave/ East Terrace Ave

88.

Summit Ave.

89.

Fairmount Ave in it's entirety

90.

Fairmount Ave

91.

Sidewalks on West Summit

92.

Summit

93.

Terrace Ave, Summit Ave

94.

Fairmount Ave

95.

When crossing at light by Wal‐Mart.

96.

Roads without sidewalks or poorly maintained sidewalks

97.

More sidewalks along Terrace Ave

98.

Fairmont Avenue

99.

summit, terrace, fairmount to mall

100. Fairmount
101. Fairmount Ave.
102. fairmount ave. without sidewalks, shadyside, terrace, summit (without sidewalks)
103. Fairmont only
104. Along West Summit were we have a lot of walkers/runners/bikers
105. crossing fairmount ave
106. Drivers do not pay enough attention to pedestrians, in general; well‐marked pedestrian
cross‐walks are needed.
107. E. Terrace ‐ not enough sidewalks. Lake Street when the helicopter takes off & lands
108. From Shadyside to the Rod & Gun.
109. On Summit & Terrace from Chautauqua Ave west to Big Tree Rd.
110. Roadways & intersections w/o lights
111. Fairmount & Summit
112. Fairmount where there are no sidewalks
113. Fairmount and Summit
114. Along summit ave
115. Crossing any road, intersection
116. where there are no sidewalks
117. All over people don't stop for stop signs ‐ they also don't let people cross the road
118. Corner of Chautauqua and Summit and Terrace. Too many not stopping
119. crossings on summit, chautauqua and terrace
120. People are always walking on Summit, there is hardly a shoulder to even walk on, could
put in more multi‐use paths for walking and biking found in most other cities who
prioritize something other than sitting in a car all the tiime.
121. Summit and Terrace
122. Summit Ave

123. Fairmount is not friendly to pedestrians
124. fairmount and sidestreets without sidewalks
125. Fairmount ave
126. Lack of sidewalks near Lakewood YMCA and heavy congestion,
127. Fairmount Ave
128. Shadyside/Fairmount
129. Dumb people walking on the wrong side of the road, how ya goning to fix that...can't.
130. Limited sidewalks on both Summit and Terrace
131. on Summitt and Fairmount
132. Fairmount‐From Lakewood Village Plaza to Smith Boys
133. Fairdale Ave. underpass.
134. People trying to cross at Walmart intersection and mall blvd and fairmont
135. Fairmont
136. everywhere
137. Fairmont Ave
138. chautauqua
139. On Summit and Terrace Avenues where there are no sidewalks.
140. Where there are not sidewalks
141. Going farther out towards Rod & Gun by ball fields & befor that so many people walking
and bike riding, jogging on both sides of road & passed Rod & Gun.
142. Fairmount Ave
143. Anywhere along Fairmount
144. Anywhere along Fairmount, depending on traffic flow and driver awareness.
145. anywhere there's not clearly marked and obeyed pedestrian crosswalks
146. Fairmount
147. On side streets without sidewalks
148. Along Fairmount Ave
149. Along Fairmount and parts of Terrace
150. E Terrace
151. Fairmount Ave
152. Along Summit & Terrace
153. Where there are no sidewalks

154. A lot of walkers on Summit Ave
155. Walking on Fairmount Ave to get to the village. A bridge for walkers over the RR tracks at
Winchester
156. Between Southland and Gerald ave
157. Fairmount Ave & W Summit
158. Crossing Fairmount
159. Fairmount Ave, Summit Ave
160. Fairmount Ave
161. FAirmount Ave ‐ There are no sidewalks ‐ lots of speeding
162. Trying to cross Fairmount
163. Fairmount Ave ‐ SW Blvd to Chautauqua
164. Where there are no sidewalks on Summit
165. Cars should understand that pedestrians have the right of way, stop, let them cross at
marked crossings
166. I would like to see sidewalks the entire length of Summit
167. Fairmount
168. None
169. Chautauqua Ave
170. Same corner
171. Fairmount
172. Terrace, Summit

Please provide details about transportation and circulation | Where are more
sidewalks needed?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

E. Summit & W. Fairmount Aves

3.

Summit... east and west.

4.

see above

5.

See above.

6.

See above

7.

Fairmount, summit, terrace

8.

Fairmont ave. and along Summit and Terrace

9.

Along the main road connecting Celeron and Lakewood

10.

Along Summit Ave

11.

On Summit with connections to Fairmount on both ends

12.

terrace and summit going east from shadyside

13.

W Summit, East Terrace after Marvin.

14.

Walkers and bikes on the road are problem.

15.

East terrace

16.

They aren't

17.

along Summit

18.

Everywhere

19.

Fairmount Summit and Terrace

20.

Terrace and Summit

21.

Terrace, summit

22.

On fairmount ave between Chautauqua ave and shadyside rd

23.

A

24.

Winch

25.

See: ACE report

26.

Fairmount Ave

27.

Walkers / joggers / baby strollers are on shoulders.

28.

Terrace Ave.

29.

summit

30.

Along fairmount

31.

summit ave/terrace ave

32.

Summit

33.

Everywhere!

34.

W summit, 394

35.

Along Fairmount summit and terrace

36.

east terrace walking toward rod & gun.

37.

Terrace and Summit

38.

Along Summit Ave west of Chautauqua Ave.

39.

Fairmount Ave. Summit

40.

East Summit

41.

East of Chautauqua Avenue

42.

W. Summit

43.

Summit, Terrace, and Fairmount

44.

West Summit (desperately) and East Summit. As main streets in the Village they need this
upgrade!

45.

Definitely Fairmount Ave.

46.

Summit Ave

47.

Throughout the village. Services should be equally distributed to those who pay the taxes,
or adjust taxes for those areas where services are provided.

48.

Fairmount ave

49.

On Summit Ave. east of Shadyside Ave.

50.

northern part of Fairmount Ave

51.

Fairmount Ave

52.

Fairmount and Summit

53.

side streets

54.

Fairmount Ave

55.

from village center all the way to village line

56.

Side streets ‐ Like Winch Road and those parallel

57.

Terrace Ave, Summit Ave ‐‐ partial walks

58.

Along Summit Ave.

59.

Summit Ave from Chautauqua Ave to Big Tree Road

60.

Fairmount

61.

Fairmount Ave.

62.

The west end of Summit Ave.

63.

Terrace and fairmount and summit

64.

All along fairmount, also through out the village on the main road

65.

Summit Ave

66.

Possibly Summit

67.

Same

68.

E Terrace, W Summit,

69.

side streets

70.

On fairmont ave

71.

all residential streets within village

72.

Most through streets

73.

Terrace

74.

Zone 5. Makes walking tough.

75.

Summit Street and Fairmount Avenue

76.

Terrace and Summit

77.

Terrace sunmitt

78.

village itself

79.

summit

80.

Summit

81.

From Marvin Ave. eastward for several blocks both on Terrace and Summit.

82.

Terrace and Summit need to have good sidewalks

83.

Terrace

84.

In all neighborhoods in Lakewood!

85.

East and west Terrace ave.

86.

Side streets downtown

87.

N/A

88.

fairmont ave

89.

Summit St east of Shadyside and west of the village hall

90.

WhereEVER there aren't any

91.

Summit Ave

92.

Along Summit Avenue

93.

Many of the residential streets especially Terrace Ave

94.

summit east and west

95.

same

96.

west Summit Ave. and far East Summit Ave/ East Terrace Ave, especially leading to
LaGrega baseball field for the kids

97.

Summit Ave. From Big Tree to Celoron

98.

Everywhere to make streets more jogging and walking friendly.

99.

West Summit

100. Summit
101. terrace, summit

102. Terrace Ave, Summit Ave
103. Fairmount Ave
104. Not sure
105. E and W Terrace, streets connecting terrace, summit, and fairmount
106. Terrace Ave
107. Zone 1,2,5
108. summit, terrace
109. Along major roads
110. Summit Ave.
111. terrace, summit, shadyside
112. Fairmont pnly
113. West Summit and East Summit
114. between gerald and shadyside
115. Everywhere!
116. E. Terrace, W Summit
117. Not concrete sidewalk but maybe asphalt shoulder to walk on.
118. For pedestrian safety
119. Fairmount & Summit
120. Rt. 394, Possibly Summit St & Terrace Ave
121. Summit & Terrace
122. All over, especially Fairmount and Summit.
123. Along summit ave
124. All over section 2
125. around the village closer to the lake
126. More sidewalks are needed in section 2 down to gun club ‐ These sidewalks have not had
any work in 30 years. Doggie bags would work better if people used them. Chautauqua
Ave is terrible‐ people are not picking up
127. Terrace Ave
128. west summit,west summit ext.
129. Terrace Ave, the sideway just ends then we are riding or walking on the road or in the
grass.
130. All streets should have sidewalks.
131. Summit Ave

132. Summit
133. Fairmount Ave
134. Maintain present ones.
135. the remainder of fairmount and summit ave along with side streets
136. Fairmount ave
137. entire length of Fairmount Ave
138. Fairmount Ave
139. Not needed
140. See above
141. on summit and Fairmount
142. The above mentioned area
143. East end of Summit & Terrace Aves.
144. Terrace, Summit and Fairmont. I have noticed much young, old and stroller pedestrian
traffic on the road pavement between Chautauqua Ave and the Toyota dealer at about
Woodcrest Ave. there are no sidewalks between these points.
145. the more the better
146. residential areas
147. Summit and Terrace Avenues should be first priority.
148. E Terrace & E Summit
149. By lake ‐ would be easier to walk around by gazebo, park, playground with more paths &
walkways
150. Fairmount Ave
151. There are long gaps on East Terrace, but they could be on one side only.
152. Fairmount, connecting sidewalks between Chautauqua Ave and the mall area.
153. E Terrace from Bently going east.
154. Along side streets off of Summit Ave E‐W
155. From the mall to Chautauqua Ave on the north side of Fairmount
156. Along Terrace and Fairmount
157. E Terrace
158. On side streets
159. Fairmount Ave
160. Along Summit & Terrace
161. Terrace Ave

162. Along Fairmount, Shadyside between Fairmount & Terrace, Terrace Ave, Summit Ave
163. On Fairmount Ave coming into downtown village
164. Between Southland and Gerald ave
165. E Terrace & W Summit
166. Terrace where missing
167. Fairmount Ave, Summit Ave, east end or Terrace Ave
168. Fairmount Ave
169. Fairmount Ave. We have no sidewalks. What are we paying taxxes for? Garbage pick‐up I
guess.
170. Since W Summit has been repaved & shoulders are wider ‐ walking has been safer
171. ?
172. On Summit St east & west
173. Repair work is what is needed ‐ just ride with plowman, you'll know where needed
174. Summit
175. Fairmount
176. None
177. On summit
178. Maybe keep children out of the road along Summit
179. Continued sidewalks could be extended on Summit & E Terrace and Fairmount Ave
180. Fairmount
181. Many areas: Terrace many walkers walk in the street due to poor or no sidewalks

Please provide details about transportation and circulation | Where are more bike
lanes needed?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

No where, streets aren't wide enough now

3.

Terrace... east and west, Fairmount. East Summit (very dangerous)

4.

Fairmount, Summit, Terrace.

5.

Summit, Fairmount. Terrace doesn't really need bike lanes as long as traffic stays calmed.

6.

terrace, Fairmount and summit

7.

Same

8.

Summit Ave, Fairmount Ave

9.

Summit Ave, Terrace

10.

Terrace

11.

Not necessary

12.

Summit

13.

Not worried about bikers as much as I am pedestrians

14.

Fairmount Terrace and Summit

15.

Terrace and Summit

16.

Terrace, summit

17.

Bike lanes around the lake and on Fairmount

18.

Fairmount, Summit, Terrace Ave

19.

Anywhere they can be added!

20.

Bike lanes are great for both bikers and autos. Where a ROW has sufficient width bike
lanes should be made

21.

Fairmount Ave

22.

Biking continues to grow in popularity. Good bike lanes are safe and keep bikers off
dangerous shoulders.

23.

Throughout village

24.

Lakefront

25.

summit & terrice

26.

summit ave/terrace ave

27.

Nowhere. Bike lanes don't work. Make multi‐use paths.

28.

Every street should have bike lanes.

29.

wherever Lisa Schmidtfrerick‐Miller says

30.

Along Fairmount summit and terrace

31.

Terrace and Summit

32.

Bike safety is an issue along Terrace and on Summit west of Chautauqua Ave

33.

Summit and Terrace and Fairmount

34.

West Summit

35.

Throughout Lakewood and surrounding areas. Our community is used very frequently for
bike rides/tours.

36.

Fairmount, Terrace & Summit

37.

W. Summit

38.

Same as above

39.

Summit and Fairmount.

40.

Fairmount Ave. , Summit, some areas of Terrace.

41.

Fairmount

42.

See above

43.

Fairmount ave

44.

On Terrace ave.

45.

Along Fairmount ave

46.

All over

47.

Fairmount and Summit

48.

fairmount ace

49.

Fairmount Ave. Summit.

50.

village center to village line

51.

All streets

52.

everywhere ‐‐ more bike lanes on Terrace, Summit, Fairmount, Chautauqua, etc...

53.

I didn't think we had ANY bike lanes….????

54.

Chautauqua Ave and along Summit

55.

Fairmount

56.

i don't know where there is room

57.

Fairmount

58.

summett

59.

Summit Ave

60.

Summit

61.

Terrace, Summit

62.

everywhere; but especially Fairmount

63.

summit ave

64.

Village to Mall area

65.

See above. A full vehicle‐width lane on Summit and on Terrace are all that is needed.

66.

On Fairmount Ave.

67.

Fairmont Ave

68.

All east‐west travel streets and major north‐south arteries

69.

Terrace or summit

70.

All over.

71.

Summit Street and Fairmount Avenue

72.

All over!!!! There are none!! Sunmitt, terrace ,

73.

Everywhere

74.

summit and terrace streets

75.

Summit

76.

There are four cars per day on Chaut. ave. & Summit, we don't need this. I ride all the time
around the village and surrounding areas. Just beautify the village.

77.

None needed

78.

would love to have a paved bike trail along the lake

79.

Summit and Terrace

80.

Summit

81.

Fairmount Ave for sure

82.

Terrace ave and Summit ave

83.

N/A

84.

Fairmount, Lake

85.

Along the Lake, perhaps; that is what Riverwalk is trying to do

86.

Fairmount Summit Terrace

87.

Along Summit, Terrace and Fairmount Avenues

88.

Terrace and Summit

89.

Terrace Avenue and Summit Ave

90.

394

91.

same

92.

west Summit Ave. and far East Summit Ave/ East Terrace Ave, especially leading to
LaGrega baseball field for the kids

93.

Summit Ave.

94.

Fairmount, Summit, Terrace, etc to promote biking activity.

95.

Drop the speed limit to 20 mph on East and West Terrace to encourage motorist to take
Summit as most walkers, runners and bicyclists use the roads closest to the lake.

96.

Summit Street

97.

Summit terrace Chautauqua ave.

98.

along the lake

99.

Fairmount Avenue, Summit and Terrace

100. Summit

101. fairmont, summit, terrace, chautauqua ave, jones and gifford
102. Terrace Ave, Summit Ave, Fairmount
103. Fairmount Ave
104. Maybe along Summit and Terrace Avenues
105. terrace, summit
106. Summit and Terrace
107. on Fairmount Ave
108. Along Fairmount Avenue.
109. All zones
110. summit, terrace, fairmount
111. Along major roads
112. Summit Ave. Terrace Ave. Fairmount Ave.
113. fairmount
114. None
115. Everywhere!
116. Terrace, Sunset and Summit.
117. Off Terrace & Summit St.
118. Summit Ave in & out of village ‐ need one
119. Fairmount & Summit
120. Rt. 394, Summit St & Terrace Ave
121. Summit
122. Throughout the town
123. Fairmount, Summit
124. on summit and terrace
125. Along railroad
126. On the main roads, Summit, Terrace so kids can be safer riding around the village, gets
them off the road and not riding in the gravel. The village roads in the residential areas are
quiet enough that we can ride or walk safely.
127. Summit Ave & Terrace Ave
128. Summit Terrace
129. Terrace area could use better lanes/shoulders for bicycles and pedestrians
130. Along Terrace and Summit, east and west.

131. fairmount
132. Everywhere
133. Summit and Terrace Ave
134. Fairmount Ave
135. Where are existing bike lanes? Never knew we had any.
136. Not needed
137. Summit and Terrace
138. on Summit and Fairmount
139. Above mentioned areas
140. Terrace av summit av fairmont
141. Summit Ave, Fairmont, Mall Blvd
142. All main thoroughfares
143. Summit, Terrace, Hunt Rd.
144. along Terrace and Summit
145. E Terrace, Summit, Lakeside Blvd. I am surprized there have been no accidents ‐ People
walk, ride bikes, walk their dogs, jog etc. ‐ on both sides of the road & road is narrow ‐ bike
paths would really help.
146. Fairmount Ave
147. Away from Terrace & Summit
148. I don't think they are
149. Not needed
150. Everywhere‐ especially Fairmount. Hollyloft, and all the summer tourists and the Striders'
are using the roadsall the time
151. Where are they now? Everywhere
152. Along major streets ex: Summit, Terrace, Chautauqua
153. Along Fairmount Ave, Hunt, Baker, Big Tree, Terrace, & Summit
154. Fairmount, Terrace, Summit
155. None
156. All over esp. on Summit & Terrace
157. Terrace
158. Along Terrace & Summit
159. No need
160. East Terrace Ave

161. Anywhere there is room and on all major thoroughfares.
162. Not needed
163. Terrace, Summit
164. Fairmount Ave, Terrace, Summit
165. I believe Chautauqua Ave and Fairmount could both use some
166. E & W Summit St
167. Fairmount, Summit
168. No place
169. FairmountAve
170. On the main streets like Summit & Chautauqua
171. Fairmount, Terrace, Summit
172. ?

Please provide details about transportation and circulation | Where are more trails
needed?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

along railroad tracks

3.

Railroad, where bike trail is proposed. Also, pedestrian, bike crossing over tracks on
Winchester.

4.

the LoCo Trail is a great idea, completely worth investing in because it has potential to link
to National Comedy Center, Rail Trails in PA which could eventually link to Pittsburgh.

5.

where ever we can connect to other villages

6.

Trails along the lake‐ or "lake view"

7.

Proposed Rails to Trails should be completed. Bridge over Winchester

8.

Off road trails

9.

There are more important things to address: visual quality of the village and taxes.

10.

‐

11.

Summit, Terrace Ave

12.

Anywhere they can be added!

13.

Not sure

14.

Wherever both town & village currently own property that can be connected with private
lands. This is much lower cost solution, no obligation to Conrail and long term in the best /
safest place.

15.

Lakefront

16.

Unlit trails are dangerous

17.

wherever the market demands

18.

By railroad.

19.

Rail Trail

20.

Along rail corridor.

21.

I think trails are important, but not a priority

22.

where ever

23.

Don't know

24.

Throughout Lakewood and surrounding areas.

25.

Along the railroad and other places that might connect Lkwd with other communities.

26.

Connecting north to south

27.

From Chautauqua / Summit (village downtown) to everywhere!

28.

Near RR tracks, park on south side of Fairmount

29.

Not

30.

??

31.

None

32.

railroad bed

33.

Off major roads

34.

ong the water

35.

Anywhere

36.

Trails along lakefronts; trails from Parking lots

37.

Through the area between Park Land and Winchester, through Hartley Park

38.

anywhere you can make them!

39.

Neer the water and beach

40.

In parks

41.

Unsure

42.

All over

43.

Heading to schools or places of business including Cummins

44.

We have no trails now, so any would be an improvement

45.

Everywhere. There are none that I'm aware of

46.

Where???? We are a tiny village??

47.

None needed

48.

along the lake, paved for rollerblading, running, biking.

49.

Summit area

50.

Along the lake front

51.

N/AN/

52.

As a property owner whose land backs up against the railroad, I do NOT want a trail
running along the back of my private backyard. Not only is my privacy being invaded but
this also creates a new SAFETY issue for me (and my neighbors). What will this do to the
value of said property should we decide to sell???

53.

Rail Trail (LoCo)

54.

We have tons of bike traffic; so, that's something you could ask them

55.

Rails to Trails

56.

All over

57.

railroad tracks

58.

Netsker (spelling?) park

59.

Some of the wooded lots could have mountain biking trails and walking trails.

60.

along then lake

61.

Along the RR Tracks

62.

All over

63.

around the lake

64.

Undeveloped town areas

65.

Along rail line

66.

throught town, LOCO trail was a great concept

67.

In hiking areas that lead outside the village

68.

Village sideroads....terrace and chautauqua...should be designated snowmobile use.

69.

Old railroad bed

70.

Railroad beds

71.

Railroad

72.

Rails to trails is dangerous at best ‐‐ ask anyone who lives in the vicinity of the tracks
about the vagrants wandering up through their property, kids having parties and the
motorcycles & ATV races there

73.

Along the railroad tracks

74.

Don't need more

75.

Along railroad

76.

Trail through the forest next to summit might be fun for people wanting to take a nature
hike or ride, could be a multi‐use trail.

77.

no opinion here

78.

unsure

79.

Everywhere

80.

Where are existing trails?

81.

Not needed

82.

Around Packard and Lagrega Fields

83.

Wherever possible

84.

Connecting the country roads down through the village

85.

Along the railroad track.

86.

There are no connected natural areas in the Village to which trails could lead. Naetzker
Park could have a meandering cicular trail inside its totaly wood 2 plus acres. Perhaps a
system of walking trails from one natural area or park to another on sidewalks an low
traffic road could work

87.

around the parks

88.

Not trails are needed. They are not accessible to police and pose a danger.

89.

Along the lake

90.

I don't think they are either.

91.

Not needed

92.

anywhere, as long as they're accessible and safe and lit

93.

Where are they now?

94.

N/A

95.

We don't need them

96.

None

97.

?

98.

No need

99.

Do not know

100. Anywhere there is room and on all major thoroughfares.
101. Not needed
102. Along the RR, maybe through Celeron to Jamestown & along the rive
103. They are not as far as feel

104. Nowhere
105. No place
106. Fairmount Ave
107. ?
108. ?

Please provide details about transportation and circulation | Where should new parks
be located?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

No where, there are enough that aren't even used

3.

Not sure, but would be nice.

4.

Upgrade Beechwood area park.

5.

Lakewood doesn't really need more parks. We need better planning and design for the
parks we have. For example, the new ball field across from the pickleball courts. As long as
all that work is being done, there should have been a paved walking path created around
the whole parcel including the courts, LaGrega field, and the new ball field.

6.

Let's update the ones we have and have open bathrooms for use.

7.

Terrace

8.

Just update kids play equipment at Hartley Park

9.

Upgrade current park

10. We don't need more parks. Let's use the ones we have.
11. near the lake
12. See above.
13. Significantly upgrade current
14. Terrace Ave, Summit Ave
15. Away from traffic
16. The neighborhood located to the south of Fairmount avenue lacks a park.
17. No more parks. Spend the time and money on Fitness trails, sidewalks & bike paths.
18. The West end
19. wherever the market demands them
20. NA
21. Enough already! Do good with what you have

22. Revitalize the beach and Hartley Park
23. I think we have a good number of parks that are underutilized as they are. It is not a
priority of mine to build more...just improve upon those we have to reflect current needs.
24. Don't know
25. We have a nice variety of parks. Maintaining and updating should be the priority,
26. Utilize what we have and improve them first ‐ then and only then get new parks. First
location for a new park should be the old Trolley Station on First Ave. instead of allowing
Kingsview Paving to use it as dump.
27. No opinion
28. Not
29. ??
30. None
31. on lake
32. unknown
33. what is available???? Any park is a good park!
34. on lakefront closer to big tree end
35. Near the beech
36. Any undeveloped areas near residential areas and also in remote areas where land would
be relatively less expensive.
37. Unsure
38. NA
39. None
40. Zone 5 & 6
41. Don't need any.
42. None needed
43. The other side of Fairmount
44. N/A
45. Perhaps the beach land is the best I can think of now
46. Continue upgrades to Veteran Park and Lakewood Community Park
47. Near Packard and LaGrega Athletic Fields
48. Near the lake with vehicle access like the boat launch.
49. Along lake front
50. Hartley Re‐design

51. Undeveloped town areas
52. Lagrega Field/Fireman's Grounds.
53. adequate
54. Kids don't go to the parks
55. NONE
56. It may not be that we need new parks but a better redesign and facelift if or current park
spaces. Many are not used as they are designed today.
57. Let's do a better job of maintaining the Hartley Park. It's all we need
58. No idea
59. Nowhere
60. None. Present ones used by outside people, OK, but what does lakewood gain by new parks
61. Have enough parks
62. Have enough parks to use, focus on enhancing what we have not creating new parks.
63. no opinion here
64. At the corner of East Terrace and East Summit.
65. unsure
66. Basketball court near road and gun club
67. Not needed
68. I don't think the Lakewood park is overloaded, but it needs to be updated and added to for
more usable equipment.
69. In the residential areas South of Fairmont.
70. there are 2.75 acres of wooded land up for sale. There is a beautiful ravine with a creek
running through it. I think this is the area that is up for sale. It should be preserved in its
natural state. The creek is important to the watershed. The creek now is carrying the
runoff from the Shadow Creek housing in the town of Busti. In years past this was a picnic
area for the village.
71. No new parks are needed. the beach is rarely used
72. Parks are needed closer to home
73. Do a better job of maintaining Hartley Park. Playground needs attention. Waste receptacles
need more of.
74. Don't add new, just maintain the ones we have now.
75. Not needed
76. Turn blighted spaces into green spaces
77. On public right‐of‐ways to lake

78. Behind library
79. Size of village has enough parks for the population.
80. Improve the current parks
81. Not needed
82. ?
83. Not needed, we have plenty to try to take care of.
84. Not in a residential area with a much needed Basketball Court
85. We have enough parks
86. Not needed
87. Where is there any available land
88. I believe we have enough parks and they are beautifully kept up. Good job DPW
89. Nowhere
90. No
91. Not needed
92. We have enough
93. ?
94. ?

Do you have any other comments about transportation and circulation in the Village
of Lakewood? |
#

Response

1.

test

2.

Tell the library to put a bike rack in FRONT of the building! Develop better connections
over the tracks (old Winchester Bridge) and across Fairmount.

3.

Grants grants grants for bike lanes and parks.

4.

Part of what would be considered a welcoming community is access for people of all
financial and transportation means. Elderly on a fixed income without cars are not welcome
here based on the sidewalks and lack of proper street lighting. Young families with strollers
are forced to compete with cars on the road because you can't get a stroller over many
portions of the village's sidewalks.

5.

Sidewalks... Nice big wide ones.

6.

‐

7.

1. A plan to enhance village walkability should be studied.

8.

Let's see steady progress even if in small steps. Add a new sidewalk in the most needed area
‐ then evaluate. Add a bike lane with the next paving project in a needed area ‐ evaluate.

Progress shows good faith. No need to break the bank doing it all at once and make
mistakes. Learn as we go steady.......
9.

Enforce people to pick up dog waste

10. There market should be left to provide these things.
11. how about a Trolley. many details to work out, but if you want old fashion looks, this would
be as quaint as it gets.
12. Impossible to reach Fairmount by foot without going up Chautauqua Avenue from
Terrace!!!!! All roads lead to dead ends, cul de sacs. A walker can't go up any side streets
until they have gone all the way north to the former Dairy Queen which overshoots anyone
trying to walk to Locust, for instance, to meet a friend at her house. No wonder all
running/walking events are scheduled by Hartley Park ‐‐ it's as if everyone who lives on a
side street has a private road while those of us who live on Summit or Terrace or
Chautauqua receive all the traffic. Open up Winchester to Fairmount! Public transportation
should be fully explained to all village residents, not just a bulletin in a kiosk at the four
corners. This information should be circulated the way the garbage/recycling schedule is a
flyer at the Post Office. CARTS is not just for Resource Center clients, as is widely thought.
County taxpayers pay for this and the vans should be full, not run around with one or two
riders. The schedules should be so widely understood that we can all say that a bus will
come by at 10 after or half after the hour, etc. This Saturday morning my car had to go in the
shop for four days after a Saturday flat ‐‐ tires not in stock. Hertz Rent a Car at the airport is
CLOSED Saturdays and Sundays. Rainbow Cab was 20 minutes late and charged $21 to go
10 minutes away. Monday morning Hertz informed me that it does not have pick up service
at this branch. How do you get to the airport to pick up a rental? Enterprise was "sold out"
of cars to rent. Finally a friend took me to the airport to pick up a Hertz car. We all like the
quiet remoteness of Lakewood life when private transportation goes awry, it is a mess to
circulate.
13. The development of a multi‐purpose trail will greatly enhance safety and allow for
increased visits to our community without increasing vehicular traffic. Lots of bike‐riders
in our community greatly increases activity without creating vehicle congestion, road
damage and road danger. A mutlti‐purpose trail would also allow for large events like July 4
to occur without vehicular congestion.
14. I am an active person myself but one of the biggest problems can be walkers and bikers. I
was driving down Terrace and three women were walking side by side extending over the
center line yelling at me that I needed to go around. They are the ones that needed to move
in and bikers many times do the same thing; some will ride right in the center of the road.
People take bad risks and think they can do battle with cars and trucks.
15. Add some speed humps (not bumps) to Summit Ave to slow cars down.
16. Lakewood does not provide transportation options. As for better, safer use of the roads, try
cutting back vegetation to improve sight lines, make the lane into the plaza by M&T Bank a
turn only lane to eliminate the dangerous merge that follows that area on Fairmount.
17. I think there should be scheduled bus service to Lakewood.
18. Desperate need for sidewalks along Summit Avenue from Chautauqua Ave to Big Tree Road.
Reclaim public lands along the lake where paper streets exist and prevent any future
possibility of converting public land in those areas to private. Eliminate the fence in Hartley

Park and bury the power lines there. No need for new parks, just improve the existing
parks, but use fewer amenities (get rid of the stupid gazebo...it's ugly!)
19. People coming out of Sav‐A‐Lot/Dollar General Plaza think they don't need to use turn
signals because Green St. is not directly across from the entrance and this could possibly
cause an accident. I realize that is a driver problem but is very annoying!
20. Sidewalks!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21. designated walker jogger bicycle lanes along summit ave
22. I think things are just fine until the summer people get here.
23. No
24. No
25. THE VILLAGE IS IN PRETTY GOOD SHAPE !!!
26. Sidewalks are needed on Summit and Terrace, they are the major traveled roads and
pedestrians need to have a buffer from the cars and vice versa. People walking dogs,
pushing strollers take up a large portion of the road ways leading to dangerous encounters
with passing automobiles.
27. Still uncertain about the clock tower placement.
28. We don't necessarily need new parks just upgrade the ones we have.
29. None
30. Bicycle safety is an issue when swarms of cyclists clog traffic lanes. Individual cyclists alone
or in small groups are not a problem
31. What are we doing about regular bus runs? I've lost track; but, am getting to the age I'm not
going to want to drive any more in bad weather; and since I'm alone, I'd like to be seeing a
bus every hour or so
32. Seasonal carriage and horse drawn sled rides. Scenic train rides. Installation of a round
about at key locations.
33. thank you for repairing the chautauqua ave. and lakeview railroad crossings. very much
needed and hope with all the car traffic that these can be maintained.
34. People are too lazy to use doggie bags. Public fountains transmit disease. Kids will plug
toilets and who is going to maintain them.
35. Velib type bike rental would be hip and great.
36. Beach should be closed‐swimming pool in the side of hill docking for village residences
37. Need foot bridge over tracks on Winchester.
38. rehab Winchester bridge over RR for pedestrian and bikes, traffic light at Shadyside, fix the
intersection at the Beechwood where Summit and Terrace merge, to make it a right angle
39. If transportation and safety go hand‐in‐hand, we need to revisit the helicopter issue. It puts
our whole village in danger

40. More enforcement of the bicycle traffic, many warnings to bike riders to make them aware
of their responsibilities.
41. Captain Bentley is working on signage ‐ definitely needed on Fairmount
42. None other than pedestrian/cyclist
43. As noted above, the idea of trails along the railroad tracks is a bad one, thought up by those
who do not live in the vicinity. We who do have had multiple issues of vagrants walking up
on to our property, kids having drinking & drug parties, and motorcycles and ATV's racing
up and down at all hours of the night. It is impossible for law enforcement to make access
to these areas
44. I don't think we need "new" parks and public restrooms. Lets improve the current park we
have!! Incorporate public restrooms there when the beach is closed?
45. no, thanks
46. The old rail road bridge located on Winchester should be opened to bike and foot traffic.
47. Bicycles are becoming very disruptive with their increased popularity. They have to take up
the street which holds up traffic and creates frustration which can lead to accidents. We
need bike lanes from the Village Park to Big Tree and then enforcement that they be used.
48. Merging of Westbound lanes on Fairmount Ave, just past Mall Blvd.
49. we still need the traffic light at Shadyside.
can something be done about cars passing on our right and driving at full speed?
how about reducing the speed to 30mph on Fairmount within the village limits. Sure
doesn't feel like we are living in a village when people are zooming at 40+mph through our
neighborhoods.
50. Need more transportation so you can get around if you don't drive
51. A public bathroom & place to rinse your dog could be helpful at the dog park
52. More user friendly pedestrian & biker trails
53. No
54. Dog owners should be responsible for their own pets. They should clean up after their dogs
& provide their own doggie waste bags ‐ not the tax payer's expense. Leash laws should be
followed ‐ Pets should not run free in public parks & neighbor's yards ‐ to do as they please.
55. To the issue of restrooms & water fountains ‐ They would be an asset if only mischief
makers would leave them alone.
56. I think the police dept does a good job keeping things moving
57. No
58. We need more aggressive policing of speeders (esp trucks) on W Summit St.
59. I see a lot of bikers in the village and worry about their safety especially on Summit
60. I think our police department has been able to keep our streets safely. Also our DPW people
have been constantly maintaining our streets.

Do you have any comments about the environment in the Village of Lakewood? |
#

Response

1.

test

2.

There's not alot anyone can do about nature & feel it would be impossible to stop water run
off to the lake. Don't waste the money

3.

Our greatest asset is our lake. There has been little will for too long to manage this asset.
Unfortunately it rests on our current residents to change this. If this doesn't change, and the
lake declines further, then so will property values and their associated tax revenue (this is
already happening). People live here and vacation here to enjoy the environment. If they
can't swim or boat, or have to look at green and/or brown water, they will stop coming. Our
lake should be clear throughout the summer. That should be the goal.

4.

Promote natural flowers and habitat to help with rain water. Signage in the community to
inform travelers why this design is being used

5.

Trees need to be trimmed to give a eight foot clearance over sidewalks. If it is on private
property, the village should be enforcing/fine owners to encourage them to maintain their
trees and allow residents and visitors to walk on sidewalks unencumbered. Another
example of the lack of enforcement is at 35 Sunset (I think that is the address) the property
owner has allowed their trees/bushes to cover half the sidewalk. The further the safety
issue, there is no sidewalk on the other side of the street and anyone pushing a stroller is
forced to walk on the street and people drive fast around that corner.

6.

If your going to live in Lakewood and especially on the lake you have to have your grass
looking beautiful or the people next door will be upset. So what do you do, but fertilize, and
if it makes your lawn grow, when it goes into the lake its going to make the weeds grow. You
can't restore the lake if you want your beautiful lawn.

7.

It would make me very proud to have Lakewood become a leader in the efforts to restore
the lake!

8.

Given the demographics of Lakewood‐‐more residents with degrees, higher earning
potential‐‐‐I think we should definitely be a leader in many areas, including the water
quality of the lake.

9.

don't waste my money on environmental endeavors that won't make any difference.

10. Storm gardens and new trees would be a good use of former commercial lots. These could
be used as an arboretum.
11. 1. Trees are one of the village's most important and valuable assets. They should be
protected through strong/aggressive code that applies to both public and private property.
We have an excellent tree committee in place, but it needs more support.
12. Make a list of all the good projects that Lakewood has done and share it with residents. Take
credit for the accomplishments and then make a priority list of work to be done. Ask
residents to participate further. Get them involved. Phone them, meet with them and
appoint them to be part of the solution.
Continue to partner with Chautauqua Watershed, CLA, The Alliance, etc.

13. Stop open fires, fire pits, campfires
14. Start by finding an alternative to the weed cutting machines. They are ruining the lake's
ecosystem: killing fish, and sewing more seeds than eliminating weeds.
15. The village shouldn't get too big for its britches. It is only a trough at which a few feed. If
they get too greedy or appear too aligned with the out‐of‐touch elitists, the people will not
save their coveted jobs.
16. Village Clerk Joe Johnson is a one‐man environmental machine. Sunday mornings he places
overflowing park trash cans in his car trunk, replacing them with clean bags. If the
recycling/garbage contractor overlooks a pick‐up, Joe is there to take away what's been left
at the corner. I don't know how you enforce litter control, but has the village considered
video surveillance ‐‐ for all sorts of reasons ‐‐ record license plates of those responsible?
17. Solar...??? WTF!!!
18. Lakewood should take a leadership role. Closing our beach is the opposite action. We need
to lead the improvement. Lake water quality has improved this year. Let's keep moving in
that direction.
19. Save and preserve our lake! It is our number one asset and needs improvement and
protection.
20. Chautauqua Lake is the biggest reason most of us live in this area unfortunately all they ever
do is talk about it. The enviromentalists always seem to win and in the mean time our lake
is turning into a swamp. Once again these meetings have been taking place for all of my 50
years and before but it's just words. Time for the enviromentalists to step aside, remove the
three boats sunk at the outlet and dredge. The farmers would love the lake sediment. Just
keep talking without action and as you can already see people are selling especially on the
lakefront. All the revenue that supports our surrounding towns and villages will be gone!
Of course you will ask but how do we pay for it: people will help; they love this lake and all
the money over all the years could have already paid for the operation.
21. Do we have any environmental standards at all in Lakewood? Any suggestion of
environmental concerns seem to be shot down by the Village Board. Why isn't Lakewood
working to get an Arbor Day Foundation designation for Lakewood? Why are the residents
not encouraged to plant more trees? Why can't we protect our greatest asset ‐ the lake?
22. Solar energy in its present state is not a top priority in an area as cloudy and with as much
snow as we get. Other ideas sound good, but not with a tax incense. Better use of current
funds could be used instead of constantly redoing projects over and over because of quality
materials and workmanship.
23. Environmentalists have gone beyond the point of realism. The lake should have been
treated years ago, as many lakes elsewhere have done successfully.
24. I really don't know Lakewood's current efforts in sediment, pollution, and erosion control. I
would hope that this community would be out‐front in support of all efforts to sustain our
beautiful lake.
25. There should be a fine for people who use chemicals and pesticides on their lawns. This
should be prohibited on lakefront property. Who cares if there are weeds in the lawn?!
26. Stormwater is out of control in Lakewood....the dirty stormwater is not slowed down

anywhere...it runs directly into the lake with all of the sediment and nutrients causing
weeds and toxic algae. Trees should be required on all properties and tree planting should
continue throughout village property.
27. Idon't care at all for the look of allowing grass, weeds, small trees to grow up along the lake
shore. It is very unsightly. I realize that the Chautauqua Watershed promotes this, but is it
necessary for vegation to grow four feet in the air?
28. No
29. I think a tree policy needs to be reasonable and workable. In other words it should not be
onerous.
30. Chautauqua Lake is one of the keys to the Village economy. The tourists and the summer
residents help bring new national chains to the area and afford local entrepreneurs the
chance to fulfill their dreams.
We need to protect one of our greatest assets by pushing state and county officials to help
us save our precious lake from the sediment, the milifoil and the slime that is choking the
life out of it.
31. Dog owners should be more responsible to clean up after their pets. They should carry
their own bags and not expect tax dollars to provide them. Being a pet owner is a choice
and a responsibility.
32. No
33. Only property owners truly enjoy the use of the lake and expenses should indicate that.
34. Lakewood should use any influence they can with whatever government entity controls the
spring output from Chautauqua Lake. The water level was so high this year that our
basement had water in it until July. I understand the need to protect downstream
properties but consideration should also be given to lake residents. Overall, Lakewood
should be very, very active in their leadership of responsible environmental protections.
Reduce our carbon footprint by using solar energy, etc.
35. Yes...waterfront buffers...monitor those paved surfaces with storm water pouring off
them...be a role model for protecting the lake
36. Flooding in the Mall area is a BIG problem during heavy rains.
37. Environment in Lakewood is tough. Heavy snows extreme winters hot weather tough on
roads, etc.
38. I feel educating the public is important but I don't believe using tax dollars to fund the
personal agenda of a village trustee is appropriate.
39. Solar energy will come into its own when it becomes economically viable. Local government
should have nothing to do with it, except to adopt solar generation in public buildings when
it makes economic sense.
40. I'm luckily in a busy area, car, bike, pedestrian traffic; seems safe enough to me; but, I worry
about some other areas. People who live near and around that big trucking firm off Third
St. is a definite problem, I hear. Certainly, their houses will NEVER sell should they reach

point of 'just can't stand it anymore' ‐ these kinds of things need to be addressed more than
anything.
41. Remind public of our great beach for swim and play. Great place for young families and
youth groups.
42. Historically, the village has allowed businesses and individuals to fill in wetlands to those
politically connected to the village government.
43. There's those words "tighter regulations". Aren't we regulated enough?
44. Maybe promote Arbor Day for residents to buy trees at Business's that sell trees at
discounted prices and plant on their properties.
45. Alternate energy and car charging stations are a waste of effort that will not yield returns on
the dollars spent.
46. Lakewood should be a leader in preserving and improving the quality of the lake
47. The state of NY should restore the lake.
48. Lakewood should work with other village/town around the lake
49. What the hell is "tree regulation"??
50. Citations for those who use public areas, i.e. right‐of‐ways to dump their lawn & garden
clippings. Unsightly "dumps" have been created instead of transferring or storing refuse
until monthy pick‐up. Dumping snow laden with melting chemicals into the Burtis Bay
Parking lot ‐ how good could that be for the lake's habitats?
51. All land owners around the lake should have to participate in the restoration of the lake.
Lakewood is not the only village on the lake.
52. Lake is an asset. Every municipality has a dog in the this fight.
53. Turn Jablonski Loose ‐ good resource
54. Storm drain issues and flooding are prevalent across
Fairmount ave, and this may be something that Lakewood has no control over, as this is not
a village road
55. PLEASE focus on the lake!!!!!
56. The trees are great but the ground arroyos. They need better care too many weeds. Adding
mulch in the spring does not work.
57. I think environment should be on the list to address but not near the top. Again addressing
the overall look of houses and residential areas should be the main priority. Seems
pointless having abandoned houses overlooking a nice park or public area.
58. Again...too vague. "should promote" this, "should promote" that...in what way? Also,
"changing policy"? Who knows the current policy? Very few is my thought, so how can
anyone answer these questions thoughtfully?
59. Trees trees trees. Get those two knuckleheads off of the Village Board. Do NOT regulate
trees! If that is what they like, then move to communities that are doing that. Too too much
control. I am NOT going to get a permit to add a tree or removed a tree and then be told

which type of tree that I MAY be permitted to my own property.
60. The lake is. Our primary resource. We need to protect and promote it.
61. It would be nice to be able to come up with a plan to better the environment that does not
involve more regulations.
62. storm water management as previously mentioned. Sewers bubbling through manhole
covers is not healthy.
Tree safety needs to be addressed. From my house I can see several large dead limbs in
trees. There are areas where brush overgrowth makes it dangerous entering roadway.
63. I have no knowledge of the performance of the sentiment and storm water management
systems of Lakewood.
It would add to the quality of life in Lakewood as well as to its reputation if it became well
known as a leader in restoring Chautauqua Lake.
64. yes trees are a priority. yes the lake is a priority. If these are not taken care of and valued
then we will need to change the name of our village to something else.
65. Any environment changes to protect lake....our GREATEST asset
66. Restrictions should be placed on lawn fertilization and pest control.
67. No
68. Village trucks during the winter dumps their trucks in the parking lot of Burtis Bay which
runs into lake when snow thaws. (Chemicals going into lake). Make it illegal to spray lawns
along the lake or watershed areas.
69. Mr. Rose & the Tree planting committee are doing a good job trying to replenish the tree
stock. Trees clean the air.
70. Lakewood wouldn't exist without the Lake. Strong efforts toward its preservation, and that
of its surrounding ecosystem should be obvious moves.
71. It's a nice place, let's keep it that way.
72. Prioritize goals
73. Those of use who grew up on the Lake before the Chautauqua Lake Authority took over ‐
took care of the lake. After they took control, the lake has done nothing but go downhill.
We have so many out‐of‐towners and out of state owners of lake property that they just
don't care. They come here for their 2‐3 months of fun, dump whatever they feel like into
the lake and leave the damage for us to clean up. We used to use chemicals to kill the
weeds. Now they cut the weeds, spread the seeds and create more weeds. We have more
invasive species than ever before. Most of them brought in by the 2‐3 month property
owners from somewhere else. Yes, chemicals can be dangerous ‐ but for 1‐2 weeks we
didn't go swimming ‐ but we could stand on our docks look down into the water and see the
fish swimming and actually see the bottom of the lake. Now we can't.
74. All drainage to the lake should be maintained yearly so adequate water flow is achieved.

75. Already commented on need to clean up/widen creek areas flowing into the lake.
76. No
77. Protect the Lake
78. We have plenty of parks, paths & bike access in Lakewood.
79. How about windmills? There is usually strong wind on the lake.
80. Don't plant trees in Hartley Park. They block the lake view
81. Lakewood should trim the trees to protect against power outages. (The trees on the village
right‐of‐ways)
82. Should promote wind energy
83. No
84. Lakewood should be a part of restoring the lake as should all communities around the lake.

Please answer the following: | Where should the Lakewood history museum be
located?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

Where ever it is now

3.

in the Village municipal building, perhaps in another area, but in that building.

4.

Village Hall

5.

What about the old beechwood or Wilson farm ?

6.

Its fine where it is

7.

Building connected to library

8.

We don't need a museum.

9.

On Chautauqua ave

10.

Expand its facilities in the Caprino Bldg, but NOT in the basement!

11.

The history museum should be a small part of a bigger community center with more
cultural and interesting events planned.

12.

Present loc ation of\r with Community center

13.

OK where it is unless the Caprino Building becomes used for something else. Perhaps then
in an empty storefront?

14.

waste of money.

15.

On the lakefront

16.

Chautauqua ave

17.

Restore the Caprino building and move the history museum up to street level.

18.

remodeled Village Hall or as part of the Library. Move village offices in with Town.

19.

Village center

20.

Wherever a PRIVATE NONPROFIT decides to pay to do it.

21.

Not in a basement. Perhaps in a building that the Library has proposed be built adjacent to
its facility.

22.

Renewed Quansit

23.

Library

24.

In the village hall

25.

20 W. Summit Ave.

26.

Stay where it is

27.

Wilson Farms??

28.

Possibly on Chautauqua Avenue

29.

Don't know

30.

The Lakewood History Museum should be part of the Library. It should not be in the
basement of Caprino Building. It should be funded so that the items are conserved in a
professional manner.

31.

In any village building which already has historical significance.

32.

OK as is for now; if a new community ctr is esptablished it should be there.

33.

Not needed

34.

Downtown

35.

We have a location now.

36.

main street in the village

37.

Along Chautauqua Avenue, in it's own building ‐‐ not in a basement

38.

Right where it is.

39.

In the Library

40.

Possibly on Chautauqua Ave.

41.

by the waterfront

42.

on Chautauqua Ave

43.

Chautauqua Ave.

44.

In the down town of the village.

45.

Chautauqua Ave.

46.

In Lakewood, preferably in a historic house.

47.

Where it is

48.

Current location It's in an historic place!

49.

near the center of the village

50.

No opinion

51.

fairmount ave.

52.

Not strong feelings.

53.

No comment

54.

Right in the center of town.

55.

Has it outgrown, for instance, its current location? Are there vacant buldings, the Village
Board could buy, remodel, and find a use for these sorts of cultural things?

56.

In an expanded library/community development, or in one of the unoccupied spaces on
Chautauqua Avenue

57.

In a revamped or new community center

58.

it should be within walking distance of the center of the village and is important to the
community identity

59.

If we "need" a museum then lease the English Tudor house on corner of Chautauqua and
Terrace.

60.

Village Hall

61.

where it is

62.

Keep where it is.

63.

chautauqua ave

64.

Chautauqua Ave area

65.

In the library

66.

Library

67.

A larger space in the historic Village Hall.

68.

None

69.

With the library somehow. Usually when people research these two kinds of places go
hand in hand. Also more people attend the library?

70.

don't care

71.

center of lakewood

72.

Right where it is

73.

Library

74.

Ask Tony

75.

Village Hall, where it is.

76.

Central Core

77.

Village hall, right where it is

78.

Where it is now

79.

Somewhere more noticable

80.

Chautauqua Ave

81.

In the Quonset Hut

82.

Library, instead of having another building to maintain, find an area in the library, build an
addition to house a museum.

83.

Ok where it is

84.

Chautauqua Avenue area in the village proper

85.

Old convenience store

86.

Library

87.

Right where it is at.

88.

Build a new museum and cultural center on Chautauqua Avenue.

89.

village

90.

Where it is or in the library.

91.

Where it is.

92.

In a highly visible location in the center of the Village with adequate display and storage
space, good lighting and bed H accessible with parking.

93.

In the Caprino building. That bldg needs to be taken care of and preserved.

94.

where it is

95.

in the village near the shops

96.

A more visible area in the village, such as Chautauqua Avenue.

97.

In the Village Hall

98.

Is there a home in the village with any historic value that could be bought?

99.

Do not know

100. Yesterdays Bar replaceed with a museum which would be next to Memorial Park.
101. Would the original Bag & String locatioon be available?
102. Library
103. The present location needs handicapped accessibility
104. Current location

105. Near other commercial areas, to make it easy for tourists
106. On Chautauqua Ave
107. Don't know
108. The rec center would have been good but money from the rich was more important
109. Just where it is
110. Not sure
111. Right where it is
112. OK where it is
113. Village Hall
114. What's wrong with where it is?
115. Near the library
116. If possible ‐ an addition to the library
117. Village Hall
118. Community Center/Library
119. Village Hall
120. In a community center
121. Where it is now
122. Across from Yesterday's Bar
123. It is a great tribute to Lakewood past. Certainly in a larger space than present
124. LaGrega Field or Fire Dept lot
125. Where it is
126. Where it is
127. Don't care
128. Village Hall
129. Village Hall
130. Chautauqua Ave
131. In the Caprino builing and that building that building should be resored to the original
Packard Building
132. No idea but it needs more room
133. Village Hall
134. Community Center
135. ?

Please answer the following: | Where should an indoor community‐gathering place be
located?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

Centrally

3.

In the village!

4.

Near Village Center of Chautauqua/Summit

5.

in the new community center?

6.

somewhere near the 4 corners

7.

Building on lot adjoining library

8.

Don't need

9.

Old Green farm across from the park

10.

An obvious place would be in conjunction with the library.

11.

New town building

12.

not required

13.

On the lakefront

14.

Between rts 30 and 32

15.

The library should be supported in an efforts to build a new community center addition
that would act as an indoor gathering facility for the community.

16.

remodeled Village Hall or as part of the Library. Move village offices in with the town.

17.

buy the open lot by Casey

18.

Mall

19.

Village Center

20.

Wherever a PRIVATE NONPROFIT decides to pay to do it.

21.

Renewed Quansit

22.

Library

23.

Library

24.

Behind Library

25.

At the Busti Offices.

26.

Maybe the purchase of the big house Terrace next to the park

27.

Quanset hut site?

28.

Again ‐ utility the Library. Add a community center to the back of the library. Plenty of
space and parking is already available.

29.

Continue restoring the Town Hall...there is a huge part of that building which would make
a wonderful gathering place!

30.

No opinion ‐ close to "four corners" best

31.

Not needed

32.

Recreation center, Downtown

33.

Use the schools

34.

main street in the village

35.

In a diverse community like lakewood, a building with multiple rooms/a gym/adequate
bathrooms. A place like the Lakewood "Y" bulding

36.

Next to the library.

37.

Along Chautauqua Ave or adjacent to/behind the Village Hall or Library

38.

Wasn't it moved next to the Busti offices?

39.

chautauqua avenue

40.

not right downtown‐ somewhere greener

41.

Chautauqua Ave or Firemans grounds area.

42.

Within the village proper

43.

?

44.

Behind the Library?

45.

Using local churches and SWCS appears to handle those needs

46.

center

47.

No opinion

48.

fairmount ave

49.

really do not know

50.

The old Wilson Farms property would be ideal.

51.

Some place along Chautauqua Avenue

52.

where community center is.

53.

Added to or adjacent to the library?

54.

no comment

55.

On Fairmount Avenue

56.

The old Green Farm! The village should buy this building and rent out spaces!!

57.

Put it wherever a privately funded commercial owner can build it. Let the market decide.

58.

Same answer as above

59.

New venue for concerts, plays, shows would be great. Could be built into the hillside at
Hartley Park. Less emphasis on fireworks.

60.

In an expanded library/community development,

61.

Central to downtown

62.

within the village center

63.

At the current location. Maybe give it a face lift.

64.

Chautauqua Avenue

65.

use the space above the police station

66.

Along Chautuaqua Avenue ‐ Private/Public business adventure

67.

chautauqua ave

68.

Community Center

69.

we should use existing churches and the school

70.

A community center centrall to the village

71.

In the new Town of Busti building.

72.

Fairmont

73.

Where the old convience store sits still empty

74.

don't care

75.

center of lakewod

76.

Expand existing community center

77.

DNA

78.

City Hall

79.

Central Core

80.

not needed

81.

By the Library

82.

By the library

83.

Place where it was before

84.

Quonset Hut

85.

In or near the Village center

86.

Chautauqua Avenue area in the village proper

87.

Pendergast house

88.

I think where the community bldg is now is a good location.

89.

Chautauqua Mall

90.

We already have several Churches with larges halls for that purpose. They are more than
willing to participate in our Village with using their halls. Do NOT build a new one.

91.

See above

92.

The village hall

93.

village

94.

Why is the building that the Busti town council purchased not adequate? I thought that
was part of the plan.

95.

In association with the library

96.

On the Library owned empty space on the North side of the Library building.

97.

in the village, near the shops

98.

On Chautauqua Avenue or on the lake.

99.

We had a community center. Not sure why we sold it?

100. Tordella building
101. Maybe the corner restaurant that closed by the Rod & Gun ‐ tear it down & build a beautifu
bldg for use with porches and covered outside areas close to the lake & that corner is an
eyesore now
102. In the center of the village
103. The vacant lots in between the apothecary & Casey's
104. Library
105. The town and village should work together
106. The Green Farm
107. Somewhere on Fairmount
108. Across from 8 Limbs
109. Central to center of village
110. Wilson Farms
111. You gave up the one we had, we don't have another place
112. Somewhere on Summit
113. Not sure
114. Center of village
115. The old Wilson Farms
116. ?
117. I thought the town moved so this could happen
118. on or near Chautauqua Ave

119. The empty building next to Glory Dei church ‐ would also have decent parking
120. At the village hall second floor
121. Museum/Library
122. Busti Community Center/town building
123. In the town center next to the library or old green farms
124. Chautauqua Ave
125. Where it was ‐ the community center
126. What is available? Will Groomingdales soon be vacant?
127. Redo Beachwood
128. On Chautauqua Ave
129. Library
130. Library
131. Busti bldg or by lease arrangement w/ churches etc so village does't need to make
commitment to a bldg.
132. Hartley Park
133. Center of village
134. Chautauqua Ave
135. Near Chautauqua and Summit
136. Center of village
137. hautauqua Ave
138. ?

Please answer the following: | Where on the waterfront should an additional outdoor
gathering space be located?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

Not sure if there is any vacant space

3.

???

4.

I think there are adequate spaces for this, both the Hartley Park and Boat Launch

5.

just update the two waterfront parks we have

6.

You tell me where there is and additional property for that. Is someone going to donate it
to the village

7.

Hartley park is more than adequate

8.

On the beach

9.

Hartley Park is a great location but perhaps needs expansion & updates.

10.

not required

11.

Park area

12.

This needs to be studied.

13.

Not needed. Hartley Park is sufficient.. YWCA is available for those who'd like to rent
waterfront.

14.

Hartley Park should be right on thelakefront

15.

Wherever a PRIVATE NONPROFIT pays for it.

16.

anywhere Lakewood has lake access

17.

Beach

18.

Not sure

19.

Nowhere

20.

Community Park

21.

Don't know

22.

Hartley Park

23.

Harley Park ‐ add a Pavilion in place of the gazebo .

24.

Not sure

25.

Not needed

26.

??

27.

Don't take private land

28.

I don't know of any available and don't think the village should take over anyone's
property.

29.

in between Rod N Gun club and the Lakewood Park at bottom of Chautauqua

30.

Between Hartley Park and the boat landing (east of the Rod and Gun club)

31.

Hartley Park

32.

Is there any space available in Lakewood‐pretty much private property.

33.

Near the beach and park

34.

?

35.

It is sufficient

36.

How about seeing what can be done to awaken Hartley Park!

37.

No opinion

38.

I don't think an additional place is needed.

39.

The gazebo may just not be big enough

40.

no comment

41.

N/A

42.

Same answer as above; empty houses along waterfront; I don't know

43.

Hartley Park

44.

Any place it can be obtained. Work with the Chautauqua Watershed Conservancy to obtain
lake property.

45.

not sure if there is land available, even lake access areas have been blocked by connected
lake front home owners

46.

Kill the so called beach.

47.

by closing the beach you can use that property for a pool

48.

Not sure any is available that is big enough.

49.

no idea

50.

Burtis Bay

51.

What is available?

52.

don't care

53.

the beach is adequate

54.

DNA

55.

Hartley Park

56.

Hartley Park

57.

Nowhere ‐ Hartley park is underutilized

58.

None

59.

No

60.

In the packard place

61.

Not sure where additional land area is available

62.

Good question

63.

Waterfront seems pretty full now. I wouldn't want to see the village trying to take people's
property.

64.

Nowhere. We have enough and what we do have is barely used.

65.

Turn the old Community Center into a green space.

66.

If the beach isn't going to be openm put a great gathering space there...rentable or at least
able to reserve.

67.

Hartley Park

68.

Not convinced we need another one.

69.

The only open space on the lake is between the West end of or Winchester and the East
end of Park Lane. This is a is a private piece of land with many ceded owners.

70.

no where

71.

Not sure what the village owns.

72.

None needed

73.

Whatever is available

74.

In the middle of the waterfront

75.

Lakewood Beach area

76.

Don't think one is needed

77.

Harley Park

78.

I don't know enough about the background of this Q to answer it

79.

?

80.

Isn't there a paper street extending park st into Winchester?

81.

Right‐of‐ways to lake

82.

Max use of Hartley Park

83.

We don't have another space

84.

?

85.

Not sure

86.

No where. Hartley Park is adequate

87.

Don't know if there is any site available

88.

Not needed

89.

?

90.

Lowe Park

91.

Could the launch area past the Rod & Gun be enhanced or is this not Lakewood

92.

Hartley Park

93.

We don't need this, we have Hartley Park

94.

Not needed

95.

Combined indoor/outdoor community center could be built between Olive and the
Beachwood, or occupy the space of the Diamond restaurant parking lot and the old Dairy
Queen, or the space next to the post office where the Mexican restaurant was.

96.

Hartley Park, There are no other spaces.

97.

In front of park

98.

I'm not aware of any available land.

99.

Don't we all own lake side of Front St from Winchester to Hawthorn??

100. In the village owned greenspace between Park Lane & Winchester Rd
101. Unnecessary
102. Hartley Park
103. Don't need on
104. Hartley Park
105. ?
106. Hartley Park
107. None available
108. ?

Please answer the following: | Would you like to see an expansion of library
FACILITIES to the community?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

sure

3.

Not sure... depends.

4.

Do not see a need for this.

5.

Sure it would be nice to have but is it needed with Prendergast just a short drive down the
road? if we expand the library could we use that as a meeting space?

6.

yes

7.

Yes.

8.

No!

9.

Not needed

10.

No, thoroughly sufficient

11.

YES

12.

Yes. Expansion of the librafry, on land it already owns, could provide space for indoor
community gatherings

13.

no

14.

Yes

15.

‐

16.

Yes

17.

Absolutely!!!!!!!!!!!!!

18.

Perhaps. Expand library and include museum & community center. Then sell village hall
with contingency on retaining architectural character and develop private residences. This
would provide added traffic for businesses, use of fitness trails and new
library/community center and museum.

19.

no

20.

Current location

21.

no

22.

would need to have more details

23.

No

24.

Yes

25.

MORE ROOM FOR GATHERING OVER CHESS OR PUZZLES AND ROOM FOR COMPUTERS
(PLUS MORE AND BETTER QUALITY COMPUTERS)

26.

Yes

27.

Yes! Yes! And Yes again!

28.

No

29.

Yes. You have a JEWEL with the Library. Utilize the free space behind the library.

30.

The Library is an appropriate size for a community such as Lakewood.

31.

The village should help the library keep a robust budget for services its board agree on.

32.

Yea

33.

YES YES YES!

34.

If the need is there, we might as well make good use of the Library. We are lucky to have a
great library.

35.

They seem adequate.

36.

No, the need for libraries must be re‐examined

37.

yes

38.

Our library is very adequate

39.

Yes.

40.

Not necessary

41.

No; the library has done a great job of re‐using space for computers, community displays,
program rooms. Unless the library becomes part of a community‐gathers place!

42.

No

43.

Only as an additional use facility...cultural/museum/theatrical venue

44.

Not if it increases my taxes

45.

yes

46.

Believe what we have is adequate.

47.

yes

48.

No, it's fine.

49.

yes

50.

Yes

51.

No

52.

Yes, we need to keep our educational institutions modern and provide the community
access to current technology.

53.

Currently it's perfect and NEEDS to stay!

54.

No

55.

No

56.

no

57.

Look at Westfield's library as a model. Children and youth areas

58.

no comment

59.

No

60.

Maybe. This is an idea definitely worth looking at.

61.

Seems adequate to me what we have now

62.

no

63.

Yes

64.

Yes, add an upstairs/downstairs facility attached to the library to support the community
needs

65.

yes

66.

yes

67.

A library is an important part of a healthy community, expansion is great but location is
also important close to the village center

68.

No opinion

69.

At the present library

70.

Yes

71.

yes

72.

Probably not needed

73.

no

74.

no. we are less than 6 miles from Prendergast, Ashville and Busti lbiraries. all these
libraries cost taxpayers money, either at the local or state level.

75.

They are fine

76.

The library space is adequate.

77.

No

78.

Yes

79.

no ‐‐ adequate as is

80.

good as is

81.

Yes

82.

yes

83.

No

84.

No

85.

Adequate now

86.

It's good now

87.

Not necessary

88.

No

89.

No, it is fine

90.

Yes

91.

No

92.

no I think our library is right size for our community

93.

I don't think is needed.

94.

No

95.

NO

96.

No

97.

Library is fine.

98.

Yes. I commented earlier.

99.

No. The library is plenty adequate. Especially since the Pendergast Library is 8 min. away.
Stop duplicating services.

100. Yes
101. Perhaps a location on the South side of Fairmont that childern could walk to.
102. no
103. They are adequate

104. Yes, since the recreation center is no longer there, the library could be expanded to
provide some of the services that the Community Center used to provide.
105. I love the library.
106. No
107. That would be nice but not sure that the pop warrents that but current one seems to be
extremely busy.
108. Yes
109. Not necessary
110. How would they be paid for?
111. Yes
112. Very nice library
113. No
114. Hopefully you will keep what you have
115. No
116. They have a whole hillside thay could expand into and they could have built a basement
but didn't.
117. No
118. No
119. No ‐ Library is adequate
120. No
121. Yes maybe adding a community center on back, lots of room.
122. No ‐ Are we growing?
123. Libraries can always use more room. We do have an excellent library system
124. If it is needed
125. No
126. Yes
127. Yes to include museum and community center under one roof
128. No
129. Yes
130. Not needed
131. Not necessary
132. Not needed
133. Not necessary

134. Seems adequate
135. Yes
136. Yes
137. DNK
138. No
139. No
140. Where it is
141. We cannot afford to lose this very valuable facility
142. ?
143. No
144. No
145. More space for community center

Please answer the following: | Would you like to see an expansion of library SERVICES
to the community?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

sure

3.

Such as?

4.

Do not see a need for this

5.

yes. book clubs, children story nights, family nights, senior activities

6.

yes

7.

no!

8.

No

9.

YES

10.

yes. Library needs more [and more up‐to‐date] computers

11.

no

12.

Yes

13.

‐

14.

Yes

15.

The library currently provides great services to the community. Keep it up and support
them!

16.

An expansion of library services makes sense only by joining the town library down in the

hamlet into the existing village library. It makes no sense for two libraries to continue to
service a town of less than 9,000.
17.

See above

18.

no

19.

trying to imagine the specifics...

20.

No

21.

extended hours

22.

HELP WITH TECHNOLOGY

23.

Yes

24.

Yes! Yes! And Yes again!

25.

No

26.

Yes. The Library offers many services, but more could be utilized

27.

No

28.

No suggestion

29.

Yes

30.

YES YES YES!

31.

Probably adequate, don't really know.

32.

No, see above

33.

yes

34.

?

35.

Yes.

36.

Not necessary

37.

not necessarily

38.

No

39.

no

40.

Not if it increases my taxes

41.

yes

42.

I think they do a good job.

43.

yes

44.

yes

45.

Yes

46.

Yes

47.

No. Funding is already a problem.

48.

See above.

49.

No

50.

No

51.

no

52.

no comment

53.

No

54.

Also worth looking into.

55.

Do we have an absolute overload in our current facility?

56.

yes

57.

Yes

58.

YES

59.

yes

60.

yes

61.

yes

62.

No opinion

63.

Yes

64.

yes

65.

no

66.

Probably not needed

67.

sure

68.

Feel library services are more than adequate

69.

no.it is sufficient as is.

70.

They are fine

71.

Yes, longer hours.

72.

No

73.

Yes

74.

no ‐ adequate as is

75.

good job so far

76.

Yes

77.

No

78.

No

79.

Adequate now

80.

No

81.

Not necessary

82.

No

83.

Yes

84.

No

85.

no

86.

More open hours?

87.

YES

88.

No. We believe in libraries. We read. The Lakewood Library is more that adequate as it is.

89.

Yes

90.

Literacy training, adult education type offerings, more electronic digital access stations

91.

Yes

92.

I think that the library offers a lot to the community but more couldn't hurt

93.

Yes

94.

How would they be paid for?

95.

Yes

96.

No

97.

Keep what you have

98.

No

99.

Not needed

100. We have a good library, it just needs to be run more efficiently
101. No
102. No
103. ?
104. No
105. Yes
106. What other services?
107. ?
108. If it is needed
109. No
110. Yes

111. Services are adequate
112. Night hours ‐ our kids couldn't use it for homework as it was always closed
113. Yes
114. Adequate now
115. Yes
116. It seems to have a lot of services already
117. Not needed
118. Seems adequate
119. Yes
120. Yes
121. DNK
122. No
123. No
124. longer hours
125. ?
126. We have it already
127. No
128. Open more evenings

Please answer the following: | What improvements would you like to see at the
Library that would benefit the community as a whole?
#

Response

1.

test

2.

community center

3.

I like the library, not sure how it can be improved.

4.

more books

5.

More space for community events, programs, museum etc.

6.

Expanded space to accommodate community actiities.

7.

Keep it open

8.

additional staff would enable outreach projects (to preschoolers, seniors); librar could
become a leader in community education for peope of all ages

9.

‐

10.

The addition of a new community center.

11.

Expansion using grants to combine museum, community center and both libraries into one
building. Then perhaps add an art / cultural component to the complex.

12.

NA

13.

none

14.

Longer hours, such as being open Saturday afternoon and some Sunday time.

15.

Good as is

16.

story time or activities for children after working hours. Some activities are held during
summer days when people work & cannot get children there. Incentive programs to get
children/Tweens reading & discussing books.

17.

LARGER GATHERING SPACE, ESP AS A CULTURAL CENTER

18.

Expanded space and selection of books. Increase readership by lomger hours.

19.

Expand the library to create a community gathering center. The library could do so much
more with increased funding! Just the opposite is occurring. Funds are being cut to the
library at a time when demands by the community members and patrons are at an all time
high. The library is a jewel in the community which could become the cultural hub of the
village.

20.

Again, the space behind the Library could benefit with a community building.

21.

Computer classes to help the older population enter this realm of communication.

22.

I believe they already do a marvelous job

23.

No suggestion

24.

More info around events. Increased selection, I regularly cannot find books.

25.

Add the History Museum and Community Center to the Library. Play the strength of each
off of the other.

26.

None

27.

?

28.

Change hours to afternoon and evening only

29.

Get rid of the electric sign!!!!!!!

30.

Increase hours

31.

with coffee shop and internet access

32.

More space for books and electronic media.

33.

Additional hours should be offered and consistent funding from the village and the town to
keep the library going.

34.

None

35.

I use another library in the area

36.

None

37.

A place for children to hang out that is separate form the current library itself as that is all
one big room.

38.

no comment

39.

None.

40.

Don't know how many computers are available to school children who don't have access;
and/or others in need of computer usage; There should be more than 1 or 2

41.

events planned at the Library to bring people together.

42.

Improvements in funding would benefit the entire community.

43.

Meeting rooms, large multipurpose facility ‐‐ a Two‐story building for consolidation of the
community center uses. The library's land slope allowed for this. Benefits the library and
needs; library staff could run it with economies of scale.

44.

Anything

45.

they do a wonderful job. maybe a large community room area for meetings

46.

No opinion

47.

Possibly locating the History Museum there

48.

No early closings

49.

not sure

50.

live with what wehave

51.

Longer hours and open on the weekends

52.

None

53.

More computes, more current books, larger kids space

54.

none

55.

none

56.

Our library is a jewel. It can become the "hub" for village activities ‐ Perhaps think of
expanding it. The property is there.

57.

The library does a good job now

58.

None

59.

N/A

60.

walk to entrance is too narrow

61.

Community Center

62.

Larger building

63.

They missed out on the WWII Board

64.

none

65.

OPEN EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

66.

It is just fine. Too many paid people already working in the Library, reduce that and
reduce the cost.

67.

I commented earlier.

68.

None.

69.

Additional space for additional programs and services, and additional space for large
(around 100 person)and medium groups to meet as well as additional space for one, two
or three persons to converse or pursue activities, with computers and other technologies
or without.

70.

More Village and Town funding to common state and national standards, more space
devoted to public and private community meetings, eventsand performances, education
activities, more and quicker access to electronic information systems.

71.

Stronger support from the village and town financially.

72.

Hours that would accomodate working people more adequately. Opening later in the day
and being open later into the evenings.

73.

More hours, more use of volunteers. Better use of funds not buying items that are not
used. No expansion is needed

74.

It is already doing a fantastic job

75.

Do not know

76.

The library is a great asset and we should always be alert for needed changes and
improvements

77.

OK as is

78.

It's a great little library

79.

Keep what you have

80.

Happy as is

81.

Adequate as is

82.

?

83.

You just remodeled the facility

84.

They do a great job with the present facility.

85.

Not closing on holidays. School children could use it more on their days off.

86.

I like it now

87.

Maybe computer classes for seniors ‐ who do not wish to travel far.

88.

More outside performances

89.

The library we have is great. Everything is free. What the library needs is more money

90.

More Computers

91.

Combining museum and community center with library and add more parking

92.

N/A

93.

Enlarge it to make it a community center

94.

More computer lessons

95.

I think the library is wonderful just the way it is. I go there at least once a week.

96.

Greater use of the area now used for art shows

97.

Attach to community center

98.

Attach a community center

99.

Need community center for seniors or rental arrangement churches, legion to utilize
facilities.

100. None
101. Adult computer classes
102. I think it is OK. I don't get to the library that much
103. More funding for library
104. See above

Do you have any comments about arts and culture in the Village of Lakewood? |
#

Response

1.

test

2.

The Thursday night concerts can be vastly improved. Maybe instead of weekly concerts,
they could be less frequent and larger community events with vendors, including arts and
crafts and snacks.

3.

I think it would be unwise to invest resources in building art and culture facilities and
programming in the Village. Jamestown has fantastic facilities and it makes a lot more sense
to support those. The current concerts in the park are poorly attended, not well advertised,
and sometimes of questionable quality. One thing I would support is improving these.

4.

Block parties on Chautauqua ave. Art shows

5.

Hartley park is an embarrassment to Lakewood. The play structures are out of date,
damaged and unsafe; the wood chips are a safety issue, the weeds growing out of the wood
chips. The park in general says 'our governing leadership is just fine with mediocre...and we
don't care about children'.

6.

I am aware that there are many artists in and around the Village, but, other than the
library's small space, they have nowhere in the village to show their work.

7.

I've addressed this in a previous comment.

8.

don't waste my money. any cultural ideas should be privately funded

9.

‐

10. 1. the arts and cultural activities are almost nonexistent in the village, yet the value of the
arts and cultural activities to a community cannot be over‐emphasized. Encouragement and
sponsorship of culture in the village should a new priority.
11. There is real potential in this direction. It remains untapped but the talent is here. An effort
to build an arts and culture component into the library / museum / community center
complex has been done in many communities before. Let's figure it out!
12. Need more public boat ramps, bait shops, accommodations for fishermen & hunters; Need
to better support hunting & fishing; Need a good public dock within walkable distance to
Chautauqua Avenue for the summer, and a welcoming portal for snowmobiles in the winter.
13. Lakewood can't be everything to everyone. Rather see arts and culture at Chautauqua or for
less high brow entertainment, in Bemus. Perhaps independent films could be shown in
Lakewood to complement the commercial variety at the Cineplex. Showing movies outdoors
could be fun occasionally. Set up screen and viewers sit on their lawn chairs after dark.
Vendors could sell a little popcorn. The History Museum is disgraced by being relegated to
the basement of the Village Hall. It is too hard to find, not on the main drag and hours too
limited.
14. What Arts and Culture??? We can start by helping local artists show and sell.
15. Love the summer concerts in the park!
16. This should come secondary to developing shops and restaurants in the village.
17. No comment
18. Lakewood needs to begin utilizing its location and available spaces to hold art and craft
shows in the summer to attract visitors to the downtown area. Get an ice cream vendor to
serve ice cream on the weekends ‐ let them use Recognition Park as a base since it is a
central location. Work with a restaurant to establish an outdoors cafe ‐ other than
Yesterdays. Expand the band concerts in the summer. Put the Farmers Market to better
use. Example: the Westfield Farmers Market. Build a pavilion for the Farmers Market and
then use it for starts for the 5 and 10 K races, etc.
19. This is a small community in close proximity of neighboring services and options. Don't
spend to simply duplicate services already available just to have it in Lakewood.
20. Difficult to draw people during the summer ‐‐ in competition with the Chq Institution.
Jamestown seems to be a better venue for theater and performances. We rarely see good
attendance at the Roger Tory Peterson Institution, the Jackson Center, or the Fenton (except
the wonderful lunch talks). What is Lakewood's niche? The piece I see missing is in the
creative art area: clay, painting, carving, animal training, etc (for children and adults). We
have the Pearson's wonderful stained‐glass art, the former scrapbooking shop ‐‐ and many
others I don't know. Do we have the master volunteers who could get this going?
21. It would be nice to have musical programs all year round ‐ perhaps coffeehouse type
performances at local restaurants?
22. Artistic venues (theater and musical) need to be created an supported through philanthropy
in the village. It would bring people to the village, increasing business activity and property
values.
23. No

24. I appreciate our library and their outreach to our community through summer programs,
computer services, art shows and other exhibits in addition to the use of reading matertials.
I look forward to meet and greet authors! I understand their book club is a jewel.
25. No
26. Lived in Lakewood for three years and never heard of Hartley Park. Maybe a newsletter
should be published to feature local assets.
27. If there was a space for indoor theater...you never know!
28. If Lakewood is a historic area, more should be done to promote the History of Lakewood.
Not sure what it would be??
29. Where along the waterfront would you put a community gathering spot? Is there any village
owned property available?
30. I don't think we need, necessarily to compete with Jamestown and Chautauqua; but, any
idea is worth pursuing IF there is money to do so; and AMPLE interest to have such.
Is the parking lot at the 6 theaters always full; perhaps, that is a poor use of land that could
be pursued for expansion of entertainment buildings for cultural events.

31. Arts, shows, concerts, etc on the rise in Jamestown we are missing the boat.
32. Our museum could be added to the same library expansion if other outlets not available.
Many arts/culture possibilities
33. Bring in more concerts
Winter Festival.
34. do not feel we need to put resouces in this area, given the opportunities nearby
35. To expand need a Center
36. The problem with Hartley Park is the slope to the lake. It makes it very difficult for anyone
elderly to negotiate that slope. I don't know any alternative places to use for the events that
are currently done at this park.
37. The village is a village for residential living.
38. Negative
39. If residents want more arts & culture, Jamestown is five miles east and Chautauqua
Institution is 20 miles west.
40. Hartley park is not utilized at all ‐‐ start there before looking elsewhere. And there is no
need for a recreation/community center. Groups who used the old facility moved due to
high rent costs and staff who were rude and unaccommodating
41. Needs improvement. How about an art show in the summer from the tracks to summit

42. The recent improvement of the library is very valuable. We need to support the library.
43. Library: unimpressed whenever I have gone there. We spent a bunch of money on the
addition and it was just a room...minimum functionality, looks pretty but how did it enhance
the level of resources at the library....books, etc.?
44. I don't think of Lakewood as a cultural/arts center, and it probably doesn't need to be. It's
great to have concerts in the park and it would be nice to have the venders open earlier on
the 4th!
45. If there was a community center with cooking facilities. Maybe area chefs could offer mini
cooking classes on various types of food and topics? Cooking for one, cooking 101 for
college students, making homemade babyfood, eating clean, making sausage, baking,
understanding food labels and what is really in our food,. .etc.
Painting classes
Fitness training‐Boot camp
Offer running groups to prepare for the Firecracker run
46. Other than art in the park or outdoor music at the gazebo, we really don't need to duplicate
what is offered in Jamestown, Chautauqua, Bemus Point, or Fredonia. Think more
regionally. It's expensive and time‐consuming to put on arts and cultural events. Promote
and take advantage of what the county already has.
47. I would like to see more arts and cultural activities available in Lakewood.
48. There currently very little or no arts and cultural activities in Lakewood. There should be
facilities for these activities to happen in the Village so residents do not have to spend time
and energy (personal and fossil fuel ) to go elsewere to take part in these type of activities.
Have such facilities will draw and keep new residents.
A great Art Gallery and an out door sculpture garden would be an added draw to visitors as
well as residents.
49. There are many places that could be used for community centers, such as the village hall
and the enormous space within the Town of Busti building. Rather than adding buildings,
the local facilities need to be used properly.
50. There isn't enough & this village seems to be an ideal spot for it ‐ with summer tourism &
attraction ‐ it could be like a resort
51. No
52. A new "Village Board" would need to bring back the dignity that Lakewood once stood for.
53. If an indoor community center is built, it has to have adequate parking.
54. I'd like to know what 'arts and culture' means to the makers of this survey.
More ethnic populations and food and shops? Dance? Theatre? Art education or history?
It's hard to answer these questions without examples.
55. What arts & culture?

56. Art in the park like Bemus, Ellicottville, Chautauqua
57. No
58. No
59. To establish more arts & culture in the village would require a great deal of planning and a
lot of volunteer effort
60. No
61. Let private business develop arts & culture
62. There are plenty of cultural & arts availability in Jamestown, Chautauqua, others.
63. Happy about the artwork shown at the library
64. The monthly art exhibits are wonderful along with a meet the artist evening. Lakewood
area has some very talented artists.
65. The schoolhouse square property is an ideal location for a cultural center
66. This area has an abundance of arts/cultural facilities & activities far in excess of need or
capacity. The village can't duplicate these in a meaningful way economically. Do what you
do best & move on.
67. None
68. We did have a recreation hall, but that was sold. Recreation was to be part of the Busti Hall,
but that is not happening. Part of recreation could be use on the second floor of the village
hall, if there were elevators installed.

Do you have an comments about historic preservation in the Village of Lakewood? |
#

Response

1.

test

2.

Lakewood should do a better job overall promoting itself. There is so much history that
people, even long time residents probably know nothing about.

3.

It's valuable and offers residents a sense of pride. I question the draw of Lakewood's
history or historic preservation as a tourist attraction.

4.

We need to encourage productive reconstruction ‐ and not tolerate slumlords like the
Darlings.

5.

From pictures, I have seen that Lakewood had a past as vibrant as that of Chautauqua
Institution. But where the Institution saw the value in preserving their historic sites,
Lakewood has allowed them to fall away. A terrible shame, I think, but not completely
unfixable.

6.

Just because a building is old is not sufficient reason to think it is good for present usage.

7.

1. Lakewood is rich in history. It is also fortunate that its history, though covered up by
facades and tasteless re‐muddling, is largely still underneath. Strong policy should be put
into place that has as its goal to uncover, restore and protect our community's rich history.

8.

Sell Village Hall to a private developer with the contingency that the original Packard
architecture be relevant.

9.

Keep the government out of it. Let the market handle it. Authenticity has value. Especially,
if it is in a place where you can enjoy your freedom.

10. find some wealthy volunteers to rebuild the train depot that once stood on/near chaut ave
11. Markers seem to be widely read ‐‐ thanks to Helen Ebersole, Tony Barone et. al for the
project. Neglect the Village Hall to the village's peril. Not an option to sell it to a private
party that may demolish it ‐‐ if must be privatized, deed should contain clause that it may
not be torn down. Work with State Historic Preservation Office SHPPA to save the
structure.
12. Yup
What historic preservation?
13. This could also include our village hall...with its proximity to the library, adequate parking,
and historical significance...update it for future use!
14. No comment
15. Too many people do not regard Lakewood as historic. Why ‐ because it doesn't act the part!
Lets take advantage of historic preservation ‐ establish a historic "zone" and
education/show residents how they can take advantage of tax credits to maintain their
homes. Update the historic markers and then establish a historic walking tour. Get a docent
to conduct tours ‐ example: the Lakeview Ave. tours in Jamestown. Update the Village web
page to showcase the historic parts of the village. Establish an official Facebook page for
Lakewood. Don't depend on a a rogue page maintained by a stranger to post information
for you.
16. This survey seems to be based on how can you spend someone else's money.
17. Much is known and has been written; we need to use the social and linked internet to tell
the world
18. There are no valuable historic PUBLIC buildings in Lakewood that would make sense to
keep at the expense of well‐designed, useful facilities. There are historic RESIDENTIAL
properties that should be encourage to remain, but nothing of value exists in public or
commercial buildings except the Lakewood Furniture Gallery.
19. No
20. The Caprino building is wasted space.
21. Too bad the school is not standing nor the Methodist Church which was closer to the village.
Historic places are rare with the exception of the Packard estate (buried amongst the
condos) including summer cottages, the Green Farm, Pearson's and some of the store fronts
on Chautauqua Avenue. On the other hand....in the future...what interest will these "historic"
places have? I guess I would prefer to being "historic" rather than whatever Bemus has
turned into. I really like the new sailing program.
22. No
23. What do we have that is historic??? Wilson Farms building? The insurance company where

the post office was? We don't have much. Just beautify.

24. I agree but don't have strong feelings.
25. Where is there any historic buildings?
They have become all residential areas!
26. No, but would like to make Lakewood a tourist area somehow.
27. The real attraction is the historic homes in the village. The commercial section is neither
historic nor attractive. I do like the historical plaques on Chautauqua Ave.
28. Historic preservation is ALWAYS an attraction to any town, village, or city; but, ONLY IF
there is ample grant money to keep up these historic features in their most attractive way
29. Encourage home owners to keep up paint, landscape and appearance. Help with color
design and paint.
30. Regulations should be in place so that when a historic building is being renovated, it is
restored to its former splendor rather than "remuddling" it. Vinyl siding should be
prohibited in these situations.
31. It entirely depends on the building in question.
32. I have always believed that you can hold on to your past without compromising your future.
But that doesn't necessarily include holding on to ALL buildings because they are old.
33. Utilize, maintain and preserve them.
34. Wish I knew exactly which buildings you were referring to.
35. Unfortunately, other than the Village Hall, there are no historic public spaces left. There are
some historic homes left, but many of them have been modernized.
36. Let private enterprise build and restore.
37. keep up the good job
38. Historic buildings should include the unique architecture of some of Lakewood's homes.
Declaring the village a 100% rental area will eventually destroy the integrity of those
structures and the loveliness of our village.
39. Parkland related
40. Utilize the Village Hall more, put in an elevator. Explore preservation grants & funding for
upgrade/upkeep
41. People working on historic preservation have done a great job
42. Historic buildings are nice if they are safe or could be made safe without having to spend
more to maintain and/or repair than build new.
43. Sounds nice but that can be expensive and limiting to residents with an older home. Also,
should have thought about this years ago before the Packard grounds were butchered with

those condos.
44. If spending a bundle on the Village Hall and police Department is what this question is
getting at, let it go. Let some buy it. John Rowan would love it and redevelop it. Move the
services in the the spacious Town of Busti Building and let the 2 governments co‐exist.
Westfield does exactly with with ease and shares the same community / meeting room, also
also serves as the court room. Plenty of room at 125 Chautauqua Avenue.
45. The village is historically important. Put the museum in the old Packard Mansion/Green a
Farm.
46. There are very few historic places left in Lakewood. They should be preserved and made
known as to their historic value. Currently existing places that do not seem "historic" may
well be so considered 100 years from now should be identified if possible and preserved.
New well designed places and buildings should be encouraged to be built so that they may
be looked at with historic pride 100 years from now. Discourage the building of "junk".
47. There is little to no historic preservation in the village. All buildings have been destroyed or
sold to private individuals. Ex School torn down, discarded cottages, private Packard
Mansion, private rec center. The only historic building left is the village hall est. 1915. This
should be preserved as it was a fire hall at first and has for many years housed government
offices.
48. I think every community should utilize their history with traditions, awareness ‐ can never
lose sight of the past while everyone is thinking of progress & new things. Celebrate the
historical things in this area.
49. Preservation has to be prudent. It's expensive to rehabilitate and maintain older structures.
There has to be a realistic assessment of if a building can be saved, if it should be saved, and
who and how it will be maintained, and at what cost.
50. "Lakewood’s historic buildings are an asset to the community": yes, unless they're already a
public health nuisance or danger and/or are too expensive to keep up. Then, they'e not an
asset; they're a bane. Same for the second question. But if we're going to preserve some
historical buildings, then YES, the last answer is a given.
51. Without preserved history a place will lose charater and just become another wide spot in
the road.
52. Taxes too high
53. I love the idea of historic preservation in the village, but I can't see that much has been done
except for the few signs here and there. What has been done to bring tourists down into the
village to see these signs and ‐ why would they want to come when there are not any shops
to shop in. Also, we only have one place to eat in during the day.
54. No
55. No
56. I am not sure what building you think are historic. Privately owned property should not be
controlled by government.
57. No

58. No
59. We need to promote our history
60. No
61. Come up with a solid plan for the Lakewood Village Hall
62. The beautiful Inn should be re‐opened & operated (across from the park)
63. I think Lakewood's history is one of it's greatest assets. I've always been so entrenched in
the early days of the area.
64. Other than the village hall, what properties are we talking about?
65. They should have kept the grade school ‐ Too late now. Somebody was greedy on that deal.
66. Lakewood has no historic buildings unless you define "historic" as "old"
67. The Caprino building should be restored to its original state
68. Save the village hall. I would not like to see it torn down
69. Tony Barone did a good job

Do you have any comments about economic development and community
revitalization in the Village of Lakewood? |
#

Response

1.

test

2.

I thought Lakewood already has a dock for boats to access Chautauqua Ave. Fairmount Ave
should definitely be a priority.

3.

People are moving here. There are lots of young people deciding to live in Lakewood.
However, there are also people moving away. In order to keep people here, we can do a
better job of providing a more livable and enjoyable waterfront and Chautauqua Ave. We
also need to give people who come to shop along Fairmount a reason to visit Chautauqua
Ave., and we need to give people traveling by boat to dock and walk up though Chautauqua
Ave.

4.

Again, focus on the community strengths. Bemus has a busy little lakefront community with
a variety of shops, restaurants, and entertainment. Celoron could develop that way.
Lakewood's business district is visually separated from the Lakefront, not to mention that
there is a large grassy hill to navigate. Lakewood is already the region's big‐box retail
destination. I firmly believe that investing in our strengths (quality of life as a place to live)
makes more sense.

5.

The Village should exercise eminent domain to take over property that is a blight to our
community. The properties should then be turned into public space or developed for
business purposes.
Just a few examples:
1. The property at the corner of E. Summit and E. Terrace should be taken over and
demolished. The Village can then expand the park, create a community garden and/or put in

a welcome kiosk.
2. The old Wilson Farms should be taken over and restored to attract a business of some
kind.
3. The old Catholic church on Pennsylvania should be taken over and demolished or
renovated for live work lofts to attract young professionals.
4. The old hotel at 46 Chautauqua Ave needs to have siding put on and is poorly maintained.
If the owner will not or cannot restore it, the Village should take it over, restore and offer
senior housing.
6.

I would still like to know where you are going to get property to make it a regional
destination. I thought that we just spent $30,000 for a new dock for Chautauqua Ave access

7.

Access by water is the key!

8.

Fairmount Ave is an eyesore and a crime magnate as is ANY strip mall anywhere. Does it
really enhance the economy of Lakewood itself?

9.

Zoning in the business district of Chautauqua Avenue was poorly handled. I'm not sure how
we can turn back the clock. Planned communities make sure that growth is properly
handled, especially visually. The business district looks horrible, with few trees, a strange
mixture of old and new businesses, abandoned houses and buildings. I'd love to see it all
revamped, but this seems like an impossible task at this point.

10. Chautauqua ave needs to be made stronger as a tourist destination
11. Do things that make people want to live in Lakewood. Many have been outlined earlier in
the survey.
However, put "good parking" on the list as a very important factor, especially in the
crowded Chautauqua Avenue retail district.
Find a solution to the old Wilson Farms vacancy. This is a key property. Involve the
Lakewood Community Development Association and go to Buffalo for a meeting with the
owner. Making this property productive would provide a real spark to the intersection.
12. Need to be able to access by boat, low speed vehicles, and snow machines. More
freedom=more money. Celebrate recreation through promotion of hunting & fishing.
13. Rehab of former Yaw Building good example of private development of commercial
property within village limits. Strong zoning would help preserve the character of
Lakewood. Who knows what will land on the former Mexican restaurant site? Biggest
shame is the unoccupied former Seven‐Eleven. Can't believe the landlord can't be forced
into doing something. At the very least, future village codes/zoning should ensure this
doesn't happen elsewhere in the village, places lying empty, marring the four corners. Best
example/ best leader in the village: Jim Rovegno who used an architect to design a unique
building. It has raised the bar on Chautauqua Avenue. Going forward, Lakewood's best
course would be to bury its power lines. The overhead lines are an eyesore. Follow the lead
of Westfield, NY. Moving the power lines off Chautauqua Avenue was great for the Avenue,
horrible for the side streets where those wires landed. Outlaw portable looking car

protectors on poles. They add nothing to the village and are not allowed in many beautiful
communities. Ask residents to save their money for a bonafide garage. Kudos to the
Women's Club and the village workers who have sustained/maintained the planters on
Chautauqua Avenue. Cheryl Johnson et al., those flowers are an asset and make a positive
difference. Consider a park n' ride a la what is on Rt. 60 across from Moon Brook Country
Club. Might be a real service to people running cars all day long up and down 394. Decide if
on street parking after dark is going to be enforced or not. Seems to be discretionary. If the
lot behind the village hall is going to be available for village residents to park their RVs and
extra vehicles, declare the guidelines. If the property is off the tax rolls, all village residents
should know they are welcome to use the space for their personal vehicles. Otherwise, it
looks like a privilege to some.
14. Make it a nice place to live for young families and you can get businesses. You can't have
that later without the former unless you want slums.
15. Lakewood needs to better utilize the Lake to bring visitors to our community by boat.
16. Get your zoning under control first...then go after grants to achieve those goals.
17. I believe Lakewood already markets itself as a great place to live, work and do business.
Lakewood is a desirable place to live!
What I can't find in Lakewood are sweatshirts to purchase for friends or family that say
Lakewood or Chautauqua Lake.
18. Is there any economic development effort at all in Lakewood?? Any community
revitalization? It is hit or miss at most and definitely not organized to bring in new
businesses.
19. Again, this survey seems like a kid drooling while going through the Star's Christmas
catalog.
20. We now do have public access docking for boats about as close to Chautauqua Ave. as
possible.
21. The look & feel of Fairmount Ave is important, but not at the expense of the businesses
there ‐ it is a commercial area and should not be over‐regulated. Signs are necessary for the
businesses.
22. Fairmount Ave looks unappealing. Get rid of a lot of the tacky signs.
23. The new dock is fantastic, but we need places to attract people...restaurants, artistic venues,
shows, etc. Fairmount Ave also needs serious attention to improve the aesthetic quality and
human scale...way too wide in most areas without proper pedestrian/bicycle safety
measures. Need to improve the entrance to the Village between Wal‐Mart and Summit (near
Rod n Gun).
24. We already wasted money on the worthless Hartley Park boat dock. The dock was
presented and ill approved as an access point to Chautauqua Ave
25. To sell a region to outsiders, the potential new residents need to see themselves
represented in your brochures. If I open a brochure and see only one group of people, then,
this tells me it's not diversely represented and I may have problems assimilating. Diversity
encourages a better living atmosphere for all.

26. No
27. Fairmount Ave is just ugly
28. It appeared to me that rarely did I see anyone use the public boat dock installed at the beach
a few years ago. Summer traffic is 2‐3 months at best. We shouldn't put all our eggs in one
basket. Beginning with Chautauqua Avenue might become a contagious way to spur the
entire village!
29. No
30. People seem to not actually want to leave Fairmount Ave to drive down to the actual village,
can't read the sign for village as you drive by....on Fairmount.
31. Lakewood is a precious place, and does not need any more revitalization. There are lots
of
areas to shop , plenty recreation oportunities,entertainment,especially at
Chautauqua Mall, and at
Chautauqua Cinema. Lake Chautauqua is certainly a wonderful place to boat and swim.
Not
much more economic development is needed.!!!
32. Again, I'm going back to my comments about having the Wilson Farm location becoming a
vital business in this area of Lakewood.
33. I think the priority should be on improving the Chautauqua Ave. area first because that will
give the village a much greater identity which can be marketed to people outside the area.
34. would love to see the old "green farm" be a community property. A bed and breakfast...
similar to the Hotel lenhart.
35. Make some place people can hear music, we have a dump in Yesterdays and the Bistro is not
welcoming to people who just want a cocktail.
36. I was thinking about friends who moved to Dublin, Ohio where backyards are connected to
paths that all lead to a rec center and every neighborhood gets a picnic kit to host a
neighborhood picnic to foster a sense of community.
37. My business could use help in signage.
The Village needs to approve the signage on Fairmount Ave.
38. Feel badly about saying this, but Lakewood is getting more people that are bringing crime,
drugs and more unfortunate people in, that is ruining it for the rest of us.
39. If we are going to promote lake access for visitors, we MUST attract unique businesses &
work to keep them here.
40. The village trustees are not business friendly. A few of them treat the village as their own
little pet project. Chautauqua Ave. and downtown area should be guided to look more
"quaint" but allow Fairmount to remain the modern business district that it already is.
Allow those tax dollars to keep rolling in.
41. we need a combination of approaches to attain a goal , yeas, Chautauqua Ave needs to
improve, as dose Fairmount Ave, as dose the residential areas. Why not look at the whole

picture and develop a plan that addresses all the need of our community. Go to Ohio look at
Medina or any small town, see how they do it, apply what you see to what we have and
make it our own, Look at how other retail areas are handled ( believe it or not many people
choose a place to live by the amenities and their proximity)And also look at how other
communities handle their bike paths, trails, parks, water features etc. .
If you would stop looking at the small stuff and look at the big picture you would see a
wonderful future for Lakewood
42. Fairmount Avenue is a commercial strip with the same look and feel of commercial strips
everywhere. It deteriorates with every new car lot. The failure to stop Spacc showed the
futility of trying to change it.
Chautauqua Ave by boat? We already have a dock. That should be enough.
43. Have already given my idea about 394 ‐ businesses should keep up their own, attractively.
We have a community dock, which I do not feel is used for such reason you have suggested;
some ideas could be had from communities around the Lake who attract boaters; i.e.
floating stage with entertainment ‐ we have a lovely gazebo, which could be utilized much
more often ‐ find a way to bring in the boaters to Lakewood Beach for same
44. We have a community boat dock. It is rarely used because people don't know its there for
their use. If it is used where are people going to go, they need more options.
45. It's too late for Fairmount Avenue. It has become "Anytown USA". Let's not let that happen
to Chautauqua Avenue. Small business development and ownership should be encouraged.
46. I prefer Lakewood to be a great place to live. I would rather not see it taken over by fast
food chains and shotty food franchises. If Lakewood could be a bit more like Bemus and the
Institution I think it would do well. Little shops, no big businesses.
47. Encourage a variety of specialty shops with local sourced goods as well as restaurants that
make a visit to the village an outing.
48. It doesn't matter if you market it as a great place if you build it they will come.
49. Great place to work and live and raise a family.
50. a public boat dock is ok, if there is a reason to come to Chautauqua Avenue.
51. Commercial on Fairmont only....
52. Leave Fairmount Avenue to the "major players" Let's concentrate on our village. When new
businesses are established on the Lakewood Strip of Faimount Ave. they shoud be held
accountable for a design appropriate to the area & to the standards set by zoning & code
enforcement.
53. Lakewood should remain a small village. Mostly nice place to live. We can get our culture
and entertainment in Jamestown & Fredonia.
54. Lakewood Beach ‐> Boat landing
55. Questions reveal that you have appropriate targets & understanding

56. It has always been difficult to attract/direct traffic from Rt 394 onto Chautauqua Ave
57. HAve a long range plan
58. if there was lake access like in Bemus, the village would be more alive in the summer.
59. What happened to the dock that was supposed to allow boating access?? And why does this
location lead to nowhere and there is no signage, etc., indicating where and what areas are
located?
60. Fairmount Ave needs to be an entrance to Lakewood not a bypass
61. We already have access by boat, we have nothing for people to come to the village for and if
I wanted it to be a 2nd Bemus, I'd move to Bemus.
62. PUBLIC DOCK ALLREADY EXISTS, FAIRMOUNT AVE. IS WHERE THE ACTION IS
CHAUTAUQUA AVE IS JUST A SIDE STREET, RESIDENTS DON'T SUPPORT THE BUSINESSES
ON CHAUTAUQUA AVE
63. Lakewood is a VILLAGE. Dynamic villages have a dynamic 'downtown' area.
64. The library is a basic asset to the community. It should be vigorously supported.
65. Chautauqua Ave should be developed as an exciting vibrant place of great retail shops,
eating establishments, places of entertainment, shops and studios of creative craftsman and
artists all year round. This kind of development attracts residents as well as people with
money to spend. Chautauqua Ave in Lakewood could have the same attractive ring similar
to Greenwich Village in NYC, Young street in Toronto or Elmwood Ave in Buffalo.
66. making Fairmount Ave. user friendly to our Lakewood residents is important. Making it
attractive for those of us that must drive to and fro on that highway.
Fairmount Ave has turned into a mess. you would think we were a suburb of a large city.
We have a very small population in Chautuaqua County. we do not need more retail. we do
not need another fast food restaurant. no more car lots.
67. There should be a screening process and standards established for businesses wishing to
locate in Lakewood, particularly in the village.
68. I believe that Lakewood could offer so much more. It's labeled as a vacation spot or tourist
destination ‐ it really doesn't have enough of anything that would qualify it as such. For
whatever reasons through the years Chautauqua Lake has lost out on making use of its full
potential. AS a child, we use to go to long point then one year it was simply deserted. (Not
Lakewood I know but ex) Maybe it's because so much of the Lakefront property is privately
owned so using it for boat rentals or restaurants or parks isn't possible.
69. All to often, the "politicians' idea of "development" turns out to be the regular person's
wanton and unnecessary destruction. Also, property taxes can make it less attractive for
people to move here to live, work, and do business.
70. In order to do the last question, you have to think carefully about what types of incentives
or benefits Lakewood will offer to businesses and residents. Back up that marketing with
some firm initiatives and efforts.
71. Deli? Sub shop? tax break. Look at list of stores in Bemus. Need boat landing ‐ private ‐ look
at Bemus ‐ 3 month season vs 12 in Lakewood. Advertise yoga, restaurants, coffee shops

etc.
72. Lakewood is a great place to live and work, but it lets too many of the upper class rich hotsy
totsy's who have a say so in what is done here. When people move in, they soon learn that if
you don't belong to the "Women's Club", the Rod & Gun Club, or the Yacth Club you are a
nobody.
73. Encourage new business/shops
74. No
75. Making Lakewood great for the residents as a goal ‐ Attracting visitors should be an
incidental result.
76. No
77. We need greetings and signage on the dock directing people to the businesses on
Chautauqua Ave. Fairmount businesses need to advertise Chautauqua avenue with
directions to get there.
78. Fairmount Ave would look a lot better without all the car dealership. It looks like
Washington St in Jamestown.
79. No
80. There should be pedestrian & bike over passes connecting both sides of Fairmount. One
could be by the Railroad viaduct, one could be at the end of Chautauqua Ave, and another
could be at the Walmart intersection. This would bring more unity to the village.
81. To hope our taxes are enough to do all these things
82. Manipulation of the free market seldom creates economic growth. Using public money to
drive the economy will do little unless it outlasts the business or economic trend.
Infrastructure works. Giving money to business does not.
83. More shops ‐ clothing, craft
84. Why should taxpayers have to pay for recreational services that they have paid taxes for.
50cents an hour for seniors expensive
85. Access to Chautauqua Ave by boats would be very nice, but seasonal visitors must have a
reason to come to Chautauqua Ave. Restaurants/shopping/historic interest? Do we have
enough to offer to attract enough boat and waterfront access need to make it feasible to
develop this seasonal way to come to the village of Lakewood?
86. None

If you do not live in the Village of Lakewood, please tell us where you live: |
#

Response

1.

Jamestown m

2.

Town of Carroll

3.

N/A

4.

Ashville

5.

Florida

6.

My mailing address is Lakewood, but I am in the Townof Busti.

7.

Cleveland, Ohio

8.

Packard Estates

9.

Erie st

10. Gates Mills, OH
11. Erlfrd Drive
12. Just outside Village on West Summit St
13. Florida
14. Town of Busti, just outside of the village.
15. Fairwood Drive
16. BUSTI,
17. W. 3rd St
18. Buffalo, NY area
19. West Terrace/Chautauqua Avenue area
20. Pennsylvania
21. Jamestown Northside. Work on Chaut Ave in village year‐round
22. Aiken, SC
23. W. Summit
24. Chautauqua
25. Jamestown, NY
26. Florida ‐ 5 month in Lakewood

If yes, why are you planning to move from Lakewood? |
#

Response

1.

While we are not, it should be noted that it is only family ties that are keeping us here.
Having lived in several communities throughout the US, Lakewood is the most unwelcoming
and poorly governed place we have lived.

2.

I am not currently planning to move in the NEAR future, but I work in Westfield so it may be
a thought down the road.

3.

We are considering moving out of the village because of the incredibly unreasonable tax
rate. One of the highest in the state and in the country. The tax rate is killing this area,
which is why it looks like it does. Who has money to shop on Chautauqua Avenue, to start
new businesses, to fix up their storefront? Until you address the tax issue, I'm afraid the

rest of the planning seems like a moot point.
4.

Tax reasons

5.

escape the tax burden

6.

N/A

7.

TAXES

8.

Job move

9.

I have already done so, due to high taxes, duplicative government, and lack of employment
and entrepreneurial opportunities.

10. tired of the commercial, busy 394. would prefer to live very rural.
11. Lack of most every topic on this survey, and high taxation of NYS and overlapping local gov.
12. Need more senior housing and REDUCED TAXES!
13. Because other areas of the country offer much more for much less. This community has
done so little to grow or improve in more than 20 years. My taxes continue to go up, the
property is over‐valued for taxes by 50%(after my protest). Time's up.
14. TAXES
15. Quieter area
16. It is possible if I have to keep living next to people next door that behave in such
inappropriate ways that my children see and feel unsafe around as do i. That would be my
biggest reason for moving besides our house has been broken into twice.
17. We love it here and are getting to the point where apartment living is looking very good
however we can't make that decision because we are so happy in Lakewood. Best move we
ever made.
18. tax burden too high. Assessments going up, selling prices, not.
19. miss the city life and hate snow
20. Hope to live right where I do now until God calls me home.
21. No present plans, however, if the opportunity arises, I would leave because of the closed
mindedness of some of your residents.
22. Job transfer
23. We will move when we retire. Taxes are too high here.
24. Cheaper rent and better house
25. Having a paving company within the center of the village is a detriment to developing the
village into an area that will draw new people and businesses into our village. The many
large trucks speed through our streets with little respect for our kids.... the vehicles racing
down 1st street at the end of days is common... the screaming and vulgar laungage of the
workers during the day is appalling,,, the starting of trucks and pounding of equipment
beginning at 6:30am is a regular event. The clouds of diesel exhaust from dozens of trucks

fired up at the same time is at the least a health hazzard. The ground polution from washing
asphalt truck beds with solvents has shown up in tests... the company has and continues to
fill in what was once wetlands to convert them to parking lots....but this is another example
of how political connections withing the village allows for enforcement to zoneing laws and
other laws to be different for those of privalage vs the rest of the community.
26. But, with some of the questions being asked here if this plan intends to turn our nice little
residential village into part of the Jamestown metropolis then maybe we need to think
about our future here.
27. Cannot afford taxes and upkeep on home
28. Retire out of New York, to a warmer climate and let the younger generation take over
29. No variety of culture, restaurant and entertainment options.
30. the taxes for lakefront owners is excessive to say the least. We can't stay here in retirement
if taxes continue to rise or even stay the same. We recently looked at a house on the water in
Cape Cod that was selling for twice what our house here is worth, and taxes were
$6800/year. We pay over $12000/year in Lakewood.
31. downsizing and looking for a type of housing not available in Lakewood, also looking for
better enforcement of zoning
32. high taxes in NYS
33. spouse has passed away and moving to be closer to children
34. Taxes to high when I retire.
35. weather
36. Lack of regard and respect for those who chose to live here for many years. We chose our
neighborhood because it was zoned residential ‐ safe, quiet, protected. Those with money,
both in and out of towners influenced others (to include our board) to remove that and
create a village open to rentals in all neighborhoods. No code enforcement or zoning
enforcement and weak government are reasons why I choose to leave. We have found a
community not far from here where homeowner's rights are respected and zoning laws and
codes are enforced ‐ no exceptions.
37. New York taxes (all of them ‐ state, village, town, county, school) Eliminate young people
staying here and drive all ages to move or think about it.
38. As I already talked about, selling our house is not really an option until changes are made on
our street to resolve run down / abandoned properties. It is embarrassing to have people
come to our house in the village because they drive down our street. We like living in
Lakewood but nothing being done about run down properties in the village is taking a toll
on us emotionally and financially.
39. retirement, weather
40. I don't own my Lakewood home (questions above)
41. I would like to stay in the Village, but my large multistory, many stepped house with non
accessible bathroom and kitchen can not be replaced by anything affordable currently
available in the Village.

42. would hope to stay right here. I live in the house that was built by my parents. the house
was built 60yrs ago. Lakewood was a wonderful place to grow up and it is still a very nice
place to live. I do have great concern about the high taxes and my ability to pay when on
retirement income.
43. Do to the large percentage of senior citizens, more activities should be made available.
44. The value of property is lowered & Lakewood government is weak in its direction & support
of the tax payers who have been here for years. There are no standards today. Do as you
like, no one will say anything or challenge what you do. Lakewood is no longer a desirable
area to live in.
45. Warmer area
46. I can't afford to stay; rent and sewer charges are VERY high here. It's a tough trade‐off;
places to rent that are more affordable are farther from my workplace, less safe or quiet,
and not nearly as nice. But to preserve my own future, I can't devote so much of my pay to
living accommodations. I hope to find a balance; I did like my stay here, though; probably
the quietest, most save, best place I'll ever live for a long while.
47. Jobs
48. Village taxes. Village officials playing favorites
49. We considered it because of the high taxes & unrealistic tax assessments. If we move that
would be why. Our home is assessed higher than it could be sold for and our appeal was
denied.
50. So I can be more self sufficient as I age. I would prefer to age in place here.
51. Make a final decision to go with my maker

Is there anything else you would like us to know as we work on the Lakewood
Comprehensive Plan? |
#

Response

1.

Is this something that will increase our taxes? Wasn't this done once already?

2.

So much more can be done to make Lakewood a vibrant successful community. This
comprehensive plan and vision for the future is long overdue.

3.

Like Chautauqua Lake, Lakewood and other communities are slowing dying and being
choked out by weeds and invasive species. Unless something dramatic is done, quickly, it
very well may be too late. If Buffalo can turn its self around there is no reason we can't
either.

4.

As a year round resident, I feel slighted by the "vacationers" and 6 month residents. As soon
as they come to town, they park on the road, blocking traffic and cause safety issues.

5.

We've lived here for seven years and nothing has changed. Houses are not selling quickly for
a reason. We need to bring Lakewood to the level of Bemus Point. We can do it!!!

6.

When this plan finally comes to fruition,TAKE ACTION. Lakewood had amazing potential!

7.

It's sad that a place like the Diamond Cafe closed and Schuylers is so small. We go to

breakfast in Lakewood all year long and we are struggling to find a place (accommodates
kids) and something to do afterwards
8.

Many thanks to our Mayor, Board of Trustees and the Steering Committee for stepping up
and engaging the comprehensive planning process. Given the proper follow thru, Lakewood
can expect a vibrant future.
Thank you.

9.

Give residents assignments and ask them to report progress in the process of implementing
the Comprehensive Plan.

10. This sounds like a bad exercise by people with too much time on their hands. Florida finally
stopped putting so much effort into these boondoggles.
11. A public swimming pool.
12. Wanted to go back and revise some comments but as I did, the work I'd just finished
disappeared. Could have refined my remarks and put them in more appropriate categories
had I known what the full survey was going to cover and in which order.
13. Good luck
I will be assisting as needed to make this place better. Save Lakewood from the ignorant!
14. Focus on making it a fun and inviting place for children. Make it a place they can be proud of
and want to return to after they have grown.
15. the local government does some under the radar activities which really sour many local
residents... examples.... the plot of land on chautauqua ave. that tom turner acquired for
next to nothing to develop has now been transferred to tim shults..... why isn't the public
informed ? why do other individuals not have the same opportunity to acquire this land?
also.... the space behind the new village offices has been rented to extreme marine? who
sets this rate or I've heard there has been exchange of services with certain people to "make
the deal" doesn't the community own this space and shouldn't everyone have the same
opportunity to rent?
16. The tax issue needs to be addressed! I applaud the current officials for keeping taxes under
control. All of the above wish list items are meaningless if we can't afford to pay for them.
17. Those of you that come in as new trustees; it's great to be gung ho but when you beat up on
the people that have been caring for our village for a number of years, it creates tension and
bad communication. There must be a reason for a decision that was voted on in the past.
Talk to that person or people privately; do not attack them at a public meeting.
Show some class!
18. Make the Plan useful to the residents and the Village Board not a shelf product like the last
one. Lakewood can't take 45 more years of neglect, benign or otherwise.
19. I think the survey has covered a lot of bases, and I wish you luck in shaping a better future
for Lakewood.
We have been blessed to call Lakewood home for so many years.

20. Make sure that the decisions are made by people with a well‐planned vision and not a
vested interest.
21. I really miss the rec. program and would love to see that settled into the new town/village
building!
It's good to attract new businesses, but I don't want us to turn into another "party town"
like Bemus Point.
22. Stop spending money on so call planning specialists. The result of the last $80,000 spent
came up with almost the same plan as the volunteer citizen committee.
23. Hopefully the planning committee includes experts from many backgrounds: marketing,
accounting, building, Lakewood history, community services; older and younger residents
24. I love living in Lakewood and I think those involved in its management do a great job!
25. Strict enforcement of zoning and building codes is essential. Design guidelines are required.
Focus on the lake and supplementing it's natural attraction with artistic venues (theater and
music) to attract people, but don't use taxes....philanthropy and private investment is the
key. Don't forget Fairmount Avenue. Stop giving up public land...especially along the lake. Be
sure community members know what property is community property. Stop ruining
residential areas with ridiculous use exceptions for storage buildings and garages!
26. keep it clean and beautiful :)
27. I think the survey should have been after the open house!
28. Keep the Village as is and just improve where needed.
29. Need Gas station in the village.
30. See above ‐ simple bike path solution.
31. Some publicity, this survey is the first I have heard of the planning effort.
32. Preserve/improve/add tennis and pickleball courts. Offer summer tennis and pickleball
instruction/tournaments/events. They are family and lifetime sports.
33. The lake is one of our biggest assets and we need to do everything we can including pushing
local, regional, state and federal asistance in cleaning it up and bringing it back the the form
and status it once was.
34. I would like to see a volunteer...helping hand program initiated. I imagine there are many
people who would love to help a neighbor if only they knew! I imagine there are many
people who would like to do volunteer work for the village itself...it only they knew what
needed to be done!
35. I love it here.
36. No
37. Lakewood is a great place to call home.

38. No.
39. Please make sure that the Comprehensive Plan is done by a professional that will consider
all of the needs of residents and will present it in a clear way. Numerous opportunities for
community input should be given.
40. Why taxes vary on vacant lots. I feel we should not have to fight and argue for a fair tax
assessment, for example two pieces of vacant land that are back to back vary in assessment
by three to four thousand dollars. Vacant land is vacant land and it should be a set price not
a made up number.
Do something with the Wilson Farms building!
41. I think it is important to continue to work closely with neighboring communities.
42. Utilize the knowledge of the planners currently on the Village Board to draft your
zoning...don't exclude them from the process based on party affiliation.
43. Lakewood is a great place to live! I am excited that this plan is in process and that residents
were asked their opinion. Thank you!
44. We moved here because it was a quiet, peaceful area full of trees and the lake. Its a shame
more tourists don't come here and enjoy this area. I like the services the village provides I
just worry about the taxes going higher and higher it keeps us from doing more
improvements.
45. Promote churches and community events. Otherwise living in Lakewood in general is
great.
46. 1) Make the 4th of July festival classy. Bring in artists instead of junk vendors. Encourage
Jamestown to have their own fireworks display.
2) Purchase the old Green Farm. Make it, once again, a haven for decent shops...maybe a
wine bar...The village could turn a profit from this investment, and keep the rent
manageable for the store owners to move in there.
3) There seems to be a lot of broken promises on Chautauqua Avenue. What happened to
the building that was supposed to be where the farmer's market is? Why is nothing being
done with the old community center? Thought it was supposed to be a brick‐oven pizzeria.
Why haven't the business owners been ASKED what should be done with Chautauqua
Avenue? Why is the survey limited to village residents and not business owners?
47. I do not live in Lakewood , I own a business, 35 years, I think that qualifies me as a tax payer
in good standing. By the way, didn't we fight a war about no taxation without
representation, but any way
Just so there is no doubt I would like you to know that my name is Jim Boland and I would
be glad to talk to anybody about my views on Lakewood.
48. It may not be feasible, but consider a road from Mall Blvd to Southwestern Drive. It would
ease congestion on Fairmount and provide access to the businesses and church from their
south side. A similar road between Shadyside and Fairdale along the railroad embankment
should also be studied.
49. WHATEVER changes are made, be sure the FIRST improvements will BRING IN THE MOST
Dollars!!!! When the coffers are full enough, wade through some of the other, lesser modes

of leisure activities.
50. an effort should be made to open Winchester Rd. folks in area 5 are isolated form the
village. The bridge which we were told was falling down had to be cut down with welding
torches. It needed shoring up, not destroyed. How about excavating the ramps, and create a
pedestrian crossing with gates. It would be much less expensive than a new bridge and it
would open up the rest of the village to area 5

51. Are we gaining on tax base with new businesses on Fairmount to be able to implement the
suggestions in this survey?
52. Steering committee members and consultants? How much is this costing taxpayers?
53. Quite fighting the right and the left and build a community for all to enjoy.
54. Need to promote business, while maintaining the quiet/safe feel that Lakewood has.

55. Consideration of the full‐time residents in the village of Lakewood instead of just the people
that reside here on a seasonal basis.
56. Leave the HUD Housing and crime to Jamestown.
57. Limit public ownership of property to parks and rec. NOT economic development....let
private enterprise succeed. Develop public water access TO the village....docks. Enhance
snowmobile use.
58. Again, in my opinion, a way (road, bridge, whatever) to get from the Mall to Walmart
without going out onto Fairmount Avenue, would be the biggest improvement to the entire
area!
59. Ihave been a residesnt in lakewood fore 60 years and i have been very happy living here.
keep lakewood looking beautiful , lawns and houses and etc. Police protection has been
great and also the fire department. Vwery pleased with both. Roads also
60. Please replant some trees and bushes on the north side of Highland Ave! They have stripped
the area bare of all vegetation!
This area used to have an excellent groundcover / greenway / buffer zone of trees and
bushes that protected the roads residents from the wind, noise, smell, visual imposition,
glaring lights and other irritants that emanate from the DPW "campus" and the Fire Dept.
When they built these buildings they did not follow the SEQRA or NYS mined land

reclamation law.
61. The lake is a bonus ‐ unfortunately, I do not want to swim in it. It should be a priority ‐ get
rid of the abundant plant life
62. Residential & commercial structures ‐ demolish or refurbish.
63. Expand your horizons to include ALL of Lakewood ‐‐ there are so many
places/attractions/businesses in the village with so much to offer. Working will all
residents rather than a select few who push their own agenda, throw their weight around
with threats of financial boycott or legal actions, and stand up to these people when in the
right when considering and working toward the best for all.
64. Yes, please include East Terrace from Shadyside to Lakewood Rod & Gun
65. I think the biggest difference you can have is to get some serious zoning laws in place, toss
out the "grandfather" clause and make everyone comply with new laws to maintain their
properties, not have cars up on blocks, etc. etc. Just cleaning up, painting, fixing run down
houses in the village could spark others who can afford it to start fixing up their houses as
well. Most people I have talked to about this figure what is the point of them spending time
fixing their house when across the street is a slum. Maintaining their property won't make a
difference when housing values start dropping as they have in our neighborhood.
66. As a USAF retiree,having traveled and lived in many parts of the U.S., I find Lakewood as a
very nice place to raise a family and to reside in as a retiree.
67. Keep safety of residents in mind. We live here year round and love our community. Don't
do things simply to cater to visitors who are here a couple months out of the year. Please
use common sense in planning, balancing the needs of community individuals with desire to
grow the village.
68. Make Lee Fischer responsible for his properties,
69. I love our village. I'd love to see it become stronger economically and as a community. I
understand the seasonal residents put a lot of money into the area, but as a full‐time
resident I don't think seasonal residents should have as much say on what happens in our
village as those of us who live here year round. I can appreciate standards but don't want to
see it become so regulated that we can't do what we want with our homes and property.
70. This survey needs improvement. Much too vague for real input. Good idea but poorly
executed. When you make general statements such as, "cultural Improvement" , it can mean
bring more music to Hartley Park than just Thursdays for some but to others can mean
build an Opera house. Get my drift?
I would have like to have specific ideas/places being tossed around as possibilities...again,
too vague
71. Non‐subsidized senior housing near the lake, such as patio homes or condominiums.
72. Thank you for offering this survey.
73. Have been seasonal resident for 12 yrs. now full time. Looking forward to new phase in our
life. Receiving update info by mail would be helpful.

74. There should be affordable, accessible, senior housing in Lakewood within walking distance
to the Library, the Lake, the post office, a pharmacy, modestly priced restaurants,etc.
There should also be affordable ( own or rent ) housing suitable for young singles or
families in a vibrant community so these young people who are the future of the Village,
move here, bond to the Village and stay here.
75. housing for Seniors. housing for seniors on low/moderate incomes. we need housing for
seniors right here in the village. going up on the hill (Southwestern Dr. options) is not living
in the village.
very sad that our Lakewood Elementary School was so quickly torn down, that the property
was so quickly sold. This is where the senior housing should have been.
Is there any area in the village left for senior housing? so that people could walk to the
village coffee shops, park, library, post office?
76. As a business owner, caring about the whole environment adds to our success but also as a
resident of the Chautauqua lake area, Lakewood is a tremendous regional asset and
FINALLY developing a plan for the future of the community only can make Lakewood's
value improve.
77. I really think this village could be a much more productive economical asset than it is
currently. It could be a recreational destination for many more with things to do and more
businesses, but not so much that it loses its attractive quaintness, small town feel. We don't
want it to be over commercialized either.
78. We need more transportation so that people who don't drive can get around better
79. As with Lakkewood residents, Lakewood government has to differentiate between wants
and needs and set priorities when it comes to spending money.
80. I appreciate the opportunity to participate in this survey. By working together in an open
and honest way, accepting the fact that we can disagree without being disagreeable,
Lakewood has a great future.
81. Thank you for your efforts to include the community in forming the vision and direction of
Lakewood's growth.
82. Once basic services are secure, make it look and feel good (safe, fun, interesting).
83. Look at Bemus, Ellicottville ‐ ideas. Develop tax incentives
84. I am fairly positive that I have more education than the people the village caters to ( The
Daryl Farrars, The Tom Turners, etc.) They are the only people the village feels are worthy.
My family has owned property and lived in the village for 5 generations. Can all of those
people the village caters to say that? My grandfather ( A blue collar worker) owned and
took care of 8 properties on the lake.
85. You need a better public access for boats at the current site due to the new dog park and the
pavilion. No fishing on boat launching docks
86. Protecting the value of property through proper zoning and enforcement of codes is long

overdue
87. Don't try to make Lakewood a city
88. Good Luck
89. We were promised that our ditches would be filled in on Shadyside Ave between Fairmount
and Hunt Rd 3 years ago. Our calls go unanswered. Dangerous for traveling cars in the
winter. Please correct this.
90. Lakewood is a lively place to live. It is important to work on improving the lake quality.
The sailing club is a wonderful asset. Sailing lessons will be very popular.
91. We need more condos (2bdr, 2 bath) with attached garage for people who want to downsize
& stay in Lakewood.
92. I would like to see a law enforced about people cleaning their animal droppings. If nothing
but to stop and see if they are even carrying something with good intentions.
93. Bring more retail business, a family restaurant open AM/PM, Convenient store
94. I would like to see the name LENNA removed from the clock tower in front of the Lakewood
Apothecary.
95. I would like to see LENNA removed from the clock and see the village seal put there. This
should definitely be done.
96. Do not close Lakewood Beach. Good idea ‐ sailing school

